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ABSTRACT 

The debate over"women's waysofknowing"has been contentious and growing 

since Carol Gillgian's groundbreaking bookIn aDifferent Voice,which established a 

contrast betweenthe care ethic(associated with women)and thejustice ethic(associated 

with men). The dissertation explores the care/justice distinction,taking the investigation 

to anew level by providing a modelthat explores the perspectives according to anumber 

ofcriteria organized according to a conceptual-theoretical dimension and also a 

dimension ofpraxis. The concepts ofrmversal rights and principles are analyzed in 

relation to the ethics,leading to the conclusion that care can incorporate them into its 

ideology withoutthereby appealing to thejustice ethic or hybridizing with it. 

Two well-known theores ofcare,NelNoddings'(1984)and Joan Tronto's(1993) 

are examined according to the two-dimensional modelI develop. The end result is a 

fusion ofthe views into a comprehensive theoretical perspective with applications in both 

the personal and political spheres. The traditional image,then,ofcare as a mothering 

tool limited to the dynamic offamily and friends is replaced by an ethical view ofcare 

that places"women's ways ofknowing"firmly in the arena ofbusiness,politics,and 

other large-scale areas ofmoral concem. 
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Introduction 

The cliche is thatifwomen were in charge ofthe world there would be no war. 

This simplistic,hoinogenizing,and even dangerous claim cannotin itselfbe the solution 

to our current pathology ofdestruction. ButI will argue,fending offthe various 

objections as peacefully asI can,that it holds agem oftruth. More precisely,I take the 

care ethic,that still provocative and galvanizing theory originated by Carol Gilligan,and 

develop it into afull-blown personal and political morality,in the process defending it 

against standard objections,mostofwhich center on the concem that care is feminine 

where femininity is a gender role that nurtures patriarchy,notliberation. 

The first issue is getting clear o the basic nature ofthe care ethic-what it is and 

how it is defined. The reader deservesto have available rightfrom the start atransparent 

description ofthe theory under consideration. Unfortunately,as I argue,the current state 

ofthe scholarly literature lacks a satisfactory scheme,so I begin by developing myown 

model,which involvestwo dimensions and anumber ofcriteria thatlay outthe 

fundamental position. My workin this direction,comprising chapters one and two,has a 

couple ofimportantimplications. Itexpands on an article recently accepted by Women& 

Politics,wherein I argue that care(qua moraltheory)can incorporate universal principles 

withoutthereby compromising its independence,that is,withoutrelying onthe sortof 

ethic that,following Gilligan,hascome to beknown as ajustice ethic(Crittenden, 

forthcoming). 



Second,my analysis ofthe nature ofcare centralizes the problem ofdualism, 

which is so formidable and so often broached as a hindrance to a successful care ethic 

thatI address it painstakingly throughoutthe length ofthe project. Those who study 

oppression commonly link it to the practice ofdividing the dominators and dominated 

into two radically separate conceptual categories and associating those categories with 

certain definitive characteristics. Men,for example,are seen as rational and women as 

emotional,wherethe labels carry the powerto channel gender acculturation toward a 

patriarchal fi-amework. Acommon criticism ofcare links itto the care versusjustice 

contrast and asks whether this segregation is notsimply dualism in an insidious form. 

Feminists sometimes respond uncomfortably that care andjustice mustbe integrated to 

achieve a satisfactory stance,but withouf elaboration that explicitly explains awaythe 

problem,such a remonstration sounds too much like saying thatthe combination of 

women'sand men's roles results in a harmony. Yetsuch a'harmony'has beenin place 

for along time,institutionalized in the ritual ofmarriage,and it has broughtno end to the 

problem ofsexism. Otherfeminists,as we shall see,argue that reversal is satisfactory; 

the masculine paradigm should be replaced by afeminine one and all will be right with 

the world. 

I take a similar route in arguing that care stands alone. It does notneed ajustice 

ethic to cling onto to become salutary in its own right. However,my claim is notthat 

femininity can stand alone without masculinity. Rather,it is a claim that care can attain a 

new status that is transgendered in the sense ofescaping dualistic thought entirely. Care 

is notone halfofa polarized pair. The initial thrustofmy argumentis that care can 
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employ the concepts ofprinciples,rights,and duties withoutthereby hybridizing with 

justice. It takestwo chapters to argue this point butthejoumey is interesting in itselfas I 

explore the many facets ofcare andjustice and develop them into a comprehensive 

framework for philosophical investigation. 

Chapters three and four introduce and critique two ofthe most discussed 

presentations ofcare theory,Nel Noddings'Care and Joan Tronto's MoralBoundaries, 

initializing the attempt atafusion and combined theoretical evolution ofthese views into 

acomprehensive position that is as applicable to corporate and governmental policy as it 

is to family situations. Fitting both theories into mytwo-dimensional model,I explore 

the strengths and weaknesses and seek out similarities. This last point is important,for 

Noddingsembracesthe private sphere as the proper realm ofcare,and Tronto embraces 

the political while distancing herselffrom the sort ofmatemal nurturing that Noddings 

places atthe center ofher philosophy. Thetwo theories appear to be atloggerheads and 

indeed are irreconcilable asthey stand. Nevertheless,the differences are notso great as 

they atfirst seem. A thread ofempathic understanding and perception is common to both 

theories,one thatcan weavethem together after the sexistelements ofNoddings' 

matemal model have been neutralized and the political insights ofTronto's philosophy 

have been elaborated and defended with clear argumentation. 

Such modification ofthe theories is the main task ofchapters five and six. In 

chapter five aNoddings-Tronto hybrid theory ofempathy is developed that allows moral 

contact with persons both near and far, within both personal and political contexts, 

thereby breaking with the canard thatempathic skills are mainly appropriate in the home 
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and with friends in nonpolitical contexts. Chapter six continues the developmentofa 

Noddings-Tronto stance by taking conceptsfrom the work ofboth theorists and 

combining them so that care takes on a powerfulrole in both domestic and public 

settings. Noddingsian concepts such as recognition,motivational displacement, 

engrossmentand the caring mode ofconsciousness are teamed with Tronto's four main 

componentsofethical caring to yield an approach that shatters the dualistic boundaries 

which Tronto sees as obstaclesto healthy care:the public/private boundary,the 

rational/emotional boundary,and the Machiavellian separation ofethics and politics. 

By the end,I hope to provide atentative unified ethic ofcare fortified againstthe 

common objections,one thatremains close to Gilligan's claims and yet escapesthe label 

offeminine withoutlosing the beneficial characteristics thatcan be gleaned fi-om 

women'sroles. While the following chapters do not deal directly with the question,"Is 

the matureform ofthe care ethic a women's,as opposed to a man's,way ofoperating 

ethically?"I think there is enough evidence in the discussion to suggestthat although it is 

nota woman's morality,it is clearly derivative from certain aspects ofwomen's roles, 

and while ti goesfar beyond the stereotype,certain waysofacting associated with 

womenremain influential,ifnot crucial. Moreover,the traits oftraditional masculinity 

do notprovide input asfully asthe feminine ones. 

Asarough sketch,ifGilligan set up a contrast between relationship and 

individualism,engagementand objectivity,cooperation and competition,nonreductive 

and reductive modesofproblem solving,and virtue and principle,then the ethic I develop 



draws mostly from the left-hand-side ofthese pairs. The one exception is the crucial 

force thatI accord to principles,a topic that receives much attention in chapter two. 

To visualize this scenario,I ask the reader to consider a story. Some wandering 

philosopher-carpenters come upontwo piles oftools,one pink and one blue. Neither of 

the piles,the carpenters decide,is satisfactory for their task,and yetthe pink pile could be 

ifproperly modified. The blue tools are simply unrepresentative ofthe kind of 

environmentthatthe carpenters will be working in,and in some cases seem rather 

dangerous,pronetoward explosion,violent outcome,and a mysterious effect upon the 

carpenters that makesthem lose touch with their emotions. Also,they tend to isolate the 

carpenters from each other,so thatthey cannotcommunicate properly,and yet good 

communication is imperative forthe accomplishmentofthe task. The pink tools are 

rather limited also,but withsome tinkering they become much more efficacious. The 

carpenters go abouttheirjob enthusiastically,noticing thatthe modified tools are no 

longer pink,and yetthey retain some ofthe elements that made the pink tools preferable 

in the first place. 

Such simple allegories perhaps raise more questions than they answer. My 

purpose in introducing such an allegory is to connect my project,however nebulously, 

with the great social changesthat are occurring,some ofthe mostimportantinvolving an 

ascendancy ofwomen's rights and women's voices. While my approach strives to be 

analytical in the professional sense ofproviding "journal quality" arguments and 

theoretical ramification,it also intends to foster a morality that ridesthe currents ofthe 

women's movement. This movement,after all,is notsimply for women,butforthe 
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liberation ofall people who have suffered from the warfare,domination,abuse,hyper-

competition,and stultification ofcreativity and emotional outlet that have plagued 

patriarchal regimes rather consistently for thousands ofyears. While patriarchal regimes 

have broughtgreattechnological advancements and worksofgenius and art,this does not 

grantthem immunity from serious criticism or significant revision. Now that women can 

speak more openly,philosophically,politically,economically,legally,and so on,many of 

them and their male allies are asking ifthere mightnot be something better than the 

bellicose cultural dynamics that led,say,to WWI,WWII,and then a Cold War with a 

bristling ofnuclear armaments whoselegacy menaces ustoday. 

My project is in this spirit offeministreform,a spirit that has become global and 

assumed political shape in various social activist movementssuch as ecofeminism. In the 

true spirit ofthe theoretician(who has an importantrole in the incipient global movement 

against oppression,though notthe only importantone)I attemptto provide afoundation 

ofcomplex yet consistent and defensible ideas thatsupportsuch movementsofliberation. 



Chapter One 
The Two Dimensional Model:Internal Criteria and Dualism 

The central purpose ofthis chapter is to begin the development,completed in 

Chapter Two,ofaframework that defines the general parameters ofcare andjustice as 

these are understood as moral theories. In the next chapterIlook atthe two orientations 

as.they play outin practice,but here Iam concerned with introducing thetwo-

dimensional model,defending its importance,and discussing the first dimension,which 

focuses on the conceptual elements that constitute care andjustice(as opposed to the 

practical implications ofadopting one orthe other ofthese theories as a way to function 

ethically,the province ofthe second dimension). Because this first dimension is 

presented in theform ofcriterial pairs that primafacie set up a polarization,care at one 

extreme andjustice atthe other,the last partofthe chapter introducesthe problem of 

dualism. Chaptertwo then takes up the discussion and introduces the second dimension 

ofmy model in order to provide greater clarity that alleviates the concem that care is 

stereotypically feminine. The tactic(and both the first and second dimensions are crucial 

elements here)is to argue thata care ethic can employ principles,rights,and rules ofthe 

universal variety withoutthereby appealing to or hybridizing withjustice in any way. If 

this is so,using such principles to prohibitsexism(and other'isms')and the dualistic 

modes ofthinking that are inherently sexist does notpose athreatto the status ofa care 

ethic as independentofjustice criteria. 



My projectfor this chapter is in line with the acknowledgment by prominent 

feministtheorists that research on the ethic ofcare is in its earliest stages and thatthe 

ethic is currently in an immatureform(Card 1996,76). This acknowledgment,however, 

is uncomfortablyjuxtaposed with another theme,that care is not complete in and ofitself 

and must merge with thejustice ethic to become partofacomprehensive,salutary moral 

theory. For example,Virginia Held distances her own position from thatofcare onthe 

groundsthat care lacks any appeal to principles or rights: 

On ethical viewsthatrenoimce all principles as excessively abstract,we 
mighthavefew argumentsto uphold the equality ofwomen... Onaview 
that ethics could satisfactorily befounded on caring alone,men could care 
for women considered undeserving ofequal rights in all the significant 
areas in which women have been struggling to have our equality 
recognized. So an ethic ofcare,essential as acomponentofmorality and 
perhaps even as aframework,seems deficient iftaken as an exclusive 
preoccupation or one which fails to makeroom forjustice.(1994,76) 

Held is not alone in her reduction ofcare to an essential"component"that must 

cling tojustice for moral adequacy. Grace Clementin her recent work,Care,Autonomy, 

andJustice, writes thatthe well-wom debate between advocates ofcare andjustice leads 

to the conclusion that"care andjustice should not be seen as competitors,but as allies 

which are indispensable to one another."(1996,109) Even MargaretUrban Walker,who 

offers a meticulously designed "expressive-collaborative" ethic,does not entirely forsake 

the tendency to belittle care when she acknowledgesthe merit ofthe feminist criticism 

thatsuch a perspective "valorizes stereotypes ofbottomlessfeminine nurturance and self-



sacrifice that continue to haunt women while politically disempowering and personally 

exhausting them."(1998,108) 

By highlighting a neglected resource implicitin the ethic,I movetoward freeing 

care theory from the allegation that it is an incomplete moralideal,one that needs to work 

in tandem with historical abstracting methodsto build a sturdy structure. The label of 

"care" should notimmediately target atheory as defective,putting its proponents onthe 

defensive;nor should it imply alack ofsubtlety or artistry. Whatthe label deserves to 

stand for is the vital poweroffeminism to engender global transformation and break the 

cultural constraints ofjustice "rationality," a euphemistically named,regressive program 

that harbors the historical silencing ofwomen,poorly reflects the nature ofhuman 

thought processes,and fails to do truejustice to the world's wonderfully frustrating 

plurality. Feminists should be proud to speak ofcare as a nascent yet healing 

contribution to the crucible oftransformative ideas,not as a wayward upst^thatought 

to fall back into a complementary marriage withjustice and so take its proper place in the 

moralfamily. 

Conceptual-Theoretical Criteriafor Care and Justice 

The Two-DimensionalModel. The initial motivation for atwo-dimensional 

model is straightforward;an ethic,once adopted,profoundly affects the way persons 



perceive themselves and the world. Behavior,self,and environment are modified 

accordingly. It is important,then,in describing an ethic,to give not only a description of 

its internal structure but also ofits real-world effects, whatcould be called its external 

influence,the influence ofthe core conceptual elements onthe greater world ofdaily 

living. In a metaphorical sense,an ethic has an inner(conceptual)structure,and external 

(real-life)implications. As1 will show,exploring care andjustice along both these 

dimensions yields fruitful information regarding their nature and helps bring outthe 

complexity and difference between them. 

Another reason for atwo-dimensional modelis that it is quite effective in 

organizing the complexities ofcare andjustice into a manageableframework. Care 

ethicists and critics have a murky grasp ofthe complexity ofthe issues yet have not 

broughtthat complexity fully into the investigation. The need for further organization 

and perspicuity is exemplified inthefollowing description by Sara Ruddick,who plumbs 

the murkiness yetleaves us with only dim flashing images ofthe wonderful life below; 

Characteristics of"justice" and "care," when contrasted with each other, 
are complex. Thetwo moral orientations foster distinctive cognitive 
capacities,appeal to distinctive ideals ofrationality,elicit distinctive moral 
emotions,presume distinctive concepts ofidentity and relationships, 
recognize distinctive virtues,and make distinctive demands on 
institutions.(1993,204) 

To begin to draw outthe conceptsfrom obscurity,the first dimension ofthe 

proposed model posits seven criterial pairs that are'internal'in the sense ofexplicating 

the theoretical nature ofthe two ethics. All butone ofthese pairs derive 
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straightforwardly from Gilligan's work. They are not meant as necessary and sufficient 

conditions butrather are intended to provide a basis for'family resemblance'in the 

Wittgensteinian sense. Accordingly,while some moral approaches will fall into'gray' 

zones(e.g. Aristotelian ethics,Humean ethics,Christian ethics)others will'fit'the 

resemblance,facilitating classification and forming the basis ofargumentation as to the 

proper placementofa moral theory. Given thatthere are different specific types ofcare 

ethic(e.g.Noddingsian,Ruddickian)and specific types ofjustice ethic(e.g. Kantian, 

utilitarian),the seven-part specification below is general enough to provide aframework 

that describes many positions withoutfully defining their nuanced components. The 

criterial pairs are asfollows(Table 1-1): 
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Care and Justice: Theoretical Criteria(Table 1-1) 

(Ic)A sense of self characterizable as connected and 
relational 

(2c) Responsibility determines the extent of proper 
moral activity 

(3c)Theintricaciesofcontextmake ithardto generalize 
from one situation to another,limiting the usefulness of 
morallaws and principles 

(4c)Narrative and dialogue-based decision-making 

(5c)The agent's moral vantage remains personalized, 
historically and temporally situated,and affective 

(6c)Moral motivation stems from virtues ofcare (e.g. 
those concerned with maintaining relationships) 

(7c) An emphasis on eliminating oppression and the 
psychological mechanisms ofoppression 

(Ij)A sense ofselfcharacterizable as isolated 
and independent 

(2j)Rights and principles determine the extent 
ofproper moral activity 

(3j)Contexts are most often similar such that 
generalformulasoruniversallawscandomost 
ofour moral work for us 

(4j)Decision-making that features formal, 
mathematical, or logical procedures radically 
abstracting from context and tending to 
homogenize (e.g. pleasures become 
interchangeable) 

(5j) The agent assumes an impersonal moral 
vantage that attempts to escape subjectivity 

(6j) Moral motivation impelled by rationally 
imposed duty 

(7j)An emphasis on fair distribution ofsocial 
goodsandservices,fairallocationofrights,and 
the preservation ofautonomy 

UsefulnessandAdequacy. Before describing these criteria,it is germane to explain their 

usefulness,and defend them againstthe criticism thatthey are notthe best criteria to 

representthe care-justice opposition. 
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These criteria are useful in drawing links between care theory and other fields of 

ethical investigation. Forexample,they affiliate ecofeminism andfeminism by clearly 

bringing outthe coimections in precise form. It is not sufficient,for example,given the 

magnitude ofmy prpject,to simply accept Karen Warren's statementthat her 

ecofeminism appeals to virtues ofcare as proofthatshe is a care ethicist. Nor is it 

sufficientto point out similarities in a nebulousfashion,for example by stating, 'Warren 

proclaims that her ethic focuses on maintaining and developing mutually beneficial 

relationships and so her ethic is one ofcare'. Fortunately,Warren provides an 

enumerated definition ofhertheory that readily maps onto l-7c almostpointfor point, 

thereby permitting a very strong argumentthat her work falls into the framework I erect 

(1996)'. 

Similarly,it is notenough to claim that utilitarianism,for example,is ajustice 

ethic based on broad appeals to its calculating and impartial nature,atleast not given the 

importance ofsuch conceptual issuesto my project. Utilitarianism fits(2j)(a universal 

principle ofutility determines the extentofproper moral action),(3j)(contexts can be 

I Warren proposesthatan ecofeminist ethic must be structured so as to be:(1)Against oppression in all 
forms,(2)Contextual and historical,(3)Centered on relationships,those inclusive ofthe environment as 
well as those between humans,(4)Pluralistic,(5)Dialogic in the sense ofincluding the voices ofthe poor 
and oppressed,(6)Anti-objective in the sense ofrejecting the possibility ofone absolutely correct 
viewpointor logic existing beyond affective situatedness, (7)Inclusive ofcaring virtues,and(8)Inclusive 
ofarelational sense ofself. There are primafacie matches between these standards and the internal criteria 
l-7c,and a more detailed study could,I think,cementthe coimections. However,my purpose is to 
demonstrate the usefulness ofI-7c,and that is achieved by pointing out,asI have with Warren's 
philosophy,thatthey provide a method for conducting analysis in terms ofcare theory. 
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reduced into a generalformulafor happiness),(4j)(decision-making that resorts to 

mathematical procedures radically abstracting in order to maximize satisfaction),and(5j) 

(the moral agentassumes an impersonal vantage to engage in unbiased calculations). The 

theory adheres to(6j)(moral motivation through duty not care)because one follows the 

dictates ofthe maximizing equation as is rationally required,notas virtuous character 

recommends^. In its historicalform,utilitarianism also conformsto(Ij)(a sense ofself 

characterizable as self-contained and rationally self-guiding)ascan be seen from its 

alliance and supportoffree-marketdogmassuch as the theoretical construction ofman 

(and woman?)as homo eco«omzc«j'~competitive and rationally self-interested in terms of 

acquiring power and material goods(Edwards 1995). 

Certain Kantian and Rawlsian moralities could similarly be classified asjustice 

ethics,which,again,implies thatthe above criteria are intentionally accommodating so 

that distinct and nonconflatable views can fall underthe same heading. Each particular 

ethic will weave a differenttapestry on the model's warp and weft,implying thatsome 

2 A utilitarian mightrespond that it is quite acceptable,given the utilitarian theory,to live so thatone's 
motive is simply to help one's circle offriends and family. Furthermore,the utilitarian continues,the 
theory does not ask for radical changes in the Western lifestyle;deep emotional bonds can be fostered, 
relationshipsformed and maintained,families raised,all withoutthe danger ofsudden strange behavior 
arising from the utilitarian calculus. In response,I point outthatthe ultimate standard ofwhatwe should 
do,for the utilitarian, is the maximzing equation. Ifthis equation supports a lifestyle in which one's 
motives are centered on friends and family,all is well,butifnot,then the utilitarian cannot maintain such a 
status-quo-friendly stance without contradiction. In short,the ultimatejustification and source ofauthority 
in the utilitarian scheme remains an emotionless logic,and to say thatthis logic supports afull range of 
emotions and close relationships does notchange thatfact. 
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ethics may be better than others in regard to specified standards ofnormative 

acceptability. 

Asidefrom the usefiilness ofthe criteria,one might question whetherthese are the 

best criteria available to supportaframework ofcare versusjustice. George Sher and 

Grace Clement both provide alternative frameworksfor understanding the general nature 

ofthe two orientations, Sher's model having five criterial pairs,and Clement's possessing 

three. I argue below that Sher'sframework isflawed for various reasons,perhapsthe 

most outstanding ofwhich is that he virtually identifiesjustice with principles(among 

other things,proposing the criterial pair:"principled versus nonprincipled"to represent 

justice versus care). Clementcommitsasimilar error(opposingjustice and care in the 

form ofprinciple-based egalitarian concerns vs."maintenance ofrelationships")^ Other 

descriptions,like that ofSara Ruddick presented above in the citation,are too cloudy to 

penetrate withoutidentifying the specific elements that need further analysis. 

There are,nevertheless,no doubtother waysoforganizing the criterial pairs that 

are valid. With thoughtful attention,one mightbe able to able to generate quite along 

list. One possibility is to focus onthe fact that care emphasizes maintaining relationships 

3 The mistake ofassociating egalitarian concerns withjustice also occurs in a recent article by Margaret 
Moore. Moore says that "equality presupposes the abstract standpoint"and criticizes Gilligan for 
sometimes associating equality with care(1999,13). However,equality,as advanced through principle, 
can be grasped by afully situated moral person whojustifies the use ofprinciple through narrative and not 
detached meanssuch as Rawls'Original Position. Such ajustification ofprinciple,onethat does not 
require stepping back from one's contingentselfhood and all its emotional leanings,is discussed in Chapter 
Five. 
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ofa mutually beneficial nature,whereasjustice focuses on maintaining and advancing the 

interests ofthe individualthrough Rational autonomy''. One might also try to unpack the 

notion of'virtues ofcare'presented in(4c)and contrast it v^dth the virtues or virtue-like 

qualities that might be associated with sometypes ofjustice approach(e.g. Objectivity, 

Rationality). So,a critic might argue,the system I employ is incomplete and likely to 

mislead by making false suggestions that certain aspects ofcare are more prominent or 

central than others. 

My response is twofold. First,the criterial pairs I provide are adequate to my 

purposes ofadvancing our understanding ofthe structure ofcare theory and making my 

case thatthe conceptofuniversal principles,in and ofitself,is notjustice-oriented. 

Moreover,those elements ofcare I do not specifically enumerate are included in my 

model. For example,in discussing the virtues ofcare below,I emphasize thatthese orbit 

the notion ofmaintaining healthy, mutually interactive and beneficial relationships; also, 

by listing some ofthe proposed virtues ofcare,I initiate the work ofexpanding upon the 

general framework so that other criterial pairs are suggested. 

4 By using capital-lettered words like "Reason,""Rationality,"and "Objectivity" I distinguishjustice 
notions from feminist notions ofreason,etc. More is said aboutthis later in the Chapter,and also in 
Chapter Two. For now,note thatthe capital-lettered words,atthe very least,indicate a certain idealtype 
or myth—thatcontained in l-7j. Iam ambivalent aboutthe presence ofReason in the work ofmodem-day 
scholars(though asI discuss,I think certain utilitarians, like Peter Singer,embrace a close approximation 
ofit). However,for my purposes the ideal type,presentas an ideological thread in the fabric ofwestern 
culture,is sufficientto provide an alternative against which care theory can be developed. Iam not 
accusing,say,modem Kantians such as Kristine Korsgaard ofembracing Reason. Such views are far too 
complex to reduce to mechanical logico-deductive models ofworld and morality. 
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Secondly,in line with the feministidea ofa pluralistic reality in which no one 

explanation,story or theory will contain the be-all-end-all account ofthe way things are 

(Mouffe 1992),I offer myframework as one perspective,one story that provides a useful 

epistemic lens but notthe only lens. Given my pluralistic stance,the factthatI do not 

provide the only lens is not necessarily a problem. There are,doubtless,serious concerns 

thatcan be raised aboutmy framework,for instance,that it does not directly deal with the 

differences in oppression between middle-class white women and poor black women. 

Such considerations,however,are not damning in light ofthe generality ofmy approach, 

which is commodious enough for many specific interpretations,including those of 

minority-theory feminists. That women ofcolor and white middle class women might 

need to care differently,or mighthave different kinds ofneeds,is acceptable and even 

desirable within the boundariesI establish. Narrative and dialogic decision-making, 

connectedness ofself,and a situated historical and cultural vantage are factors that 

provide latitude for valorizing the concemsofmany oppressed groups in many situations. 

A third concem is that my model is simply too vague and mightallow theories 

that are not care theories to enter into l-7c. Forinstance,perhaps Aristotle and Hume 

infiltrate the proposed framework. 

While granting thatthere are likely to be'grey'areas,I think l-7c provide the 

basisfor useful analysis,enumerating the specific points that need to be considered when 
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categorizing theories. For example,whetherHume presents a conceptofselfthat is 

relational(Ic)is debatable,given that he emphasizes a person's "self-love," which he 

asserts is far stronger than love for even those held dear(including the mother's love for 

the infant). This self-love is atthe heartofmoral behavior,behavior developed for 

practical reasons to help persons maximize their pleasure. Using these ideas as thematic, 

the Humean drift is toward a separate-selfworldview that uses utilitarian-style reasoning 

to arrive at correct moral practice(indeed,Hume'sthoughts link with those ofhis friends, 

Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham). 

My pointis notto give a sophisticated or even adequate treatmentofHume,butto 

demonstrate thatthe'intemal'criteria do provide a basis for analysis ofintricate theories, 

at the very least pointing outthe relevant areas where the philosopher should focus in 

order tojudge an ethic as one ofcare orjustice. 

A similar treatmentcould be given to Aristotle.Doeshe emphasize a relational 

sense ofself(Ic)? Perhaps. Heremarksontheimportance offiiendship,education,and 

social life,and even designates fiiendship asthe "highest external good";the solitary life 

makes happiness impossible{Nicomachean Ethics 1169b15), Yet he does not clearly go 

so far assomefeminists,who claim thatthe selfis "partially constituted" by its 

relationships with others(Held 1993). Is his moral decision-making procedure narrative 

and dialogic(4c)? Perhaps. It is concerned with finding a balance between extremes,but 

this is done through reason interacting with the passions—notclearly a narrative 
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procedure,but not clearly ajustice procedure either. Accordingly,while the internal 

criteria do notprovide easy answers,they are not without merit as indicators and 

cataloguers ofsophisticated moral approaches. 

Describing theInternal Criteria:Preliminaries. Before describing the specific 

pairs,it is useful to note a couple ofthings. First, whenthe second dimension ofthe 

model is discussed in Chapter Two,more will be added to the basic descriptions provided 

here,and the care-justice picture will expand. Certain ofthe relevant concepts,such as 

the connected/relational self, will be given attention throughoutthis project. The idea of 

ararefied Rationality(the capital'R'signifying thatthis is notthe sortofrationality 

acceptable to care ethicists,the sortthatis inherently situated and affective)is introduced 

and criticized here but much ofthe main criticism involves its application in practice,a 

topic reserved for Chapter Two. Thefollowing explanations are notintended as the 

denouement,but only as a basic guideline to ideasthat are evolving in feminist research 

and which can take many complex forms. 

Secondly,asthe previous paragraph hints,the basic contrast between care and 

justice,as itemergesfrom the mosaic offeminist analyses,appealsto an historical trend 

that promotesararified form ofreasoning largely or entirely excluding affective sources 

ofinformation. Thejustice ethic appeals to Plato's Rational grasp ofthe Forms,to Kant's 

championing ofReason and denigration of"inclination," to Descartes'method of 

reduction and deduction through "clear and distinct" perception(emotions,for Descartes, 
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were created by"animal spirits" and tainted proper perception),to Rawls'construction of 

an Original Position in which all contingentindividuality is eliminated,and to the 

philosophical utilitarian ideaofusing mathematical and empirically reductive procedures, 

which incorporate the scientist's disfavoring ofpassion,to determine the rightthing to do. 

One mightremark thatfew ifany modem academics hold to anything like a 

model ofReason that is Platonic or utilitarian. One answer is thatthis is simply nottrae. 

Kohlberg,as Gilligan aptly pointed out,fed into this mindsetquite readily,framing an 

important research project with a hierarchy ofmoral thinking that appeals,atthe most 

mature stages,to Platonic universality. Thisled him to claim that his progression of 

moral stages applied to all cultures in all times(Campbell 1990). Many chemists, 

physicists,cognitive psychologists,and physicalist philosophers,in good Cartesian 

fashion,seek through reductive methodsto lay open the totality ofreality as revealed in 

fundamentalfacts related through detefihihistic physical or logical laws. Whether such 

physical reductionists see their practices as having implicationsfor moraltheory is an 

open question,though their praise ofRational procedures mightlead them to consider 

moraljudgements as amenable to Rational analysis. A "scientific morality" along these 

lines is discussed in Chapter Two. The theory ofdeterminism,strongly associated with 

the scientific project offinding causal mechanisms governed by invariantlaws(though 

quantum mechanics has created a divide between determinism and science,atleast atthe 

level ofquarks and photons),itselfraises serious questions about moral agency and raises 
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a tension between predestination and moral responsibility that is difficult to resolve. 

Some scientists and philosophers mightconsider humans much like robots or 

sophisticated computers that are preprogrammed(or'self-programming'in deterministic 

ways)and(they might conclude)therefore unable to make autonomous moral decisions. 

In the modem study ofethics, utilitarianism,strongly associated with l-7j,is alive 

and well. Peter Singer,a preference utilitarian,takes pains to point outthat emotion 

cannot be the ultimatejustification ofmoral decisions,and thatreason,as understood in 

terms ofa maximizing equation,is the imiversal standard ofright and wrong(Singer 

1990,iii). Act Utilitarian J.J. Smart,though aware ofthe difficulties in calculating 

expected valuesfor maximizing goodness,holds thatthe basic idea ofcalculation 

functions quite nicely. Although he sees the proper moral agent as operating with a 

foimdation ofbenevolence,good character,and fellow feeling,and so praises virtue,the 

role ofvirtue is secondary and derivative from the utility calculus,which remainsthe 

ultimate standard ofjudgement. For instance.Smart writes that,"The utilitarian... will 

test his[sic]particular feelings by reference to his general principle," and though he is 

somewhattom in cases where feelings cry out againstinjustice and yetinjustice must be 

inflicted to maximize happiness,he ultimately sides with the utilitarian injustice overthe 

feeling thatjustice mustbe served(Smartand Williams 1982,p,69-71)^ 

5 There is no doubtthat specific contexts are importantto act utilitarians. Asin care theory,every 
particular situation mustbe taken as complex and individual. No rule(e.g. abortion is wrong exceptto 
save the mother s life)is absolute. The difference is the utilitarian's adherence to one standard,the 
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More importantly,it really doesn't matter for my purposes whether many modem 

philosophers or even academics embrace Rational solutions to moral problems. 

Rationality,as represented bythe internal criteria,can serve as an ideal type,a contrast 

against which the elaboration ofcare theory in my projecttakes place. To call thejustice 

ethic an ideal type is notto label it irrelevantto current systemsofoppression. Whatis 

often ofcentral importance in feminist analysis is not so much logical implications,but 

concrete causal consequences,the presence ofideology rather than philosophy in the 

workings ofthe ambientinstitutions. It would be rash to claim that overtwo thousand 

years ofwestern Rationalistic thought(including Pythagoras,Plato,Aquinas,Leibniz, 

Spinoza,Descartes,Kant,logical positivists,modem physicalists,utilitarians like Smart 

and Singer,and neo-Kantians such as Rawls)has notinfluenced the current westem 

culture. Such influence,as will be discussed in Chapters Three and Four,atthe very least 

remains strong in the psychosocial currents ofdualistic thoughtthat separate reason from 

emotion and,for example,link men with theformer and women with the latter. 

Describing the criteria. With these points in mind I proceed to the descriptions of 

the actual criteria. Numericalreferences are provided parenthetically so thatthe reader 

has signposts charting the flow ofthe discussion. 

maximalattainmentofsome desideratum,and the use ofa rarefied form ofreason to attain that end. The 
result is the reduction ofcontextto units ofhappiness,as ifall the relevantfactors were commensurable 
and capable ofbeing'cashed out'in one logical language(Williams 1981). By Impartially fitting the 
moraldilemma at hand into a universalformulafor problem-solving,the utilitarian deviates from the 
situated approach ofthe care ethicist. 
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The first distinction is between the connected selfand the separate self(Ic-lj),a 

distinction that is covered more fully whenthe second dimension ofthe model is 

discussed,and in succeeding chapters,so I supply only a sketch here. 

The separate selfis epitomized in Descartes'Meditations,one ofthe most 

frequently taught philosophical works,in which the cloistered scholar deduces acomplete 

metaphysics and epistemology during a week ofsolitary contemplation. The message is 

thatthe properly objective mind does not need helpfrom other mindsin reaching the one 

sole Truth. Moreover,emotional bonds are sources ofstatic that could disturb the 

transmission ofReality through the conduitofRationality to the thinker. The core of 

identity is the Reasoning faculty,which harnesses the various emotions,passions,and 

proclivities to its service. Thistheme is not merely a Cartesian one butis also presentin 

the writing ofPlato and Kantand other adherents ofthe power ofReasonto link with 

Truth and thereby dictate the proper course ofaction(ref.). Autonomy,for Kant,is acting 

according to the dictates ofReason. Plato claimsthat no one commitsan evil act 

knowingly and willingly. Ifone is in Rational contact with Truth,one has a beacon that 

prescribes the proper course ofaction,and one can be absolutely confidentthat no 

mistake has been madein such a case. 

Truth and Reason,then,allow the core Rational faculty to manage life supremely 

well. The moral agentcan know the nature ofthe universe with certitude and moreover 

can have absolute confidence thatthe one rightcourse ofaction is discoverable and 
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verifiable. The other parts ofthe selfcan and should be managed to attain a 

psychological state that maximally conducesto the advancementofRational ends. 

The above description constitutes a kind ofstory,which I will call the Rational picture. 

In this picture the lesser componentsofmind orbitthe core Rational faculty,which is the 

ultimate manager and discoverer. It possesses vast power to act autonomously and bring 

the other elements ofselfunder its sway. The dangerofemotional taint,ofthe passions 

usurping control and leading the person astray,is ever present,butifRationality is 

properly in touch with Truth,and properly dominating the unruly subjective elements,it 

becomesthe master ofthe selfand the master planner thatfreely creates a moral self-

definition. This is an'hermetic' vision ofthe selfbecause there is an independentcore 

that autonomously managesthe whole ofthe psyche and harnesses ittoward self-

determined ends. The Rational core possesses awesome powerto shape,motivate,and 

control both the body and the passions. 

The notion ofthe connected self,on the other hand,recognizes the importance of 

others in shaping who we are,rationally and otherwise(even modesofrationality are 

contextdependenton this view). There is no core Rationalfaculty,separate from 

emotion and in touch with Truth. The vast power ofsome part ofthe mind to manage 

and directto the degree necessary for absolute autonomy and self-definition is absent. 

For example,my status as a parent is partofmy makeup,and my children,whose 

behavior is not always mine to dictate,affect that status. Whether I see myselfas a good 
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parent or a bad parent depends to a degree onfactors partially beyond my control, 

including the actions ofmy children,their teachers,and so forth,and also onthe 

environment,which itselfis a multilayered entity,consisting ofgovernment,economic, 

and community forces,notto mention the actual quality ofthe surroundings. 

Smokestacks are notas conducive as shady trees to peace and comfortand hence to 

parents'sense ofwhether they are providing a healthy playground for their children. IfI 

see myselfas a bad parent,and again,whether or notI cometo see myselfthis way is not 

totally within my control,then my self-esteem mightsuffer. Ifit does,my behavior, 

performance,and attitudes are typically affected in significant ways,asthe field of 

modem psychology informs us. 

This is arelational picture ofself,one that could be contrasted with the Rational 

picture. Relationships affect me in various waysthat are cracialto whoIam:they affect 

my self-esteem,how I perceive my status within the social hierarchy,whether I am 

pleasured or pained,how I will treat other persons,animals,and the environment,and 

how I will spend mytime. Secondly,andjust as importantly,the nature ofthe 

relationship is nottotally within my control. Thirdly,there are many kinds ofimportant 

relationships: personal ones,business ones,relationships between white persons and 

black persons within the expectations generated by American culture,relationships 

between humans and nature that are heavily influenced by the basic premises ofconsumer 

capitalism,relationships betweenthe conscious and the unconscious,between the various 
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'voices' or leanings within myown mind,between the different roles I play in different 

social situations(my father role,my teacher role,my patriotic role,etc.),and so on. 

When these factors are considered together,the great power ofsome core faculty within 

the mind to masterthe selfand chart a purely autonomous course becomes nothing buta 

shibboleth. 

The contrast between responsibility and rights/principles as determining the extent 

(that is,notthe minimum butthe maximum moral obligation—notjust'what are the 

optionsthat are clearly ruled out' butmore importantly'whatis the actual course of 

action I should take')ofproper moral activity(2c-2j)reflects the fundamentally different 

views ofselfhood expressed by care andjustice. Onthejustice conception,one simply 

appliesthe relevant principle(or refers to the social contract)and thereby knowsthe right 

comrse ofaction;the core selfas Rationalfaculty plugs into the appropriate logical 

equation. The decision-making procedure is formal and mathematical(4j),notrequiring 

soul-searching or catharsis or other psychological processes atthe normal level of 

functioning^ The ideal moral vantage,therefore,is non-emotional,non-psychological, 

and purely Rational(5j). Rational agents are interchangeable. Anytwo faced with the 

same moral dilemma must,in order tofollow the dictates ofReason,answer itthe same 

6 Iam not denying that utilitarians,for example,can gothrough periods ofpainful soul-searching that are 
relevant ifnot crucialto their future ability to make utility decisions. But painful soul-searching or 
passionate introspection by someone who seeks to employ Reason as a decision-making process are 
obviously notengaged in as central elements ofmoral decision-making.A care ethicist,on the other hand, 
finds passionate states and therapeutic processes steeped in emotion and subjectivity to be directly relevant 
to determinations ofright and wrong;such tools,not Reason,are the essence ofthe moral process. 
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way,which means their cultures,histories,emotional bonds and gutfeelings may diverge 

widely and yet this is simply irrelevantfor decision-making purposes. Moreover,in this 

scheme,contexts become,at leastin principle,collections ofvariables efficiently 

migratable into universal formulas,and therefore are'similar'in being reducible, 

quantifiable,assimilatable,and interchangeable(in terms ofpleasures,pains,persons, 

desiderata,etc.)(3j). 

Responsibility(2c)is atricky concept,oneI borrowfrom Joan Tronto's political 

ethic ofcare. This ethic will be more fully covered in ChaptersTwo and Four. The basic 

idea is that determining the right action is a multifaceted processinvolving many sources 

ofinformation that cannot be reduced into a covering formula that rendersthem 

commensurable and therefore processable with a simple,or even a highly complex, 

balancing act ofpleasure vs.pain,liberty vs.justice,beauty vs.efficiency,and so forth. 

In a political context,democratic dialogue is crucial. No Rational individual has the 

correct answer because there is no'the'correct answer(at least in many cases). Important 

considerations are(a)the various narratives involved,each ofwhich captures partof 

reality,or afacet ofit, without capturing all ofit(thus reflecting aform ofpluralism)and 

(b)the complexity ofthe human mind,which is primarily psychological,that is,in 

possession ofan unconscious life that powerfully affects behaviorthrough defense 

mechanisms,habits,and proclivities;additionally,there is no Rational faculty separate 

from the rest ofthe mental world and superior to it; indeed,the selfseemsto be 
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"multiplicitous," manifesting many voices and the ability to take on many seemingly 

inconsistent roles(Lugones 1987;Scheman 1997). Furthermore,ifrecentfeminist, 

externalist and pragmatisttheorizing are correct,the selfexists partly outside the body,in 

a social nexus ofinteraction with others(Scheman 1993;Nelson 1999). 

Determining the rightthing to do,then—determining responsibility—is no simple 

task. Ifthe Rational faculty as ideal type does not accurately describe the way people 

think,live,or decide,and the mind is multilayered and boimdary-blurring in terms ofits 

cognitive and affective processes,a new approach to morality is suggested,something 

perhaps resembling therapy or therapeutic telling and receiving ofnarratives(4c)(Meyers 

1994). In such a scenario,persons do nottry to escapefrom the complexity oflevels and 

voices within their ovra heads and the complexity oflevels and voices in the moral arena, 

butrather embrace those complexities,attempting to sortthem while remaining situated 

■within the web of being (i.e., the relations between the levels of the mind 'with each other 

and also the world, and the relations between the various persons, communities, histories, 

and so forth involved in the moral dilemma) (5c). A step-by-step reductive procedure 

specifying exactly how this technique works is improbable, but the care ethicist expects 

no such algorithm to be available. 

Although the emphasis on therapeutic storytelling (3c) introduces vagueness, 

principles (as I will argue) and virtues enter into the narrative, providing usefiil 

guidelines. The specific principles of care are discussed later. Here, I want to provide an 
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introduction to the sortofvirtues that are particularly relevantto an ethic that emphasizes 

mutually beneficial relationships and the elimination ofoppression(6c,7c). 

A care ethic is,ofcourse,going to accept basic virtues such astemperance and 

ordinary politeness,butthe even such fundamentals will be cautiously examined to avoid 

or minimize complicity in fostering dominative mechanisms.A highly relevant notion 

here is that ofconsciousness raising,aterm popularized in the 1970's by the women's 

movement. The basic idea is thatthrough intensive education people can become aware 

oftheir previously rmconscious,habitual participation in mundane rituals that promote 

subservient roles for women. Maimerisms,idioms,and even style ofdress,both those of 

menand women,can supporta social arenalaced with laced vdth constraining behaviors. 

Sandra Bartky,for instance,points outthat womentend to sit in a closed position,legs 

crossed or knees together,while mentend to take up space,a sign ofthe latter's power 

and freedom(1990). 

Feminists have explored the ideaofconsciousness raising using the standard 

philosophical termsfor denial such as self-deception,false consciousness,bad faith,and 

inauthenticity,drawing upon continental philosophy to challenge the hegemony of 

analytic Rational philosophy in the United States. In her exploration ofthe ethics of 

mothering,Sara Ruddick,for example,calls inauthenticity"a repudiation ofone's own 

perceptions and values," and suggests that mothers who succumb to such self-abnegation 

are likely to transmit negative social values to their children(1989). 
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Self-deception,by tainting one's ability to perceive the world and oneself 

accurately,can interfere with another central care virtue,one that will be discussed in 

later chapters: attentiveness. Ruddick relates the basic concept,again in the context of 

mothering: 

Attention is akin to the capacity for empathy,the ability to suffer or 
celebrate with another as ifin the other's experience youknow and find 
yourself. However,the idea ofempathy,as it is popularly understood, 
underestimates the importance ofknowing another withoutfinding 
yourselfin her. A mother really looks at her child,tries to see him 
accurately rather than herselfin him.(1989,121) 

In her classic book.Maternal Thinking: TowardaPolitics ofPeace,Ruddick uses a care-

ethic approach,derivative from the waysthat motherstry to raise morally and 

psychologically healthy children,to challenge the mentality ofwar. The crucial idea 

underlying the whole ofher project is "attentive love":"Maternal thinking is a discipline 

in attentive love. Clear-sighted attachment,loving clear-sightedness,is the aim,guiding 

principle,and corrective ofmatemal thinking...To love a child is to do whatever is 

required to keep her safe and help her grow."(p.l23) Thisidea will inform the 

comprehensive ethic ofcare I develop in Chapters Five and Six. I argue thata salutary 

form ofattentive love,not as strong as that between a mother and child,is possible even 

between persons who have never met,or even between humansand non-humans(or, 

perhaps,though I do notexplore the issue in this work,even between humans and 

environmental entities such asforests and mountain ecosystems). 
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Other virtues ofcare are important,yet will not play a prominentrole in my work 

due to issues ofscope(Iam more concemed with basic issues ofdefense and expansion 

ofthe ethic as a whole,not with detailing the fine-timed aspects). These virtues center on 

maintaining mutually beneficial healthy relationships. Good listening skills,which build 

upon attentiveness,are important,as is trust (Baier 1995). Ruddick mentions many other 

skills that are relevant and potentially adaptablefrom mother/child interactions to other 

kinds ofrelationship. Someofthe important ideas she discusses in detail,along with 

corresponding virtues,are preservative love,nurturance,humility,welcoming change, 

concreteness(vs. abstractness),story-telling,honesty,compassion,scrutiny,and delight 

(1989). 

The final criterion to discuss is(7j),thejustice ethic's emphasison fair 

distribution ofgoods and the preservation ofautonomy. Iris Marion Young's work is 

important here,for she points outthatthe political tradition ofWestem society does 

indeed follow aprogram ofdistributive fairness,one which is wanting because it does not 

emphasize the problems ofoppression and domination(1990,3). Writing that"the 

conceptofjustice is coextensive with the political," she provides a generalframeworkfor 

politicaljustice theories that should be familiar to the reader by now(since the discussion 

ofl-6j makes similar points). Young's description accentuates the pointthat political 

justice theories and ethicaljustice theories blur into creatures ofthe same kind: 

A theory ofjustice typically derivesfundamental principles ofjustice that 
apply to all or mostsocieties, whatever their concrete configuration and 
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social relations,from afew general premises aboutthe nature ofhuman 
beings,the nature ofsocieties,and die nature ofreason... It assumes a 
point ofview outside the social context where issues ofjustice arise,in 
order to gain a comprehensive view. The theory ofjustice is intended to 
be self-standing,since it exhibits its ownfoundations. Asa discourse it 
aims to be whole,and to showjustice in its unity. It is detemporalized,in 
that nothing comes before it and future events will notaffect its truth or 
relevance to social life,(p.4) 

One ofYoung'stargets is Rawls'A Theory ofJustice,which focuses on distribution of 

goods and also liberty as expressed in the equal and expansive distribution ofrights 

(1971)'. Through Rawls'philosophy,we see the importance ofautonomy in thatthe 

bargainers in the Original Position are considered to "express their nature as free and 

equal rational beings."(p.515) This notion ofrational,uncoerced citizens pursuing their 

self-interest is at the heart oftraditional contracttheories(Locke,Rousseau,Hobbes)and 

appears in the Enlightenment story ofRationality asthe guiding principle for humanity. 

Kant,for example,speaks ofthe kingdom ofends,in which rational beingsfully embrace 

the moral rules dictated by Reason and thereby live autonomously yetin harmony. 

Care versions ofautonomyandimpartiality. It is importantto note that care 

ethicists need notabandon the conceptofautonomy,or the related conceptof 

impartiality. However,given their multilayered view ofthe self,which extends down to 

7 In PoliticalLiberalism Rawls movesawayfrom an emphasis on distributivejustice issues and focuses on 
issues concerning democracy and the use ofcoercive force. This is a step in the direction ofthe care ethic, 
because letting all voices be heard,especially those ofthe poor and oppressed,is a keytheme in the 
writings ofrelevantfeminists(e.g.Lugones 1989,Warren 1997). Whether Rawls'discussion in this book 
more closely matches l-7c or l-7j is a topic thatgoes beyond the scope ofthis project. 
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the unconsciousness and outto persons,culture,and environment,they cannot acceptthe 

simple picture ofa Rational faculty that impartially attaches to Reality and thereby 

chooses autonomously. Forthe care ethicist, both autonomy and impartiality have more 

modestgoals than accessto Truth. Research in this area is ongoing,but it is likely that 

raised consciousness and escape from inauthenticity,asthese are understood in terms ofa 

fresh awareness ofrituals and behaviors that support oppression,provide benchmarksfor 

the achievementofopen-mindedness and properlyjudicious thought. 

In this context,impartiality and autonomy could be linked to anti-oppressive 

awareness and the attentiveness that would be fostered by such sensitivity. Someone 

cogmzantofsociety's invisible bars and their own participation in maintaining those bars, 

and who is capable ofusing empathy to'see the world as another sees it' to help eliminate 

oppressive practice,is someone more autonomous than are the self-deceived who live in 

unconscious or semi-conscious contradiction,supporting social values at odds with their 

own professed beliefs. For instance,picture the optimistic case ofa man who suddenly 

realizes how his wife perceives life as she struggles to work,raise the children,clean the 

house,perform coimseling/nurturing tasks,keep her body sexy to meetsocial standards, 

and deal with the frustration ofbeing doubly or triply burdened. 

Consciousness-raised persons are more self-empowered yet more sensitive to the 

needs ofoppressed others than those who rmthinkingly play into the everyday routine, 

which more often than notpreserves gender and racial segregations and the attendant 
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inequalities that accompany them. Additionally,by exercising attentiveness,they possess 

impartiality in the sense ofbeing able to give full weightto the viewpoints ofothers. 

Virtues and principles ofcare can round outthis picture,providing standards that prevent 

over-emphasizing one's own desires and underestimating those ofothers. Conversely, 

such standards can also morally proscribe stereotypically self-effacing caregivers from 

elevating others'needs above their own. 

Dualism 

Before discussing the second dimension(Chapter Two),which significantly increases the 

intricacy ofthe model,I introduce the specter ofdualism,to which the added layer of 

sophistication will help provide a solution. The reader may be familiar with the above 

sortofcare/justice dichotomizing and already suspectthat dualism has surreptitiously 

crept into the model. Dualism is a complicated conceptmuch investigated by feminists 

(Collins 1982;Held 1993;Plumwood 1993)butfor my purposes here it can be sketchily 

described as a social dynamic in which two mutually exclusive extremes are poised in an 

oppression-fostering opposition. An example would bethe roles given to women and 

men under patriarchy,where aggressive behavior is set against passive,independent 

against dependent,rational against emotional,leader againstfollower,and so forth. 
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Can a model that distinguishes carefromjustice avoid reinforcing the 

feminine/masculine dualism that has contributed to the maintenance oflong-standing 

patriarchal roles? Asa whole,the criterial pairs above may seem to describe two 

complementary positions and so appearto preserve a dualistic structure,counterpoising a 

rational extreme with an emotional extreme. It is the danger ofadvancing dualism that 

causes Blythe McVicker Clinchy,co-author ofthe well-known Women's Waysof 

Knowing,to lament: 

My colleagues and I may haveimwittingly colluded in the 
misunderstanding ofconnected knowing... by labeling and defining the 
two modes[connected vs.separate knowing]in contrasting terms Unlike 
Gilligan,who was careful to define each modein its ownterms... wefell 
victim to the"dogmaofthe inseparability ofthe two poles,"treating the 
two modesin some respects as mirrorimagesofeach other. Because we 
defined separate knowing in termsthat placed it squarely in the realm of 
logos,connected knowing,in contrast,could easily be drawn into the 
realm ofmythos,and thus dismissed.(Clinchy and Norem 1999,772) 

Clinchy's connected knowing is a"personal,relational way ofknowing"that"relies on 

narrative" and so interfaces well with the care criteria(4c and 5c),whereas separate 

knowing "clearly belongs to the masculine logos" in its stripping ofaffectfrom moral 

thoughtto achieve a purely rational abstraction(4j and 5j)(Belenky et al. 1986,109). 

The many links between cormected knowing and care have been identified by feminist 

scholars,care serving as a"subtext" orframework in which the connected-knowing 

epistemology rests(Stanton 1996,45;Schweickart 1996,321). 
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Although separate knowing falls into the logos/mythos dualism,Clinchy 

maintains that connected knowing does not. It is notidentifiable with mythosin the way 

that separate knowing is with logos. She writes that connected knowing "partakes ofboth 

modes and fits neatly into neither." She does notlamentfalling head on into the pit of 

dualism,butrather giving that impression by employing mirrorimage pictures. 

Clinchy's analysis provides evidence thata care ethic can avoid a dualistic 

opposition withjustice. Even ifthejustice ethic succumbsto an oppressive conceptual 

framework ofmutual opposition,the care ethic need not. This is notto say that all care 

ethics will avoid dualism and the problem of"reversal"(valorizing the feminine side of 

the oppressive dichotomy instead ofthe masculine),butsome can take aform that 

"partakes ofboth modes and fits neatly into neither." 

Nevertheless,avoiding mythos or pure "subjectivism," as Clinchy calls it, is not 

enough to avoid complicity in nurturing the sexist stereotypes. NelNoddings,for 

instance,as we shall see,offers a rich ethic ofcare thatincludes many valuable insights 

and her philosophy is certainly not merely appeal to emotion or intuition; yet critics argue 

incisively that her lack ofappealto principle and her use ofa"unidirectional" model 

renders the caretaker vulnerable to self-sacrifice and even abuse,on one hand,and moral 

myopia onthe other. In short,Noddings supports the prosaic housewife role exemplified 

by the Feminine Mystique,or,more extremely,the "slave mammy"who raises the son of 

the plantation owner to be her new master(Card 1990;Nelson 1992). 
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To escape the trap ofdualism,a care ethic mustdo more than avoid subjectivism; 

it mustgive caretakers tools for self-empowermentand assertion while insuring that care 

does not becometoo parochial. Ata minimum,to overcome the reinforcementof 

harmful roles,itseemsthat principles mustbe included in an ethic ofcare(Tronto 1994). 

The inclusion ofprinciples and rights combats the perspective that care is 

oppressively feminine in at leasttwo ways. First,the principles incorporated into an ethic 

ofcare can strongly proscribe behaviors that harm the caregiver in a sfereotypically 

masculine orfeminine fashion. Forinstance there could well bea principle—justified,as 

we shall see in Chapter Six,by appeal to the conceptual nature ofmoral care—against 

caregivers altogether abandoning their own goals to bolster the goals ofa significant 

other or even their children^ Or,another example,a care ethic could embracethe rights 

enumerated in the United Nations Declaration ofHuman Rights,which,among other 

things,demandsthat"men and women..;are entitled to equal rights asto marriage, 

during marriage and at its dissolution."(1948). 

8 A discussion ofthis point is given fuller treatment in Chapter Six,where I introduce whatI call the 
principle ofminimal dignity as a standard to protectthe well-being ofcare-givers. Ifpersons are denied 
minimal dignity,sacrificing their own health, mental or physical,to care for others,even those thatthey 
love,their behavior is inappropriate,barring the presence ofextenuating circumstances(e.g. donating a 
kidney to save a life). WhatIam not outrightly proscribing here is the general condition ofpartial sacrifice 
in which some goals are abandoned for others. This is acommon necessity oflife for mosteveryone. But 
in cases ofoppression,such asthose described in Betty Freidan's TheFeministMystique,in which 
frustrated housewives are effectively bondaged in their domestic role and debarred from intellectual and 
political positions ofpower(1962),concernsofminimal dignity come into play. 
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The second way in which the inclusion ofprinciples,rights,and rules in a care 

ethic can help the ethic escape the oppressive feminine role is that,given our social 

context,an appeal to universal principles,rights,and rules is notan appeal to an element 

ofmorality considered feminine;and ifcare embraces this non-feminine mode,then,by 

that very fact,it is transcending the feminine role. 

Some mightargue that incorporating principles into an ethic ofcare is superfluous 

because such an ethic can escape dualism without appealing to principles. An ethic is not 

necessarily wholly emotional and subjective when it lacks appeal to universal principles. 

In lightofthis fact,isn't it possible thata non-dualistic care ethic can be created without 

appealto principles,and ifso,isn't the appealto principles awkward and perhaps 

regressive to a primitive and imsatisfactory view ofhow humans actually conduct 

themselves morally? Some philosophers,for instance,argue that universal principles 

cannot be rationallyjustified because morality is developed by specific communities 

through situated historical narratives that cannot generalize to other communities with 

other historical narratives(Rorty 1996;Maclntyre 1984). 

There are two claims ofinterest here. One is that principles are superfluous,and 

the second is thatthey cannot bejustified rationally as moraltools. 1 discuss each in turn. 

Without disputing that a care ethic could perhaps escape dualism without 

incorporating principles,1 would like to point outthatthe inclusion ofprinciples in the 

ethic is notsuperfluous for three reasons. 
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First,for simple practical reasons thatinvolve suffering in third-world countries,it 

is imperative that human rights are inculcated into the politico-social fabric ofsuch 

countries. An ethic that eschews talk ofrights,rules,and principles is not going to be 

satisfactory in a current-day political setting for the simple reason thatthe human-rights 

movementis the spearhead for eliminating cruel and barbarous treatmentfor(atleast) 

hundreds ofmillions ofpeople(e.g.the call for women'srights is the fulcrum for much 

positive change in repressive countries such as Egypt,Kuwait,and Turkey). Evenif 

progress can be made withoutfocusing on rights(e.g.through ethical approaches that do 

notespouse universal-principles)optimal political effectiveness is imperiled ifrights talk 

is abandoned. Hence,since I wantto develop an ethic ofcare thatfunctions efficiently to 

end oppression and cruelty in the public as well as the private sphere,it is crucial that 

rights are included in the program. 

Secondly,because the traditional feminine role is so entrenched in the European 

(un)consciousness,the danger ofslipping into that role is a constantthreatto advocates of 

the care ethic,an ethic thatindeed has roots in the modus operandi ofthe traditional 

female. Given the constant peril,principles provide a useful safeguard even ifthey are 

not absolutely essential to avoiding negative roles. 

Thirdly,principles provide a clear way oftinning care into something ofa 

transgendered ethic instead ofa whollyfeminine ethic. Bytransgendered I mean an ethic 

that"partakes ofboth modes yet fits neatly into neither,"the characterization that Clinchy 
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offers for connected knowing. Like connected knowing,which situates itselfoutside the 

mythos/logos dichotomy,the care ethic,by including principles,situates itselfbeyond the 

masculine/feminine dichotomy. Hence,the inclusion ofprinciples has substantive merit, 

and calling such an inclusion superfluous is unreasonable imless one assumes thatthere is 

another more efficient way ofmaking the care ethic transgendered that does all the work 

ofprinciple-inclusion and more. Since Iam not willing to acceptthis assumption,it 

seemsthat principles are notsuperfluous butone viable option forthose seeking to 

transgender care. 

One might also take the offensive,and point outthat communitarian and 

particularist ethics,which do not subscribe to umversal principles and,furthermore,limit 

moraljustifications to particular socio-historical contexts,are vulnerable to the charge of 

relativism in the sense ofsupporting many kinds ofprima facie abhorrent practices such 

asfemale genital mutilation,murderofadulterous Avives to preserve family honor,human 

and ammalsacrifice,and so forth. Rather than hop into the ever-present debate onthis 

issue,I simply point outthat universal principles are a clear way tojustify astatement 

that one is againstfemale genital mutilation or other unspeakable cruelties regardless of 

culture or history,and an ethic thatincludes such principles is that much better offwhen 

itcomesto combating charges ofunintuitive relativism. 

Asforthe complaintthat universal principles caimot be rationallyjustified as 

moraltools,I first reply vvath the practical pointintroduced above;giventhe present 
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global political situation,it is imperative thatthe idea ofuniversal principles be advanced 

and inculcated into nationsthroughoutthe \vorld in order to ease the tremendous and 

egregiously unfair burden ofsuffering that plagues billions ofpeople. Ifsuch practical 

issues can be used as evidence for moraljustification,and it is not at all clear to methat 

they cannot,then I adduce them.® Note also thatthe employmentofstrategic and 

practical concerns forjustificatory purposes does notrule out otherforms ofrational 

supportfor principles,asI bring out below. 

Secondly,the rationaljustification ofprinciples relies in parton a rather straightforward 

observation,one which could bejustified on narrative grounds;namely-,that persons 

everywhere,taken as social,cultural,or political groups,are the same in certain 

psychological and physical waysthat are commonly held to be relevant to.ascriptions of 

intrinsic value. There is no big mystery in the argumentthat ifit is wrong to torture an 

American forfun then anyone maintaihirig that it is not wrong to torture an Afncan for 

fun has a hugejustificatory burden to bear. The relevant similarities require no abstruse 

logic to grasp. Nor do they entail that context cannot play arole in influencing moral 

decisions. As will be brought outin Chapter Two,the injection ofprincipled 

9 The importance ofpractical issues injustifying a role for principles suggests a deeper analysis,one that 
relies on shared intuitions,intuitions notshared simply by one community but more importantly shared 
across cultures. Intuitions against whimsical cruelty can form theJustification for basic principles such as a 
rightto life. Stories in theform ofpersonal testimonies or powerful literary statements about suffering(for 
example,Dostoevsky'sfamous"Rebellion"chapter in The BrothersKaramazov)could help explore shared 
intuitions about evil and augmenttheir force in terms ofhuman-rights legislation. In this way,practical 
issues are keys to the deepest ofhuman commitments and the sorts oflegal manifestations ofsuch 
commitmentsthat can provide universal protection. 
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considerations into the deliberation process sets restrictions on what is permissible yet 

does not dictate whatthe right action mustbe in many moral circumstances. 

Thirdly,the problem ofmoraljustification plagues all ethical theories and the 

issue is not restricted to those who wish to employ universal principles. Justifying 

statements ofthe sort'X is wrong'on any level that goes beyond mere consensus is a 

tricky business that is likely to consume philosophers for uncoimtable years to come. 

Again,ratherthan hop into an arena ofbattling perspectives,I submitthat in-depth 

answers to questions ofultimatejustification go beyond the.purview ofthis work. I am 

contentto show thatthe care ethic can employ principles withoutthereby becoming 

involved with thejustice ethic,and that such employment offers a means ofescaping 

dualism. 

Since principles,as noted above,can be useful tools for combating dualism in the 

contextofcare,the task is now to demonstrate thatthe presence ofprinciples does not 

imply the presence ofthe Rationality(justice)ethic. In order to do so,I develop the 

second dimension ofthe proposed care-justice model with the intent ofhighlighting the 

complexity ofthetwo ethics and the radical differences betweenthem. Itthen becomes 

clear thatthe presence ofprinciples in an ethic does not guarantee thatsuch an ethic 

appealstojustice—that would be like pulling one colored marble out ofa bag ofmarbles, 

and based on that single pick,arguing thata certain pattern ofcolors is presentin the bag. 
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ChapterTwo 
External Criteria and the Role ofPrinciples 

My project in this Chapter is to presentthe second halfofthe two-dimensional 

model and then discuss an importantimplication ofthe model,namely,that it allows for 

the presence ofuniversal principles in the ethic ofcare withoutthereby compromising the 

separation ofthat orientationfromjustice. Moreover,because principles provide strong 

protection against dualistic influences,their presence in the ethic ofcare inoculates it 

againstthe tendency to supportthe stereotypical feminine role. 

External Criteria. The second dimension ofthe modelenhancesthe complexity of 

thetwo positions,care andjustice,by looking at how the theoreticalform ofan ethic 

plays outin real life. There are at leastfour waysin which morality enters into living, 

and differences can befound between thetwo orientations along all four aspects: 

(1e)Ethical behavior 
(2e)A practice ofengaging in moral decision-making 
(3e)A worldview(a comprehensive system ofbeliefs) 
(4e)A psychology or arrangementofthe psyche 

Unlike the7criterial pairs in Chapter One,labeled with 'c' or 'j', the four aspects ofdaily 

living are labeled with an 'e', continuing my metaphorical usage ofinternal(to describe 

conceptual components)and external(to describe praxis and practical effects ofadopting 

an ethic). Since care andjustice both contain l-4e,there is no need to use the 'c'or 'j' 

distinction as it was used for the seven criterial pairs. 
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Thetwo ethics will be discussed in relation to the four measurements,generating 

different living-styles,ways oflooking atthe world,and even waysoforganizing the 

mind. Whereasthe discussion ofthe intemal criteriafocused on the abstract,the 

discussion in this section focuses on practical circumstance. The second dimension,then, 

contextualizes the seven criterial pairs,though in the process clearly drawsfrom them. It 

expressesthem through anew lens,thereby offering asecond way ofviewing the two 

positions. Contrasts are developed,onesthat could be expressed as oppositional pairs, 

butthe emphasis is on how the two ethics interact with the world. Hence,highlighting 

the contrasts,as was done for the intemal criteria,is not as useful as discussing the 

implications ofadopting one or the other ofthese orientations. 

The discussion ofbehavior(le),for example,centers on the tendency forjustice 

kinds ofthinking,given the historical circumstances ofour civilization,to support 

dysfunctional behaviors that require a deadening ofthe mind's affective sources of 

information,whereas care sorts ofthinking face the danger ofsupporting fanaticism. The 

section on moral decision-making considers recent advancesin cognitive psychology and 

computer theory,which supportthe conclusion that humans,in actuality,do notand 

cannotthink along the lines ofRational moral decision-making procedures(MDMP's). In 

the analysis ofworldview,the economic,political,and scientific implications ofcare and 

justice are emphasized. And in the section on psychology,I makethe case that care tends 

to nurture empathy and empathic skills, whereasjustice nurtures Objectivity and 
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scientific-matheniatical skills,thereby affecting whatpeople will learn and how they will 

leam,and whether they will be prone to certain defense mechanisms such as 

compartmentalization. Thefollowing table(Table 2-1) presents thethemes ofthe 

ensuing discussion^ 

Table 2-1 External Criteria: Blending Theory and Practice 

Care Justice 

(le)EthicalBehavior Dangerofexcessive passion Danger ofpsychological 
armoring 

(2e)Moral decision-making Contextual parallel process; Digital linear process; 
metaphors logicalorquantitativedata 

(3e)Worldview Self as relational; Individualism; consumer 
cooperative economics; capitalism; realpolitik 
peace politics 

(4e)Psychology Emphasis on empathy- Emphasis on objectivity-
oriented skills oriented skills 

There are clearly some conceptual relationships between the various external criteria(e.g. 

the section on behavior(le)and the section on psychology(4e)both take into accountthe 

importance ofempathy)butthis is expected because thefour aspects interpenetrate(e.g. 

' numerical delineation ofthe two-dimensional model could be given by labelling the components in 
the following table as I-4ce and r-4je; l-7c and l-7j,discussed in chapter one,would then be l-7ci and 1-
7cj. I eschew this rigorous labelling system because it is not useful for the analysis thatfollows and so 
would be cumbersome(in myown case,I find it distracting). Additionally,it also gives the impression 
that,say,the label'2ce,' which applies to the care ethic in terms ofhow it affects a moral agent's 
worldview,standsfor one particular point, whereas in discussing worldview in the contextofcare I make 
more than one pertinent observation. 
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worldview informs MDMP,psychology informs behavior). However,the exact 

relationships between these extemal criteria are not my concern. Mygoal is to find 

another layer ofdifference between care andjustice,one thatsupplementsthe differences 

discovered in the last chapter by an analysis ofl-7c and l-7j,thereby providing further 

clarification/sophistication and furthering my case thatthe two positions are very 

intricate,trellising in widely different directions. This will be helpful whenIcometo the 

second halfofthis chapter,"Implications ofthe Model." 

As one mightstudy an object with two different kinds ofelectromagnetic 

radiation,say infrared and x-ray,and gather useful information aboutthe object in both 

cases,so Iexamine care vs.justice from two angles. The approach is pluralistic,positing 

more than one correctframework for examining the theories. I do notintend to defend 

this pluralistic approach againstthe charge thatthere mightbe a better way to build a 

framework for investigating care andjustice. There are no doubt other waysto do it. As 

mentioned earlier, George Sher and Grace Clement each presenttheir own model,butI 

find both wanting(Sher's approach,the more sophisticated ofthe two,is discussed 

below). I hope that my model contributes to the evolution ofcare theory by providing 

greater clarity than the previous literature. To the bestofmyknowledge,this is the case, 

atleast as concernscomprehensive frameworksfor examining care andjustice in broad 

terms. 
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(le)MoralBehavior. Obviously both care andjustice involve ethical behavior, 

which is often confusingly referred to as caring(orjust)behavior. Hence this first 

external criterion disabuses us ofa facile distortion;namely,thatan ethic ofcare is 

nothing morethan being caring in one's actions. Both the care and thejustice ethic 

include caring behavior. It is importantto distinguish between care as an ethic and care 

as aterm used to describe certain kinds ofacting,for the latter is not at all indicative of 

the multifacetedness ofthe former,nor are caring acts necessarily consonant with an ethic 

ofcare(e.g.cloying caring behavior,as exemplified by constant and solicitous 

ministrations that create situations ofcodependency,would be considered inappropriate). 

Although there is no theoretical bar on the possibility thatsomeonefollowing a 

care ethic will evince the same ethical behaviors as someone else following ajustice 

ethic,it is not unlikely that characteristic differences between the moral behavior ofthe 

proponents ofthetwo orientations will resultfrom their differing decision-making 

procedures,worldviews,and psychologies(as will be discussed morefully below). 

Moreover,empirical studies back upthe claim that care andjustice support different 

outlooks(Sheldon 1993;Lyons 1988;Gilligan et. al. 1988). In general,it seems likely 

that a model which separates the rational faculty from the affective faculties and 

prescribes domination ofthe emotions by objective Reason will yield a different 

personality profile than an ethic that denies such compartmentalization ofthe mind and 
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lionizes rather than marginalizes emotions,passions,and contextual narratives'thick' 

with such sources ofjudgement and wisdom. 

In caricaturing terms(though ifRationality is an idealtype or myth,which is 

perfectly acceptable for my purposes,it is only a partial caricature),the Reasoning moral 

agent,at least while caughtup in the process ofmaking a moral decision,mightbe like 

the Vulcan Spockfrom the original Star Trek TV show. This character soughtto express 

no emotion and with scientific precision searched for "logical" solutions to moral and 

nonmoral dilemmas. The care moral agent might be more like"Bones" McCoy,the 

irascible doctor who reacted with unbridled passion when confronted with a question of 

right or wrong. The care ethicist,however,is notthe opposite ofa Vulcan,and so cannot 

be reduced to simplistic emotionality that operates withoutreason or principle. 

DominatorPsychologicalArmoring. Somefeminists have gone so far asto accuse 

the entire Western patriarchal tradition,which is historically bellicose,ofdeadening 

empathy and fostering a pathological mentality that serves to wither affective expression 

and reception. Rianne Eisler,for example,sees the violent sexual domination ofwomen 

displayed overthe centuries in chronic and characteristic patterns as possible due to the 

cultural practice ofinstilling "dominator psychosexual armoring"in its members: 

Whatwe are today learning aboutsexually obsessive and compulsive 
behaviors is thatthey generally stem from an inability to fully experience 
bodily sensations and afull range ofemotions. In other words,behind the 
seemingly insatiable appetite for sex and cruelty ofmany Romans...lies 
a dominator psychosexual armoring that effectively blocksthe full 
experiencing ofbodily and emotional sensations. 
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It is this same psychosexual aimoring thatin our time continues to 
drive men to ever more sexual conquests,to the"excitement" ofwarfare, 
and to all the other frantic compulsions thatfuel both war and the war of 
the sexes. It is this armoring—and the seething frustrations inherentin a 
dominator/dominated way ofstructuring human relations-thatin our time 
still finds expression in mass media thatin their celluloid violence and 
cruelty rival the sadism ofthe imperially funded Roman"circuses." 
(1996,124) 

Whether or notthejustice ethic entails a deadening ofthe affective sensibilities,there is a 

danger thatsuch an ethic,especially when coupled with a social system that is inherently 

violent and oppressive,will supportsuch'armoring'in its removalofaffectfrom the 

moral decision-making process and the epistemic lens that seeks out moralknowledge 

(for example,infamous passages from Kant's writings deny any moral worth to 

judgements based on "inclination"). Utilitarians are quick to seek the elimination of 

emotion from moral calculations,asevidenced by Peter Singer's denunciation: 

Youcannot write objectively aboutthe experiments ofthe Nazi 
concentration camp "doctors" on those they considered"subhuman" 
without stirring emotions...The ultimatejustification for opposition to ... 
these kinds ofexperiments,though,is notemotional. It is an appeal to 
basic moral principles which we all accept,and the application ofthese 
principles to the victims ofboth kinds ofexperimentis demanded by 
reason,notemotion.(1990,iii) 

Theremoval ofemotion from moraljustification is a call,as discussed below,to develop 

arelationship ofdomination with one's emotions,which in turn could lead to the situation 

thattroubles Eisler,the "inability to fully experience bodily sensations and a full range of 

emotions" (see the section below,"the deadening effect," for supportfor Eisler's claim). 

And historically,she points out,this is linked with the kind ofinsensitivity that is 
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prerequisite to acts ofenslaving,torturing,killing,massacring,and oppressing humans 

and sentient nonhumans. The claim is notthat all emotion is deadened,butthatthe full 

range ofemotion and sensitivity is prevented,particularly in regards to those feelings, 

sentiments,and gut-reactions thatconcem questions ofright and wrong. 

For example,dominator psychological armoring,or something quite similar, 

emerged in some 17"'-century persons whofollowed the Cartesian principle,justified by 

rationalistic philosophy,that animals are merely machines. Malebranche kicked a 

pregnantdog and proclaimed,"Well,don't youknow thatit does notfeel!" Cartesian 

Monks nailed dogs to boards by their paws and vivisected them,laughing attheir squeals 

(Radner and Radner 1996). Ifthis is a situationofdomination,and I would argue that it 

is,and ifthis is also a situation ofcallousness brought aboutby a Rational philosophical 

stance,and I would argue that,atleast in large part,it is,then whatwe have is a case of 

dominator psychological armoring fostered by an ideology that preaches domination of 

emotion by Reason. 

Theproduction ofcallousness. The process ofacquiring dominator psychological 

armoring(DPA)is sketched in thefollowing enumerated process. Dominator Rationality 

(DR),that which supports oppression through reinforcementofdualism(e.g! male 

Rational/female emotional)will be used to highlightthe dangers. The relationship 

betweenDRand Rationality is considered afterwards. 

(1)In the first stage,affective sources ofinformation and motivation like passion and 
emotion(E)are relegated to positions ofextreme inferiority in the moral decision-making 
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process(e.g.Kant's devaluing of"inclination," Singer's devaluing of"emotion"). E 
sources ofinformation cannot overrideDRsources ofinformation ifthere is a conflict, 
and cannot evenswaythem or mitigate their dictates in such cases. 

(2)The moral decision-making process suffers and goes astray because one is not 
'listening to one's heart.' Hence,DR is able tojustify,say,slavery and the cruelties 
associated with that practice,such as separating families,whipping,and chaining humans 
like livestock. 

(3)Hence,empathy andEsources are affectively gagged,dominated byDRforces that 
militate againsttheir urgings. The tension in the person betweenEandDRleads to 
'cognitive dissonance,' an uncomfortable state that is relieved by deadening theEsources 
(or convertingthem to the cause ofDR,in which case empathy forthe suffering ofthe 
oppressed and sympathetic emotions are deadened and replaced by hostile emotions). 

(4)After habitually deadeningE sources over aperiod oftime,theDR agenteffectively 
dullsthem permanently.Empathy and competentEreasoning toward oppressed persons 
are vitiated and dominator psychological armoring(DPA)results. 

The relationship betweenDR andRationality. One mightobjectthatthe above sketch 

employs Dominator Rationality instead ofRationality,and so only succeeds in showing a 

link betweenDR and DPA. Butnote that historically,atleastin western civilization. 

Rationality has always been Dominator Rationality in the sense ofsupporting dualism 

(Plumwood 1993). The bastions ofintelligentsia in the philosophical tradition, Aristotle, 

Aquinas,Descartes,Spinoza,Rousseau,Kant,Hegel,and so forth,thoughtmen were 

more rational and more capable than women ofleadership roles,(women were relegated 

to the noncerebral domestic and sexual roles). Just as telling are the racist and elitist 
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tendencies oftheir philosophies,which sometimes outrightly supportslavery and a 

hierarchy ofworth based on ethnic and genetic criteria^. 

Given the historical association between Rationality and DR,there is a grave 

danger that Rationality will slide into Dominator Rationality and engage in the 4-step 

process outlined above.Admittedly,the connection is notlogically or nomologically 

necessary. It seems possible that Rationality could exist in a non-DR state(e.g.,in a 

world where all humans were considered Rational)and so notsupport dualism. Buteven 

the non-DRform ofRationality is part ofa polarization between reason and emotion,one 

that slips into dualism ifwomen or minorities or persons in other countries or cultures are 

labelled as emotional againstthe white male leadership labelled as rational. As wesee in 

the next section,even the tension inherentin the polarity is dangerous. 

The DeadeningEffect. Even ifRationality can avoid DR,there is a danger of 

unhealthy psychological armoring due to the relationship established between reason and 

emotion. Because affective sources ofinformation(e.g.outrage at vivisecting animals. 

2 A Rational approach can be used to fightracism and slavery(e.g. both Rantand Singer are against 
slavery,though interestingly both have been accused ofracism,Kantmore rightly so than Singer). Such 
approaches,though,have been used to condone egregious cruelty. Descartes claimed animals were 
machines and heartless vivisections followed. Look how Imperialists used 'scientific' data to make a 
rational casejustifying "the white man's burden." The deeper question is one ofefficacy. What's at issue 
is notsimply what practices end up beingjustified,butthe soundness ofthejustificatory process itselfand 
the likelihood that it will go astray,or even provide a truly practical meansofdealing with moral 
dilemmas. While Rational approaches can prohibitthe sorts ofthings we intuitively think they should, 
some ofmy worries,considered throughoutthis project,are thatthey misrepresenthuman thought process 
by segregating reason and emotion,thatthey promote a kind ofpsychological armoring that deadens a 
wide range offeeling,and thatthey are prone to slip into racist,sexist or other dominative modes of 
operation. 
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which within its very expression conveys ajudgementofcondemnation^)are constantly 

kept under strict control(so that they do nottaintthe Rational MDMP)they may become 

docile,meek shadowsoftheirformer selves. They may notbe developed by the Rational 

agentto a high level ofproficiency due to their lowly status. The following diagram 

illustrates the problem: 

The De-sensitization Process 

Undervalued/Restrained 

Deadening 

Underdeveloped/Devalued 

Whenemotionsthat arise from empathy or moral outrage are imdervalued or restrained, 

they are effectively labelled as less importantthan Rational mechanisms. The danger of 

such labeling is that it results in something like a self-fulfilling prophecy,or what Antony 

Weston calls "self-validating reduction."(1996) In cases of.self-validating reduction. 

3 A full analysis ofthe nature ofemotion and "affective sources ofinformation"is beyond the scope of 
this work. By affective sources ofinformation I mean emotions and also the mindsetofthe subjectively 
situated moral agent,the one who is notemploying Reason. AsRobertSolomon brings outin his 
meticulous book ThePassions,emotions possess evaluative contentand renderjudgements. They are 
sophisticated states ofbeing thatcan be analyzed along many scales(Solomon uses thirteen). While I 
could proceed to distinguish emotions from sentiments,feelings,and so forth,this would stray from the 
main point:emotional states can containjudgements in and ofthemselves,and can emerge from a 
sophisticated interaction ofattitudes,wisdom based on experience and learning,and many otherfactors 
(Reber 1995). 
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one's beliefs,though initially unfounded,influence behavior in such a way thatthey 

shape reality to conform to the belief. The modified reality then reinforces the belief, 

which influences behavior again in a more drastic way,and so on,until a mavimfll 

molding ofreality to beliefis achieved. Weston gives as an example the reduction ofthe 

land to something passive and objectlike,as manifested in the creation ofthings like 

parking lots. In this case,the beliefin the land as objectified passive material achieves 

truth by turning living systems ofplants,insects, microorganisms and small mammals 

into asphalt expanses. This is an example ofthe kind ofdevaluation and deadening that 

can occur when one's beliefsystems calls for dominating,restraining or undervaluing, 

whether the target is a person,place,or one'sown psychological properties". 

In a Rational scheme,there is,ifnota dualism between reason and emotion,a 

polarization between them,with a heavy emphasis on valuing reason in the moral 

decision-making process and minimizing the inputoffaculties like intuition,sympathy, 

and the voice ofthe heart. A self-validating reduction could easily emerge in this 

situation,since the affective side ofthe person is considered unreliable,unruly,and 

unsophisticated. Such beliefs could have real effects as the Rational agent develops 

4 Without disputing the deadening mechanism I describe here,some mightcontend that many people are 
simply amoral and don't possess the basic empathy or compassion thatmy picture ofhuman nature 
assumes. Questions ofhuman nature(e.g. are wedoomed to perpetual war due to our evolutionary 
history?)are central to questions ofethics, both atthe personal and political level, butI will nottake up an 
extensive discussion ofthis topic. De-sensitizing programs are common in our society(e.g.the Marine 
Corps training hardens the soldier to accept killing as perfunctory)and this suggests that many people need 
to be trained in order to hurtor kill others,which in tum suggests that we are not naturally violent or cruel 
creatures. Howard Zinn,arguing againstthe inevitability ofwar,discusses this in some detail(1990,Ch.2). 
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distrust ofemotions and begins to suppress,repress,or deny them. Asthe cycle of 

reduction continues,beliefs affecting actions which in turn affectthe mind, a deadening 

ofemotion occurs. IfEisler is correct,this deadening interferes not only with faculties 

like intuition and empathy but also the ability to feel,for example,pleasure in general. 

Primafacie,there is no reason to suppose thatthe above modelofthe'deadening effect' 

does notsupport Eisler's claim. If,for example,feminine emotions are devalued,and 

these emotions are associated with sensuous and sensual pleasure(acommon claim of 

misogynous medieval Christians wasthatromantic love was wicked and sex,associated 

with love,was wicked too(Rouche 1996)),then the the deadening ofthe emotions would 

be accompanied by adecreased ability to feel pleasure related to those emotions. 

Once affective deadening has occurred,ifthe Rational agent makesa mistake in 

the logical calculus,for example,endorsing aracist or sexist political system,then 

intuition or empathy cannot challenge the oppressive dictate. In this fashion,even if 

Rationality has not devolved into Dominator Rationality,there is the ever present 

possibility and even likelihood because ofthe deadening effect and the lurking presence 

ofthe historical contextofdomination. 

Care andzealotry. The advocate ofthe care ethic is not as vulnerable to the 

developmentofcrippling anti-emotion armor as is thejustice advocate because emotion 

is notregarded as a taint on moralreasoning buta welcome central element. Thejustice 

advocate wearstwo hats:that ofthe Rational calculator and thatofthe ordinary emotional 
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person;the former mustlead and rein the latter(picture Plato's well-worn Charioteer 

metaphor in the Phaedrus). The care advocate,on the other hand,wears only one hat, 

and does not make divisions between how-I-treat-my-emotions-when-making-moral-

decisions and how-I-treat-my emotions-when-immersed-in-daily-living. 

Perhapsthe proponentofcare is more vulnerable to the problem ofexcessive 

passion—passion thatcan lead to impetuousness or moral blindness—but here again the 

inclusion ofprinciples in the ethic serves a beneficial role,tempering the urge to 

fanaticism and rash cruelty. It is not clear thatthejustice ethicist has recourse to a similar 

protection againstthe threatofdominator psychological armoring. Because emotion is 

ostracized fi-om moral Reasoning,and must be keptfrom any interference with the 

enactmentofthe dictates ofsuch Reasoning,there does notseem to be any consistent 

way to give emotion a strong enough voice to protectthe moral personfrom the danger of 

developing a deadened sensibility that neither transmits nor receives,with others or 

within the self, healthy emotional expression^. 

5 One mightwonder aboutthe process of"reflective equilibrium,"introduced by Rawls,and what its 
relationship is to care andjustice. Since it takes into account many sources ofinformation,it mightallow 
thejustice-ethic a meansofcentrally including emotion in the moral decision-making process. 

Care ethicists are notopposed to reflective equilibrium as a modelofmoral decision-making ifit 
is understood as a process that is engaged in by situationally embedded moral agents who include"moral 
emotions"in the process(Held 1993). Reflective equilibrium is capable ofinterpretation along the lines of 
both l-7c and l-7j. In the former case,"moral emotions"are one ofthe relevantfactors,and the process of 
finding a coherency is understood in terms ofresolving narratives,perhaps by introducing linking stories 
that merge the insights ofdifferent perspectives. In the latter case,emotion is minimized or eliminated 
from the list ofrelevantfactors (e.g. Rawls uses"intuition" instead ofemotion,and the relevantintuitions 
are derived from a detached'cool-headed' perspective). Furthermore,the coherency mechanism used to 
attain equilibrium is understood in terms oflogical consistency that renders all elements commensurable, 
and so measurable against one another in a straightforward mathematical or logicalfashion(as in 
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This is a crucial point because a hypothetical ideal Rational ethicist mightargue 

that ifcare can include principles with its theoretical body then mutatis mutandisthe 

justice ethic can similarly include moral emotions. Butthis line ofreasoning imprecisely 

refocuses the debate on the presence ofmoral emotion rather than focusing on the 

pertinent issue:the role played by moral emotion. The moral process ofthe Rationalist, 

in its very nature,is one that excludes partiality, subjectivity,and passionfrom 

Reasoning. While moral emotion can be accommodated within such a methodology,that 

place will,by definition,be secondary and notonly secondary but inferior in the sense 

that emotion mustbe dominated or contained so that it does nottaint properjudgement. 

Whatwe getin care is a different moral process,acombination ofmany factors, 

including both principle-based considerations and affective sources ofinformation. The 

agent's perspective remains affectively situated yetthere is no prohibition onthe 

employmentofreason(there is,however,a prohibition onthe employmentofReason, 

which,as discussed above,by nature renders moral emotion secondary and inferior); 

indeed,narrative deliberations should not be considered irrational and subjective(thereby 

caricaturing feminist assertions),but as inherently rational or at least as attempts at 

utilitarianism or logical reductionism,though Rawls would notgo so far as to endorse such across-the-
board commensurability). 

Reflective equilibrium,then,can ostracize emotion or not,depending on whatform it takes. The 
justice-ethic form,as I have defined it, would ostracize emotion. Rawls'version,though subjectto 
interpretation,leans in the direction ofthejustice orientation,though his conception ofintuition may be 
somewhatopen to emotional content(though not passionate content)and his method for balancing the 
relevantfactors and attaining equilibrium remains vague. 
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combining reason and emotion in one integrated procedure. The extremefanaticism that 

is possible in subjective contexts is contained by a perimeter ofprinciples that demarcate 

a deliberative space where narrative procedures can operate to determine courses of 

action. Such principles can bejustified by appeal to the conceptual nature ofmoral care, 

as discussed in Chapter Five. Principles,then,can have an important authority in an ethic 

ofcare(seethe'xxx'section in chapter one for a fuller discussion ofthe role ofprinciples 

in acare context). This can be contrasted with the lack ofauthority that moral emotion 

possesses in the context ofjustice procedures,which rely on Reason. 

(2e)MoralDecision-Making. Whereasjustice and care both include caring andjust 

behavior,thetwo perspectives,as we have seen,employ very different moral decision-

making procedures(MDMP's). Oneis equation-like and reductive,the other narrative 

and relational. Research into the nature ofnarrative morality is in its formative stages, 

buton the face ofit,there is no inconsistency in a narrativistintroducing principles into 

the moral dialogue or story. One need notassume that principles mustbe like Platonic 

forms,existing in a higher eternal reality and graspable only by clearing the mind ofall 

subjective taint®. Importantly,the dividing line between care andjustice MDMP's isn't 

6 One mightargue that principles are atemporal and the care ethic,taking a narrative,situated approach is 
temporal and so,prima facie,the fit between care decision-making procedures and principle is awkward. 
However,ifprinciples are considered as merely restrictions on whatis allowable,it seems straightforward 
thatsuch restrictions could be included in a narrative methodology,thereby limiting the available options 
as concerns appropriate course ofaction. If,on the other hand,one assumes that principles are atemporal 
in the sense thatPlatonicforms are atemporal,there is atension;but assuming such a status for principle 
begsthe question. The topic ofwhether principles are Form-like or not is pursued in chapter five. 
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whether principles are involved buthowthey are involved and to whatextentthey 

determine the proper course ofaction. 

For instance,thejustice ethicist places foundational or axiomatic principles atthe 

core ofdilemma resolution,balancing them whenthere are conflicts through applications 

oflogic and quantification(e.g.a utilitarian's use ofthe "greatest happiness" principle to 

solve conflicts between,say,justice and liberty,thereby rendering them commensurable). 

A care ethicist,conversely,sees principles as useful guidelines yet does notembrace 

them as lawlike rules governing everyday moral problems. Answers to the question. 

Whatshould I do here and now?are oftenfound in fuzzy areas where broad-brush 

principles and abstracting equations cannot provide assistance. Much more will be said 

about this important point below in conjunction with the discussion ofGeorge Sher's 

philosophy. 

In the meantime,it should be pointed outthat developments in the field of 

cognitive science heavily incline toward a vision ofhuman reasoning as situated, 

"worldly,"and thoroughly saturated by particular circumstances. This contrasts with a 

hierarchical view ofmoralreasoning as acontextual and transcultural,developing in a 

series ofunchanging stages toward the highest rationality, which Kohlberg associates 

with Plato(Campbell 1990,270). The research by cognitive science does notimply that 

we oughtto adoptthe care ethic,butit showsthatthe methodolody ofcare,narrative, 

situated,and contextual,is in accord with the way thatthe mind operates. It also casts 
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doubton the possibility that we can change to become less embodied and situated in our 

thought,or that reality is the sortofthing that can be broken down into Forms or logical 

atoms governed by a precise logical language. 

In TheImprobable Machine: WhatNew Discoveries in ArtificialIntelligence 

RevealAboutthe MindJeremy Campbell contrasts the digital computer with the parallel-

processing computer and likens the human mind to the latter. The digital computer 

worksin serial fashion,manipulating symbols step by step,one after 
another,under the control ofa central processing unit,according to 
explicit rules... It performslong and intricate arithmetical calculations at 
high speed,much faster and more accurately than any human being can. 

The parallel processing computer operates like the brain,which 

hasroughly as many processing units as there are stars in our galaxy.. 
.Yetin spite ofthis profusion ofprocessors,mostofthe brain consists of 
"wires";a single unit may have thousands ofconnections with other units 
and with itself. Thatis notthe case in a standard computer,where achip 
usually has less than six connections... Itseemslikely thatthe brain can 
accomplish its complex feats ofperception and thoughtby means of 
millions ofconnections acting in parallel. The connections asa whole 
define the information contentofthe system. In this way a vastamountof 
knowledge can be broughtto bearon a decision all atonce.(1990,12) 

Campbell associates"step-by-step deduction" with the digital mode ofreasoning,since it 

is serial and involves manipulating a setoflogically separate premisesin a simple 

formula. Yet Campbellsubmits that,even when we appearto be reasoning deductively in 

simple everyday situations,the situation is more complex: 

Research in cognitive psychology has shown that we are logical only in a 
superficial sense;ata deeper level we are systematically illogical and 
biased. Our everyday reasoning is not governed primarily by the rules of 
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logic or probability calculus,but depends to asurprisingly large extenton 
whatwe know,on the way ourknowledge is organized in memory,and on 
how such knowledge is evoked. 

Research has extended this analysis ofreasoning to the more specific case ofmoral 

thought. Campbell makesthe case that Kohlbergian morality fits the acontextual, 

reductive,deductive,formal-logic model,that is,the model ofthe digital computer, 

whereas actual moralthought,in line with developments in cognitive theory,is narrative, 

situational,and generally in line with the revelations provided by Gilligan. Campbell 

writes: 

Formal logic and eternal principles ofjustice are useful and effective in 
freeing adolescentsfrom the cramping constraints ofa conventional mode 
ofmoralthinking,butin adulthood,the choices that arise are too complex, 
too much entangled in the uniqueness ofeach specific event,ofeach 
character in the drama,in our knowledge ofthe world,to be amenable to 
such an abstracttreatment. Form can no longer afford to be indifferentto 
content,(p.269) 

The lesson to be gameredfrom this analysis is that recentresearch supportsthe sortof 

MDMP associated with care as the actual method ofreasoning employed in everyday 

moral decisions. People do notthink deductively or logically,organizing datain the 

fashion ofdigital computers,butrather,in order to navigate the world's complexity, 

reason according to situated narratives informed by prior learning/experience and the 

actual contextin question(Rooney,1999). 

These "narratives" are referred to as "explanations" by Campbell,and he notes, 

following the feminist contention,thatthe world is pluralistic,that no one explanation 
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captures all ofreality,but rather each explanation has strengths and weaknesses,and it is 

often preferable to have more than one explanation so thata problem can be tackled from 

different angles. 

Recent work by Lakoffand Johnson has taken the route ofexpressing the 

fundamentals ofreality in terms ofmetaphors. Again,directly contradicting the view that 

reality is unified and can beimderstood by one logic or overriding deductive system^ 

these authors claim to have toppled millennia ofphilosophical assumptions by 

elaborating the recentresearch in cognitive science,whichthey express in three concise 

statements:"The mind is inherently embodied. Thoughtis mostly unconscious. Abstract 

concepts are largely metaphorical."(Lakoffand Johnson 1999,3)'. 

Their conclusions aboutthe constitution ofreason and the implications ofthis 

constitution supportthe care approach and challenge thejustice approach. For instance, 

"There exists no Kantian radically autonomous person,with absolute freedom and a 

transcendentreason that correctly dictates whatis and isn't moral." "There is no a priori, 

purely philosophical basisfora universal concept ofmorality and no transcendent, 

7 Ifasked whether they are making epistemic or metaphysical claims when they promote states such as 
"reality is not unified,"Ithink many feminists would respond that their main concern is to eliminate 
oppressive practice and that both knowledge claims and reality claims are germane. Moreover,there is no 
simple divide. Someone who makes knowledge claims aboutthe inferiority ofwomen probably thinks that 
she or he is talking about what is real. There can be real effects ofsuch bigotry,as through self-fulfilling 
prophecy. Atthe core ofoppression studies seems to be the idea thathow we know influences who we are, 
and furthermore there are many waysofknowing and no one way is ultimately best. This makesfor a 
milieu in which epistemic and metaphysical claims are not clearly separable. Suffering and oppression are 
real and then existence is modulated by the kinds offilters used in cultural settings to evaluate people and 
environments. 
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universal pure reason that could give rise to universal moral laws." "The utilitarian 

person,for whom rationality is economic rationality—the maximization ofutility—does 

notexist... People seldom engage in aform ofeconomic reason that could maximize 

utility."(p.5) 

Hence,in an unlikely alliance between feminists,cognitive scientists and 

psychologists,there exists a serious challenge to thejustice program,a challenge to the 

very description ofreason employed by that program,and acall to engage in 

metaphorical,narrative,pluralistic modes ofreasoning thatengage the selfon both the 

conscious and unconscious levels^. The recent research,then,bolsters the feminist view 

and provides an additional meansofdefining the MDMPofcare as it opposesthe MDMP 

ofjustice. 

The work ofLakoffand Johnson(and that ofCampbell)could be challenged. The 

empirical studies they rely on could beflawed. Butwhatis more likely—since I am 

unaware ofanyone who currently uses empirical research to positthatthe mind is like a 

deductive computer,thatthe unconscious realm is not significantin thought process,and 

so forth—isthata proponentofjustice would accept Lakoffand Johnson's conclusions 

and yettry to define ajustice ethic within these parameters. Embodiment,unconscious 

8 There is no condemnation ofphysicalism here,nor does a care ethicist need to go in that direction. 
Indeed,there is no bar on a care ethicist promoting physical substance as the basis ofreality. Lakoffand 
Johnson,whose work is used to defend the care worldview,claim to be physicalists while positing that 
there are three types ofsubstance: physical,phenomenological,and metaphorical. 
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thought,and the essential metaphoric construction ofconcept mightnot preventa 

Rational moral decision-making procedure that grasps Truth. One attemptin this 

direction is described in the next section whereI discuss the possibility ofakind of 

scientism or scientific morality. 

Nonetheless,the existence and power ofthe unconscious is widely accepted in 

psychology(Skinnerian techniques are considered useful in some circumstances yet are 

not postulated to be definitive ofthe self); the attemptto generate modelsofthe human 

mind along the terms ofsimple computational models has become restricted to 

specialized applications that do not make broad claims about mental life(Tavris 1997); 

and with the collapse ofthe logical-positivist projectofconstructing a universal language 

to which all others reduce,philosophers have abandoned correspondence theory as a 

meansofmapping wordsto facts in asimple one-to-one fashion and have acknowledged 

the irreducible significance ofsocial situation and acculturation. 

This transition is exemplified in the work ofWittgenstein,which starts from the 

logical positivist platform ofattaching ultimate meaning to foundational,empirically 

observable objects in the world. David Pears associates this early stage ofWittgenstein's 

thought,that expressed in the Tractatus,with the worldview ofPlato,whose use of 

Reason to reach Truth I have associated with thejustice orientation: 

The uncritical realism ofthe Tractatus is,ofcourse ... the doctrine that is 
usually called'Platonism'nowadays. The idea is thatin all our operations 
with language we are really running on fixed rails laid downin reality 
before we even appeared on the scene. Attach a nameto an object,and the 
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intrinsic nature ofthe object will immediately take over complete control 
and determine the correct use ofthe nameon later occasions. Set up a 
whole language in this way,and the structure ofthe fundamental grid will 
inexorably dictate the general stmcture ofthe logical system.(1987,10) 

The later Wittgenstein gives up the projectoflogical reductionism and equatesthe 

meaning ofa word with its use in a socio-historical context. Situated "language games" 

cometo define the parameters ofphilosophical investigation. Such a step into the realm 

ofordinary language to provide ultimatejustification ofmeaning is notto concede that 

the world outside ofhuman discourse does notinfluence reality(Lovibond 1992),but it is 

a move in the direction away from extreme Rationalism toward dialogic modesof 

problem solving(vritness Wittgenstein's aphoristic style in mostofhis writing)^ 

(3e)Worldview. Care andjustice support different worldviews. Worldviews 

encompass MDMP's(the MDMP'sdrawjustification from the accepted larger picture)so 

there is no simple division between thesetwo aspects ofmoral life. One significant 

contrast here is reductionism vs. anti-reductionism. Thejustice ethicist envisions a world 

thatcan be carved into logical unitsthat permit direct rational contact with in-principle 

absolute answers. For instance,Kohlberg's hierarchical moral scale ended with his ideal 

9 It mightseem strange to contrastPlato's view with dialogic kinds ofmorality,since Plato engaged in 
dialogic techniques to express his views. But his pedagogicaltechniques differ from his theory ofhow we 
access truth or mosteffectivelyfmd answers to problems. Truth,for Plato,is attained by Rationally 
apprehending aform;it is bestapproached by eliminating the camalinfluences and engaging in purely 
Intellecutal endeavor. Care ethics,in contrast,use stories and dialogue(i.e. means ofanalyzing stories)as 
the bestway to uncover truth,or at least the complexity ofa situation,which mightbe open to many valid 
interpretational truths(e.g. is an abortion in some contextX either absolutely right or absolutely wrong? 
Or is it something that is partially right and partially wrong?) 
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at stage six,a Platonic morality ofconvention-independentreason reflecting universal 

truths(Campbell 1990,270). The care ethicist posits a world that does not map well onto 

alogical lattice erected sub specie aeternitas. In this world,there is not always one right 

answer to a moral dilemma,covering laws yield to pluralism(e.g.a variety of 

explanations or stories that may or may notresultin a'right' answer),and a satisfactory 

epistemology operatesthrough a discerning though subjective lens,one that weeds out 

biases thatsupport oppression(e.g.sexism)yet maintains a basic level ofsympathy or 

fellow-feeling for other persons(Gowans 1994). 

Another aspectofworldview related to care andjustice,one that bleeds into the 

issue ofpsychology,and so defies attempts at exact specification,is the consideration of 

how the selfis conceptualized. In the logical reductive worldview,the selfquarational 

agent guides itselfby connecting with the Forms or CategoricalImperative or the 

Original Position or Utility Principle,orsome such external-reasoning system. When 

such animage ofthe ethical selfis extended to politics and economics in theform ofa 

self-interested actor,the result is whathas been called "progressive ethics," and a society-

orientedjustice worldview results: 

The ontology of"progressive ethics" is... individualistic. Its paradigm is 
the autonomous,individual self,the one that gives itselfa morallaw, 
makesa life plan,and then follows it...The individuals are basically 
competitive and oppositional,even when they are taking partin a 
collective activity(the[Westem]idea ofcontract presupposes this). The 
ethics for progressive society takes individuals in the public sphere asthe 
paradigm—the political man ofthe Westem democracies,the rational 
economic man ofthe marketplace. Butthat is abstracttheory. The 
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attemptto putthe paradigm into practice yields nothing other than the 
ideal ofan impartial,detached professional,the one who makes 
knowledge without caring how it will be used,the one who gives care 
•without caring.(Addelson 1994,19) 

The picture ofthe coimected selfassociated•with care is not yetfully understood and 

currently a source ofmuch scholarly ferment(though more will be said aboutthis crucial 

conceptin the forthcoming discussion ofNoddings'ethic in Chapters Three and Four). 

The trend istoward mutual sympathetic creation through relationship(e.g.in the 

mother/child dynamic)(Meyers 1995;Benjamin 1989;Ruddick 1989),a conception ofa 

nommitary selfcapable ofmany social roles(Lugones 1987;Scheman 1997),and 

acknowledgmentthatindividuals are more like participants in and products ofsome 

larger entity than ratiocinatingjudges(Addelson 1994;Walker 1998). Psychological 

research advancesthe view ofselfas largely formed and maintained throughfamily, 

social,and subconscious factors resistantto conscious control(Kollock and O'Brien 

1994). Additionally,current studies in"extemalism"examine the possibility thatthe self 

exists in part outside the physical boundaries ofthe person in question(Scheman 1993; 

Nelson 1999). 

Feminists averring this sort ofconception ofself,iftheir theorizing takes a 

political and/or economicflavor,call for sweeping changes. Consumer(profit-centered, 

materialistic)capitalism mustgo;militarism mustgo;political institutions mustbe 

drastically altered;the objectification and domination ofnature mustgo;exploitation of 

third-world persons must go;the psychic bifurcation ofemotion and rationality into 
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inimicalforces mustgo;the notion offreedom asfreedom to engage in(bourgeois) 

commerce mustbe replaced by the notion offreedom as a psychological state ofraised 

consciousness. My point is thatthe picture painted here is vastly different from that of 

the ethicist who championsthe dogmaofthe rationally self-interested actor eager to 

maximize intake ofgoods and services. 

Another divergence in worldview comesfrom comparing thetwo ethics to the 

scientific approach. Thejustice ethicist sees moral methodologies as akin to scientific 

methodologies. Scientists,donning their objective hats,reduce empirical contextinto 

causal chains in order to discover'laws ofnature'that apply universally in similar 

situations. Justice ethicists also employ universal laws concerned with uncovering the 

Truth. They seek the same sort ofobjectivity indoctrinated into the scientist,one which 

supposedly eliminates all subjective prejudice and distortive passion. In both cases the 

empirical facts are approached with an eye for placing them into universalformulas. 

Both mathematical and logical formulas are embraced byjustice ethicists. The utilitarian 

takes a mathematical tack thatinvolves assigning quantities ofhappiness to variables and 

then processes those variables in terms ofprobabilities and expected values(ifthe actual 

procedure does not precisely fit this methodology,it at least serves as the touchstone for 

exemplary decision-making). The Kantian employsalogical formula,seeking to uncover 

inconsistencies in behavior in terms ofa standard ofRationality. In both cases there is a 
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preference for deduction—arriving atajustifiable conclusion in simple deductively 

justifiable steps that start ■with the reductive identification of all the relevant premises. 

An extreme case is the physicalist who reduces morality to biochemistry [fZl]. 

Such a philosopher is arguably a kind ofjustice ethicist, given the telling similarities 

between the scientific and justice methodologies. Such a scientific morality could be 

fleshed out as the belief that science is the crucial gateway to truth and reality, and 

accordingly the human mind is reducible to physical components interacting in ways 

describable by physics, chemistry, and (preferably) other hard sciences. Moral claims, 

then, coming from subjective sources, such as personal testimonies and preferences are 

(a la emotivism) meaningless, mere expressions of irrational feelings. The most 

satisfactory ethic under such circumstances, the scientific moralist informs us, derives not 

from emotion-laden statements coming from subjectively positioned moral agents, but 

from those who see the Truth through Reason. In line with the quantiable nature of 

reality, this moralist continues, some kind of utilitarianism that tries to maximize net 

happiness is the logical and proper ethic, where happiness is measured neurochemically 

(the choice of happiness as an end would be justified in terms of evolutionary theory). 

Such an ethic would be imperialistic in that it would trump cultural preference in 

favor of objective judgement. Those who, based on affective sources of information such 

as sentiment or tradition, disagreed with the objective standard would be considered 

misguided and treated accordingly. The scientific ethicist would have to factor such 
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irrationality into the equation,perhaps having to manage society from alonely pulpit 

where afew shared the esoteric knowledge ofthe ultimate Truth. However,in such a 

case deceit and manipulation would be tools ofthe enlightened,and one should question, 

as Bernard Williams does,whether in such cases consequentialist theories have gone too 

far,undercutting their own appeal(1981). 

(4e)Psychology. The importance ofpsychology is often overlooked by ethicists, 

but given the very different epistemic and metaphysicallenses ofcare andjustice it is 

clear that each will affectthe psychein radically different ways. One orientation 

marginalizesthe personal affective contextual mode ofperception,the other valorizes it. 

One emphasizesthe skills ofthe mathematician and the reductive empiricist,and the 

other those ofthe good listener and liberated individual;that is,the one who has 

experienced consciousness raising and the accompanying self-empowerment and seeks to 

operate within such aframework to cometo terms compassionately with the differences 

and similarities between individuals,groups,and cultures. 

In one case,the mind will act as in Plato'sPhaedo and Phaedrus, 

compartmentalizing rationality and using itto dominatethe affective side through the 

developmentofanti-emotion impartiality. In the other case,the boundary between 

rationality and affect will blur and an emphasis will be placed noton dominating the 

emotions butlistening to their voices and combining those voices with other sources of 

reasoning in atherapeutic process that mightinvolve intense psychical experiences such 
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as catharsis,painful realization,validation offears and sublimation[ft21]. Advocates of 

the care ethic maintain thatthe strict division ofthe mind into a rational faculty and 

various irrational faculties is not reflective ofthe mind's nature. Since thejustice 

orientation takes the opposite view on this point(for example,as manifested in the 

Cartesian split between the res cogitans and the body/emotions,or Plato's tripartite 

division ofthe soul into rational,courageous,and carnal components)the differences are 

irreconcilable(Lakoffand Johnson 1999). 

Lastly,one mightconsider the differences in psychology fostered by the models 

in terms ofthe contrast between empathy and objectivity. Already discussed above was 

the tendency forjustice thinking to supportthe status quo and its burden ofdominator 

psychological armor;butleaving aside this anti-empathic tendency there isthe matter of 

the concentration on the science-mimicking skill ofobjectivity,a stepping back from any 

subjective situated'biased'view in orderto reach an Archimedean point[f22]. 

The care ethicist,conversely,focuses on the different skill ofempathy(Meyers 

1994),ofwhich much will be said in Chapter Five,butfor now it mightbe considered as 

'seeing through the eyes ofanother'in the sense oftaking on the other's vantage in its full 

experiential and embodiedform.A crucial skill is sensitivity to the manyfactors that 

contribute to people's ways oflooking atthe world,including emotions,history,family 

and cultural dynamics,economic conditions,gender identity,and so forth. Such 

sensitivity is nota meansofquantifying pain or pleasure buta way ofapproximating the 
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I 

other's wants and needs by feeling with them. 

Cultivating empathy as opposed to cultivating objectivity as a central component 

ofmoral reasoning will lead to the emphases mentioned above:a mentaljourney of 

therapeutic process vs.a mentaljoumey thatrevolves around honing analytic logico-

mathematical skills and extending the results ofthe universalformulasto new scenarios, 

thereby bringing more and more situations underthe rule ofobjectively validated law. 

Implications ofthe Model 

Iam now prepared to assert that a satisfactory ethic ofcare avoids dualism and 

also dependence onjustice. Fourteen criteria have been posited along an internal 

dimension and eight explored along an external dimension with regard to the two 

perspectives. The resultant pictures ofcare andjustice are multi-layered and accordingly 

multi-divergent. In light ofsuch detailed and differing characteristics,it would be a 

mistake to conclude that because a care ethic appeals to principle(to avoid dualism)it 

relies onjustice or is really a hybrid ofthe two positions. This would be like saying that 
I 

because the music ofRavel and Debussy sharessomefundamental characteristic,Ravel's 

music is not distinct and unique,nor able to stand alone without'stealing'from Debussy. 

The complexity ofthetwo styles is so greatthateven a significant overlap is not going to 
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make Ravel into a Debussy,or establish the claim that Ravel's compositions are actually 

fused Ravel-Debussy compositions. Such,in fact,would be absurd. 

Assuming for the momentthat principles in and ofthemselves,without 

consideration for how they are used in decision-making,are indicators ofjustice,it is still 

clearly fallacious to infer from the presence ofan indicator characteristic ofXto the 

actual presence ofX. Sometimes this is appropriate(e.g.in the case ofa sufficient 

condition) yet often not(e.g.from red bird to cardinal). In light ofthe constellation of 

characteristics that assemble to form thejustice ethic,it is simply poorform to argue that 

when the indicator characteristic ofprinciple is presentthejustice ethic is present. The 

factthat care employs principles does not yield the further claim thatthe care orientation 

employs ajustice orientation or dependsonjustice[f23-use the note to Besty]. 

A die-hard traditionalist mightremark thatthe above discussion assumes 

principles are at bestindicators,and notsomething much more essential to thejustice 

project. Such a person mightfurther claim thatin fact principles are notonly atthe heart 

ofjustice morality butcare morality as well,forthe latter indeed reduces to the former. 

The next section studies George Sher's arguments along these lines and exposesthem as 

invalid because,asI shall argue,the presence ofprinciples cannot determine whether an 

ethic is one ofcare orjustice. 

Separate Rooms,Please! There are afew good reasonsfor studying Sher's 

arguments. Thefirst is to demonstrate that principles in and ofthemselves are not 
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indicators ofjustice,thereby shoring up the above argumentsfor the liberation ofcare. 

The second is to compare his care/justice modelto the one developed here and thereby 

reveal the power ofthe latter as atool ofphilosophical analysis. And the third is to refute 

his thesis that care is merelyjustice in disguise,or,as he puts it,"Women's moral 

judgements may be expressed in a different voice,butthat voice echoes through some 

quite familiar rooms."(1987,179) 

Fortunately these goals dovetail nicely. Sher's modelcontains five opposing pairs 

and his modus operandi is tojoin each pair with an argumentthat supports the 

assimilation ofcare intojustice. My purposes are achieved by revealing two central and 

related flaws in his approach:(a)his care/justice model misrepresents thetwo 

orientations,effectively creating a straw person and(b)he relies on the assumption that 

principles strongly coimectto thejustice ethic. 

Before embarking on my criticism,I should point outthat although some ofSher's 

arguments have been criticized in the past,no one has examined his generalframework 

for care andjustice and found it wanting. Similarly,no one has dismantled his arguments 

in the way thatfollows,nor as thoroughly invalidated his points. Cheshire Calhoim,for 

example,criticizes Sherfor emphasizing abstract similarities between people without 

similarly emphasizing differences,butshe does not go so far as to claim that his position 

is entirely wrong(Calhoun,1988). My analysis demonstrates that Sher suffersfrom more 
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than a problem ofemphasis;his entire framework and the dependentargumentation 

misjudges the intricacy ofcare-versus-justice and therefore tumbles like a house ofcards. 

Although Sher's model lacks external criteria(i.e. it contains nothing similar to 1-

4e),his opposing pairs effectively constitute intemal criteriafor distinguishing care from 

justice. The three opposing pairs relevantto principles and the accompanying arguments 

can be compactly summarized(arguments given in parentheses)'": 

(A)nonprincipled versusprincipled(even moral agents denying thatthey use principles 
may wellemploy them;whether someone uses principle or notshould be determined by a 
"counterfactual inquiry";such an inquiry is likely to demonstrate that care ethicists 
employ principles) 

(B)care versus duty(it is possible thata morality of"duty and principle" is entirely 
compatible with a morality "sensitive to the demands ofrelationship," so theformer can 
replace the latter) 

(C)responsibilities versusrights(those acting outofresponsibility might well see 
themselves as"owing"their services to others;hence talk ofresponsibility reduces into 
considerations ofrights) 

The main problem with the arguments is atendency to beg the question(e.g.by assuming 

that duty and care will never yield conflicting recommendations),butofmore interest 

here is the arguments'appealto principles(or rights, which can be seen as atype of 

principle bestowing valid claims against other moral agents)to assimilate care into 

10 In reproducing Sher's arguments,I am faithful to his reasoning butsometimes draw the likely 
conclusion that he only implies yet does notstate directly. 
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justice. Ifprinciples in themselves are notstrong indicators ofjustice,then the arguments 

fail and the relevant oppositions setup unrepresentative and false dichotomies. 

Certain types ofprinciples can be derived from most any ethical stance and so 

obviously are notstrong indicators ofspecific paradigms. For instance,a"counterfactual 

inquiry" mightreveal that an agent holds to the principle,"don't be unnecessarily 

hurtfiil," butthe rule is couched atsuch a high level ofabstraction that it fails to be 

action-guiding. Buteven more refined principles,ones thatdo significant moral work,do 

notinevitably correlate withjustice morality. To see this clearly,considerthe viewsof 

two feminist philosophers working outside the traditional philosophy. Virginia Held sees 

asignificant role for"general principles," yet submitsthatthey mustbe balanced with the 

judgements of"embodied persons": 

The personsfrom whose points ofview I would hope forimprovementin 
the developmentofmorality would try to progress toward coherence 
between their particular moraljudgments and their general principles. But 
the particular moraljudgments between which they should seek coherence 
would not be thejudgments ofan abstractrational individual from whose 
perspective all particular emotions and interests had been washed out. 
They would be the particularjudgements ofembodied persons,persons 
with feelings for others and for themselves,with interests shared and 
unshared with others,and with ties to others that help makethem the 
persons they are".(1993,36) 

n Held is reacting to a Rawlsian notion ofreflective equilibrium. In the chapter from which I draw the 
citation,she indicates thatshe agrees with the procedure ofseeking coherence in moral decision-making 
between principle and intuition yet disagrees with the vantage ofimpartiality often associated with the 
same,because it does not make space for"moral emotions." I think there is a key distinction here,one 
which provides gristfor the care/justice debate. 

Rawls inclines toward an 'anti-emotion' vantage concerning our"consideredjudgements,"those 
which enter into the reflective equilibrium process,ascan be seen from thefollowing passage:"We can 
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IfHeld is seen as a care ethicist,we have an example ofcare theory that includes 

principles in a strong way and yet retains its distinctness. Sher,adding another design 

problem to his model,omits discussion ofthe connected self,but Held's theory suggests 

thatthe moral vantage ofembeddedness can radically shift decision-making away from 

formulaic space(i.e.the realm ofabstracted logic-manipulated symbols)and so is crucial 

to characterizations ofcare andjustice,whereas principles,on the other hand,play no 

such pivotal role. The function principles fulfill by preventing certain kinds ofactions 

(e.g. one's thatsupport oppression)is notitselfindicative ofmoral stance thatembraces 

Rationality and Tmth. 

Margaret Urban Walker goes even farther in mitigating the role ofuniversalizable 

principles. For Walker,in many moral contexts the only person similarly situated to the 

moral agent(and thus bound by the relevant principle)isthe moral agent. The reason is 

discard thosejudgements made with hesitation...Those given when we are upset or frightened or when we 
stand to gain one way orthe other can be left aside. All thesejudgements are likely to erroneous or to be 
influenced by an excessive attention to our own interests."(1971,47) Norman Daniels,a proponentof 
Rawlsian philosophy,is similarly hyper-cautious about letting emotion influence our considered 
judgements. He says"a considered moraljudgment,even in a particular case,is in many ways far more 
like a'theoretical'than an'observation'statement."(1979,270) 

In afootnote,however,Daniels acknowledges,"Sometimes anger or(moral)indignation may lead 
to morally better actions andjudgementsthan'calm'." This demonstrates that modem scholars working 
alongthe themes ofKantian/Rawlsian rationalism do not"wash out" all emotion as Held assumes. The 
emotion is backgrounded however,and still not fiilly permitted into the decision-making procedure. 
Daniels,for example,speaks ofconsideredjudgements as the kinds ofthings thatcan be revised(p.267). 
Butwe do notrevise emotions or revise our subjective vantage. The use ofthe term "revise"indicates 
(along with other indicators,such as Daniels distaste for"gut reactions")thatthe consideredjudgementis 
detached from the emotion-rich mentality ofthe situated moral agent;butsuch detachment isjust whatis 
criticized bysome feminists. 
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that there may be"various morally acceptable solutions in line with general values or 

common principles"(1987,171)but only some ofthese adequately reflectthe person's 

history as the bearer or guardian ofparticular morally significant values. Moral histories 

and identities become individualthrough "attunements and specific commitments." Over 

time,by endorsing commitmentsformerly held or repudiating them and setting a new 

moral course,moral agents can build "strong moral self-definition" that creates a unique 

"moral persona." (Walker 1987;Nelsonforthcoming) Given this accoimt,universal 

principles would remain in the backgroimd,part ofthe lattice on which one's rich identity 

becomes embellished. They would be nebulous and largely unhelpful in particular cases 

ofdeliberation,mostofthe work being done by careful self-exploration(this might well 

require conversation with others ifthe selfis seen as relational). 

Walker offers an elaborate four-branched example ofsuch delicate self-

attunement,buta short passage from Middlemarch makesthe same point(though 

Walker's example concerns placing someone in a nursing home,while the one below 

covers a less important matter). Early in the novel,Dorothea decidesthat it would be 

wrong in herowncase to wear a diamond-adomed cross,butthat it is morally permissible 

for Celia,her sister,to wear it: 

"A cross is the lastthing I would wear as atrinket," Dorothea shuddered 
slightly. 
"Then you will think it vdcked in meto wear it," said Celia uneasily. 
"No,dear,no,"said Dorothea,stroking her sister's cheek. "Souls have 
complexionstoo: what will suitone will not suit another."(Elliot 1964, 
15) 
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Dorothea's decision could be seen in terms ofher history ofprevious choices,which 

combine to provide her with a certain moral identity'^. No universal principle compels 

her course;rather,she is guided by a personalized code that does not extend even to those 

very close to her. One could postulate some sortofbroadly applicable principle in the 

margins(e.g.'ifone is a Christian,it is wrong to wear the cross upside-down')butthat 

principle is not doing the delicate moral work ofweaving an identity or addressing the 

complexity ofeveryday decisions. This does not mean that principles are useless in the 

moral process,for they set outer limits beyond which no one canjustifiably go. No 

Christian can wearthe cross upside-down,butsome Christians can wear ornate crosses 

whereas others do notfeel that is an acceptable option in their own case. 

Given the above accountofethical customization,one mightsimply grant Sher's 

dubious assertion thatthe dictates ofprinciple are fully compatible with the motivations 

provided by an approach ofcaring virtue,and yet still forcefully deny that care 

assimilates intojustice. Thetheory ofmoral self-definition,for example,is consistent 

with a perimeter ofprinciples yetthe exquisite self-embroidering thatemerges doesto 

reduce to that bare armature. 

12 Some mightclaim that Dorothea's decision is not a moral one(e.g., perhaps it is an aesthetic decision 
notto wear the cross). Whatever Dorothea's mindset,certainly it is possible to imagine thatshe does not 
wantto wear the diamond-adorned cross because it is morally wrong,given her interpretation of 
Christianity,for her to do so. Cecelia,being ofa different"complexion"ofsoul, is notso constrained. 
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IfWalker is right,principles framethe pictures we paintin adopting a course of 

moral living,but much ofthe work takes place in grey areas,zones ofcomplexity that 

belie the power ofabstracting,rule-based formulas to engender solutions. Will such a 

formula be found someday? Annette Baler voices her skepticism: 

Is it likely that we will come up with rules on how manytimes betrayal 
should be forgiven,or how distrust is properly focused after"enough" 
betrayals,or how long insulting distrust should be ignored?(How many 
rapes should a womantake,before turning against all men? After one 
rape,how should she focus her future distrust?)... Iam skeptical both of 
the insistence thatthere must be such general moral rules thatcodify our 
moral beliefs and ofthe assumption that we can establish their validity in a 
non-question-begging manner.(Baier 1995,142) 

How would a care ethic work within the grey areas? Consider a woman who has been 

raped now trying to rebuild a life not dominated by terror and depression. How much 

should she trust men? To whatdegree should she try to overcome herfears or 

incorporate them into her worldview and sense ofself? How should she heal and grow 

wise? There will be soul-searching and reinterpreting ofstories:the story ofthe event,of 

her life,ofsociety,and relationships with others. Ultimately the woman mightcometo a 

new awareness or self-acceptance,butthis can only arise through regenerative yet painful 

psychological processes,not simply by adhering to rational principles. Perhaps principle 

can tell her thatshe oughtto begin a therapeutic story-tellingjoumey,butonce the 

journey has commenced,there's no rule book explaining when to cry,when to dig deeper 

into the soul,whento retreatfor a while~and surely these are moral processes,albeit ones 

that have gone far beyond the purview ofthe detached analytic method. 
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Two insights have been generated in the discussion ofSher's first three opposing 

pairs. First,principles can be extracted from various types ofcontemplation(and this is 

not hard to do)without getting atthe nature ofthat contemplation and,secondly,fuzzy 

zones existin which principles ofthe universalizable sort are not helpful. Ifthesefuzzy 

zones are fairly common,and based on myown case I would speculate thatthey are,it 

seems reasonable to infer that how agents work in these fuzzy zones better indicates their 

MDMP,worldview,and psychology than the guidelines in the background. Principles, 

then,in and ofthemselves,are notindicative ofcare orjustice unless the meansin which 

they are employed and positioned are also taken into consideration. 

The upshotis thatthe claim made earlier—that care can utilize principles without 

thereby depending onjustice—is cemented asa credible conclusion(ajustification of 

principle within the framework ofthe care ethic is pursued in chapter five). Given that 

care andjustice possess multi-layered natures best approached by afamily-resemblance 

criterial model,and that principles are at best indicators ofthejustice orientation(but 

more likely neutral,asthe discussion ofHeld and Walker brings out),then care and 

principle go hand in hand quite readily. Because principles are a powerfultoolfor setting 

limits that prevent dysfunctional caring behavior(e.g. unidirectional care that supports 

the status quo),a morality ofcare can escape dualism without relying on thejustice ethic. 

The NeedforExternal Criteria. Sher's arguments fail to support assimilation 

because his model distorts the true relationship between care andjustice. It is notone of 
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principled versus nonprincipled morality,orsome variation on thattheme,for principles 

are neutral in this debate. The distinctions in the two-dimensional model—such as(4c) 

(narrative and dialogue-based decision-making)versus(4j)(decision-making thatfeatures 

formal procedures abstracting from contextand tending to homogenize)-better represent 

the positions. The internal criteria ofthe two-dimensional model,then,are more accurate 

than Sher's oppositions. By examining Sher's final arguments,Inow demonstrate the 

necessity ofthe external criteria for fair assessment. 

His lasttwo opposing pairs and the accompanying arguments can besummed in 

the samefashion as before: 

(D)contextual versus abstract(the contextual elementofmorality is a pool ofparticular 
data,and abstraction is the process ofchoosing relevant data from that pool;care and 
justice,in light ofthis explanation,are both contextual and abstracting,so this opposition 
cannotform the basis for atrue difference between the two orientations) 

personal versus impersonal(many moral situations are impersonal,so a morality of 
care cannotbe operating in these cases,and thus at bestapplies only to personal 
relationships) 

In both cases,straw person fallacies are created because the oppositions are conceptually 

loose,allowing misrepresentation to seep into the argumentative structure. Extemal 

criteria would have helped Sher attain a proper comprehensiveness. He should contrast 

one MDMP with another,or a psychology with another,ortwo ostensibly disparate 

worldviews. But,lacking a schemefor distinguishing the waysin which moral theories 
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affectthe actual practices ofliving,he wanders unmoored onto the shoals ofshallow 

philosophy. 

For Sher,the contextual elementofcare is not,for instance,narrative decision-

making but merely a collection ofdata,and the abstracting elementofjustice is nota leap 

to formulaic space butthe much blander practice ofgenerically sorting particulars. 

Similarly,impersonalsituations are assumed to necessitate impersonal decision-making 

procedures,butthere is no theoretical or practical bar preventing virtuously motivated 

narrative modesofdeliberation from operating in situations thatinvolve distant others 

(e.g.one can tell stories aboutthem,listen to their stories,tell one's own,and so forth,all 

the while remaining sensitively and emotionally situated). A full-blown morality ofcare 

that considers distant others and our moral relation to them is developed in Chapters Five 

and Six. 

Critiquing Sher's final pairs allows usto see thatthe external criteria ofthetwo-

dimensional care/justice model are necessary for a sophisticated understanding ofthe care 

ethic asa moral,psychological,and social force capable ofpervading"life at all levels. Its 

themesforeground key ideals such as ending oppression,engaging in mutually beneficial 

relationships with both those near and far,developing the mind's potentialfor rich 

empathic sensitivity,and appreciating the powerofstories to weave afabric that unites 

life's multifarious strands in overlapping pattems ofself,community,and world. 
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Conclusion. Ifmy discussion has succeeded then care has been revealed as an 

intricate, multi-component entity with tentative claimsto its own versions ofautonomy 

and impartiality,and its ownemploymentofprinciple that radically diverges from 

Rational-theory employment. Although much more would have to be said to solidify the 

case,there is reason enough for a hesitant conclusion that care has been liberated from 

justice; it is whole in itselfand does notneed to cling to formulaic space and its empirical 

reductionism. This is to the disadvantage ofthe "justice" orientation,at leastin terms of 

its extreme idealform,which virtually aimihilates emotion as a componentofmoral 

decision-making. Given its historical association with oppression,and its egregious 

oversimplification ofthe world's dizzying multifariousness,it is doubtful thatjustice, 

exemplified in complex processes that abstractly magnify dictums like"always maximize 

the aggregate utility," can find a central niche in proper moral thinking. In certain 

circumstancesformalizing techniques mightbe appropriate. Attimes a simple look atthe 

relevant pleasures and pains and a quick calculation mightbe whatis needed to determine 

the rightthing to do. However finding a nontrivial,nonbizarre case ofsuch simple 

pleasure-pain arithmetic is notas easy as itseems,and even in such cases there will be a 

story in the background,a weaving ofcultural,community,personal ideologies and 

psychological dynamics,all ofwhich mightinterfere with the basic quantification 

technique or render"it entirely unhelpful. Even primafacie straightforward questions like. 

Should I cheaton atest to save afnend's life? require a ceterisparibus clause;otherwise, 
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the answer depends on a context(e.g.the answer might be no ifmyfriend is in a 

persistent vegetative state). Once backgroimd stories are introduced as relevant,context 

becomes so morally complicated that abstractrules and formulas lose their central 

importance. No one hascome up with a simple procedure to decide questions ofright 

and wrong that has been embraced by scholars or laypeople as the correct procedure for 

all cultures and times. Unfortunately~or perhaps fortunately,ifthe spice and gusto oflife 

emerge from its withering kaleidoscope ofvariables—itseemsthatthe world does not 

come packaged with an array ofceterisparibus clauses. 

The stage is now setto examine a particular ethic ofcare and analyze it rigorously 

along two dimensions. After sometinkering and a bit ofmetamorphosis,the ethic's 

original structure emerges partially intact and yet partially enhanced,becoming the 

foundation for the final version ofmy care ethic,a comprehensive political theory 

developed in the second halfofmy project. 
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Chapter Three 
Noddings and Care Theory 

In this part ofthe project,comprising the nextthree chapters,I play Frankenstein 

with NelNoddings'theory,combining it with other philosophies and performing some 

conceptual surgery in order to bringing it back to life in Shelley's positive sense and not 

Hollywood's version ofmonstrosity. Thetemplate developed in the firsttwo chapters 

allows a sophisticated analysis ofNoddings'work that beginsthe process offinding a 

particular ethic ofcare that not only resists the standard philosophical criticisms(e.g.that 

care can resultin codependency and moral myopia)butprovidesthe foundation for a 

politicalfeminism,afeminism that extends moral consideration beyond the realm ofthe 

domestic to wide-ranging issues ofwealth-distribution,cultural oppression,and corporate 

and governmental conduct. With the generaltemplate providing structure,Noddings' 

theory will be augmented with the insights ofanother care ethicist,Joan Tronto. This 

hybrid theory will then be defended and expanded such thatthe core elements are 

amenable to both public and private moral situations,thereby liberating carefrom the 

dualistic either/or ofthe masculine/feminine divide and propelling it into a categorization 

that does not fit neatly into the traditional gender scheme. 

ThisChapterhastwomainsections:adetailedintroductiontoNoddings'philosophy 

and a thorough criticism ofit. The first section contains a briefoverview followed by the 

presentationofthekeycomponentsofthetheory,onesthatwillremain,thoughinamodified 

form,in theimproved NT(Noddings-Tronto)version ofthe ethic. 
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Noddingsian Care. 

Overview. In 1984,just two years after the publication ofIn a Different Voice, 

Noddingscame out with the first book-length normative theory ofcare. Gilligan engaged 

indescriptiveethics,usingempiricalstudiesto verify certainpattemsofthoughtsheclaimed 

were operative in society. Noddings moved beyond mere description to prescription, 

advancing atheoryofhow moralagentsoughtto behave,thoughthe basisofher projectlay 

in the insights ofGilligan's work. 

Unlike Gilligan,whosaw moralmaturity asacombinationofcareandjustice(1982, 

100)Noddingsrejects whatshe calls"thelanguage ofthefather,"the language ofprinciple 

and reduction through abstract procedure. Noddings states atthe outsetthatshe intendsto 

givea"feminineview"ofmorality,associatingthehegemonyofprinciple-based ethics with 

the great miseries ofour time: 

When welook clear-eyed atthe world today,we see it wracked with 
fighting,killing,vandalism,and psychic pain ofall sorts. Oneofthe 
saddestfeatures ofthis picture ofviolence is thatthe deeds are so often 
done in the name ofprinciple. When we establish a principle forbidding 
killing,we also establish principles describing the exceptions to the first 
principle. Supposing,then,that we are moral(we are principled,are we 
not?),we may tear into others whose beliefs or behaviors differfrom ours 
with the promise ofultimate vindication.(1984,2) 

Ifone takes Gilligan as presenting a masculine and afeminine ethic,ofwhich she has 

been accused despite her denials,then Noddings,rather than seeing a satisfactory 

approach in the combination ofthe two,rejects the one and embracesthe other, 

expanding it and providing details that Gilligan did not entertain. 
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Onthe surface Noddings mightseem to be rejecting l-7j in favor ofl-7c,which 

in lightofthe lasttwo chapters is an acceptable anti-dualistic strategy,butshe does not 

make such refined distinctions as are present in the intemal criteria ofthe two-

dimensional model. She pursues the coarser practice ofrejecting principle,abstraction, 

and "umversalizability," which brings up the suspicion that she mightbe unintentionally 

supporting dualism,embracing ifnotmythos(unqualified emotionaljudgement)then 

something close enough to provide an opposite extreme to logos.Asthe chapter 

proceeds,this suspicion will be shown to contain a great degree ofvalidity. It would, 

however,be grossly unfair to reduce Noddings'ethic to pure subjectivism or 

intuitionism. Aswe shall see,she provides structure that is useful to the current project 

ofestablishing a care ethic applicable to political concems. 

Key Components. This section presentsthe heartofNoddings'theory. The first 

halfdiscusses the conceptual building blocks that underlie the practice and process of 

moral care,while the second halftakesthese elements and usesthem to inform an 

analysis based onthe two-dimensional model;specifically,behavior,decision-making, 

psychology,and worldview are defined for Noddingsian care. 

1.Important concepts and basic problems. 

Several concepts basic to Noddings'philosophy—"motivational displacement," 

"engrossment,""I-ought,""recogmtion,"the'personal-relationship barrier,'"chains of 

caring," and the "caring mode ofconsciousness"—will be scrutinized here,asthey all 
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remain useful in the NT version ofcare. I will also discusstwo ofthe mostproblematic 

features ofher view,the'energy-proximity limitation thesis'and whatI call the "tar-baby 

effect." Along with the lack ofappealto principles, which as wesaw above Noddings 

explicitly endorses,these two mechanisms lead to the main thematic flaws that will be 

discussed in the next section. The basic ideas thatsuggesttrouble,then,will be 

combined,elaborated,and augmented to generate the meta-level comprehensive 

objections that renderthe positive aspects ofthe theory something ofa pyrrhic victory for 

feminists. 

MotivationalDisplacement. Motivational displacementinvolves a"motivational 

shift" in which one's"motive energy flowstoward the other." This transference of 

attention and support is not only a shift in feeling; it is also a shift in goal or purpose. 

That motivational displacementcaninvolve aprofound transformation oforientation is 

signaled by Noddings'cautionary statements,for example:"I do notrelinquish myself;I 

cannot excuse myselffor whatI do." Still,one puts oneself"atthe service" ofanother, 

not merely in afashion as might be called for by asense ofduty,but by merging one's 

own needs with the care-receiver's such thatthe care-receiver's successful achievement 

generates well-being forthe caregiver (p.74). One goal is pursued bytwo,with the 

caregivers sharing vicariously in the accomplishmentsoftheir cared-fors. 

There are,then,both affective and teleological componentsto the process of 

displacement. "Motive energy,"for instance,is not merely motivation,which could stem 

from purely extemal sources(e.g.,one could be motivated to help another outoffear of 
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reprisal ifservice is denied). The caregiver experiences internal shifts in feeling and 

purpose. The binding to the other's goal extends beyond obligation,duty or external 

considerations and enters the sphere ofpsychology. 

Although the penetration can go deep into the psyche,motivational displacement, 

as Noddingsusesthe notion, is not always a major life event. Pets,for example,are 

included in the realm ofthose who can be cared for morally. One ofNoddings early 

examples,among many others devoted to nonhumans,concemsthe declawing ofcats 

(p.13),and alater section ofher bookfocuses on the humane treatmentofanimals 

(p.148). 

Further,one can care for mere acquaintances or even"proximate strangers" in 

Noddings'scheme(butthen,as we shall see,the acquaintance or stranger becomes closer 

to the caregiver and she or he is more obligated to help). There is,nonetheless,the 

potential for great shifts in one's motives thatinsome sense could representa sacrifice of 

oneselfto another's projects. Noddings does not use the terminology ofsacrifice, 

probably because motivational displacement allowsfulfillmentofboth the caregiver and 

the care-receiver by merging their concems. Butthere is the danger,as will be brought 

out below,thatthe caregiver's new purpose,thatofserving the care-receiver,amountsto 

the obliteration ofself-initiative and self-determination by subordinating one's own 

autonomy to the needs ofothers. This danger is especially acute due to the de-emphasis 

on self-care in Noddings'version ofcare theory. Nowhere does she write that caregivers 

should motivationally displace(i.e. apply motivational displacement)reflexively. Self-
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care comes only through caring for others,which minimally involves displacing one's 

selfand engrossing one's selfin their concerns(p.112). 

Engrossment. Noddings writes that motivational displacementcan arise from the 

caring skill ofengrossment,which she describes using a passive metaphor as a state of 

receptivity in which the one-caring clears her or his mind and is mentally filled by the 

cared-for such thatthe receiver becomesa"duality" capable ofseeing,at least to alarge 

degree,through the eyes ofthe other("cared-for"and "one-caring" are Noddings'terms 

to describe the participants in the morally caring relationship): 

Caring involves,for the one-caring,a"feeling with"the other. We might 
wantto call this relationship "empathy," but weshould think about what 
we mean by this term. The Oxford UniversalDictionary defines empathy 
as"The power ofprojecting one's personality into,and so fully 
imderstanding,the objectofcontemplation." This is,perhaps,a peculiarly 
rational,western,masculine way oflooking at"feeling with." The notion 
of"feeling with"thatI have outlined does notinvolved projection but 
reception. I have called it"engrossment." I do not"put myselfin the 
other's shoes," so to speak,by analyzing his reality as objective data... I 
set aside mytemptation to analyze and to plan. I do not project;I receive 
the other into myself,and I see and feel with the other. I become a duality 
(p.30) 

Note,then,the difference between motivational displacement and engrossment:clearing 

one s mind ofprojections and "feeling with" another,thereby engaging in an advanced 

sortofmoral empathy,is notthe same astaking another's goals as one's own in the 

course ofeveryday living. It is possible to take another's goals as one'sown without 

empathizing with them(e.g.adopting myfnend's goal ofhelping the poor while 

remaining obtuse to her feelings). Conversely,it is possible to empathize with another 

withoutchanging one's emotions and life-purposesto conform to the other's goals. 
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Although engrossmentcan occur in rather casual situations(e.g.one ofNoddings' 

examples discusses engrossmentat a meeting with aco-worker who waspreviously an 

aloofacquaintance(p.30)),it can reach dramatic heights. Noddings uses Buber's 

Thou to provide the quintessential example ofletting the other,previously contemplated 

atthe level of"object,""invade" deeply into the one-caring's psyche: 

He is no longer He or She,limited by other Hesand Shes,a dotin the 
world grid ofspace and time,nora condition thatcan be experienced and 
described,aloose bundle ofnamed qualities. Neighborless and seamless, 
he is Thouand fills the firmament.(Buber,cited in Noddings,p.74) 

Aswasthe case for motivational displacement,nowhere does Noddings write thatones-

caring should engross in themselves. Although she statesthe importance ofself-

, maintenance,it is a meansto the end ofmaintaining the cared-fors in one's charge,and it 

is accomplished,as we shall see,by vicariously sharing in the accomplishments ofothers 

and by evaluating oneselfin terms ofhow well one has helped them achieve their 

triumphs. 

TheI-mustandthe I-ought. Through engrossmentor often simply the closeness 

established by relationship,the one-caring can experience the "I-must," which is an 

"impulse" or feeling that"carries obligation with it" though according to Noddings it is 

notin itselfa moralimperative butsimply "natural." The"I-must" is shortfor"I mustdo 

something," and it is not morally binding unless ittransforms into the "I-ought." 

Noddings writesthattwo conditions mustbe presentfor the "I-must"to become an "I-

ought":(a)the existence or potential for present relationship,and(b)the dynamic 

potential for growth in relationship(whetherthese conditions exist or notis determined 
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through a narrative analysis thattakes place within the caring modeofconsciousness, 

discussed below). 

Ifthe first condition is met,the obligation is "absolute"in the following sense: 

Ifthe other toward whom we shall act is capable ofresponding[receiving the caring 
"honestly"]as cared-for and there are no objective conditions that prevent our receiving 
this response—if,that is,our caring can be completed in the other—then we must meet 
that other as one-caring,(p.86) 

The second condition introduces the possibility thatthe obligation can become even 

strongerthan the "absolute" level. To make this point,Noddings discusses the differing 

cases ofanimals and children: 

The second criterion asks usto look atthe nature ofpotential relation and, 
especially,atthe capacity ofthe cared-for to respond. The potential for 
response in animals,for example,is nearly static...Buta child's 
potentialfor increased response is enormous. Ifthe possibility ofrelation 
is dynamic—ifthe relation may clearly grow with respectto 
reciprocity—then the possibility and degree ofmy obligation also grows. 
Ifresponse is imminent,so is my obligation. This criterion will help us to 
distinguish between our obligation to membersofthe nonhuman animal 
world and,say,the human fetus. We mustkeep in mind,however,thatthe 
second criterion binds usin proportion to the probability ofincreased 
response and to the imminence ofthat response. Relation itselfis 
fundamental to obligation,(p.87) 

Three key factors apparentin Noddings'scheme for determining the extentofobligation 

areihepotentialfor relationship,the imminence ofthe response from the cared-for,and 

eXsoproximity,which affects the possibility of"receiving"the response ofthe cared-for. 

A wounded animal in close proximity mightturn the "I must"into an "I ought" atthe 

level ofabsolute obligation,whereas afetus has greater potential butlessimminence of 

response and so presumably falls somewhere between the animal and the child(or 
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perhaps has less status than animals—Noddingsis imclear on this). Note,however,that 

distant children,for examplethe starving in Africa,do noteven generate obligation atthe 

level ofthe proximate animal. In fact,Noddings asserts thatthere is no obligation at all 

to help such children(p.86). 

Noddingsian limitations on moralcare. Noddings'reason for disallowing 

obligation toward,for example,the starving in Africa is thatcompletion(i.e.receiving 

the response ofthe cared-for)is not possible in this circumstance unless the one-caring 

abandonsthe proximate caring to which she or he is obligated. Since completion is not 

possible without unacceptable moral wrongdoing,there is no potential for relationship. 

Concerning the starving in Africa,Noddings writes that "one may choose to do 

something in the direction ofcaring," but her assertion that we cannot care forthe dying 

children without generating unacceptable damageto those in our"inner circles" seemsto 

rule outthe acceptability oftruly moral care to distant others(p.86). Apparently,even if 

distant others are starving to death while those in our proximity are relatively healthy,the 

"feminine ethic" does notobligate moral care. The nexttwo sections bring this point out 

clearly by investigating Noddings'concepts of"caring about" and "recognition." 

'Caringabout'andthepersonal-relationship barrier. Noddings'notion of 

"caring about" solidifies this harsh conclusion by emphasizing one ofher most 

provocative claims:that moral caring can onlytake place within the confines ofa 

personal relationship. Theimplications ofthis personal-relationship barrier are telling 

For example,it centers the"feminine ethic"in the realm mostoften associated with 
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friendship,intimacy,and family,that ofthe domestic or private sphere. Feminists have 

demonstrated the harm that comesfrom restricting womento a household morality,a 

stultifying code ofetiquette that has acquired a mantle ofrectitude within the patriarchal 

system. Certainly"women's ways ofthinking" are oflimited use in business and politics, 

which often require dealing with distant others,ifthey cannotbe employed exceptin 

situations ofpersonal familiarity. 

Noddings acknowledgesthatpersons can pay a kind ofsympathetic attention to 

the starving in Africa,butshe disparages such "caring about"so roundly that apparently 

for her it does not constitute moral behavior at all, or ifit does it is decidedly ofan 

inferior variety; 

I have brushed aside "caring about" and,I believe,properly so. It is too 
easy. I can "care about"the starving children ofCambodia,send five 
dollars to hunger relief,and feel somewhatsatisfied... This is a poor 
second-cousin to caring. "Caring about"alwaysinvolves a certain benign 
neglect. One is attentivejustsofar... One mightsay that we should, 
occasionally,care about,but we should notsuppose that in doing so we 
are caring for. Caring requires engrossment,commitment,displacementof 
motivation,(p.112) 

One might question,asI shall below,whether caring for distant others mustlack 

engrossment,commitment,and displacementofmotivation,or some psychological state 

similar to these thatlends the genuine depth ofa caring mode ofconsciousness to moral 

behaviortoward strangers—or even to animals,or to biomes,watersheds or other such 
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"environmental beings." It is enough for now to note thatsuch an extension ofpersonal 

caring to distant others is not possible in Noddings'framework'. 

Recognition andthepersonal-relationship barrier. Like "caring about," 

Noddings'notion of"recognition" reinforces this point. Even ifthe one-caring 

experiences engrossmentand motivational displacementin an appropriate context of 

emotional proximity,ethical behavior does nottake place unless the individual receiving 

attention"does not hide from"the offered care or"deny it." Ifthere is no recognition, 

there simply is no caring: 

I have claimed thatthe perception by the cared-for ofan attitude ofcaring 
on the partofthe one-caring is partially constitutive ofcaring. It and its 
successful impacton the cared-for are necessary to caring. Doesthis mean 
thatI cannotbe said to care forX ifX does notrecognize my caring? In 
the fullest sense,Ithink we have to acceptthis result,(p.68) 

One can think ofnumerous cases where the restriction imposed by recognition rules out 

moral caring no matter how satisfactory the practice ofthe moral agent. The autistic or 

even emotionally unresponsive child,the comatose,the senile,the chronically 

malnourished in distantlands,the wounded animal,the pollution-ravaged ecosystem,the 

terrorized,and so forth—none are commonly in a position to recognize helping behavior 

directed toward their benefit,let alone the good intentions that could accompany such 

1 Noddings'emphasis on "caring for"and her harsh view of"caring about"(a concept exemplified bythe 
practice ofdonating money to charity)lead to the interesting quekion ofwhether"caring about" mightbe 
much more acceptable thsui she thinks. Should donating moneyto charity be condemned ratherthan 
praised? Ifmore affluentfolks engaged in "caring about"the world would be much improved. Asmy 
project develops,I rejectthe caring for/caring about distinction in favor ofa more sophisticated form of 
practice that distinguishes between those persons weknow and those persons who are distant while 
retaining respectfor moral action concerning both groups. Both the private and public versions ofcare I 
develop utilize a modified Noddingsianframework,so despite its two-headed nature there is continuity in 
mytheory. These issues are discussed in more detail atthe end ofChapter Four and in Chapter Sbc. 
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behavior. Here,again,Noddings specifies strict boundaries on whatis to countas care of 

the moral variety,indicating a strong emphasison emotional bonding,as evidenced by 

such concepts as engrossment,displacement,caring about,recognition,proximity, 

potential,and imminence. A strong case can be made thatfor Noddingsa personal 

relationship is necessary for care,even ifthat relationship is only ofthe sortthat occurs 

between a pet and a human,and that personal relationship mustbecome intimate in the 

sense oftwo-way communication;one side communicates care and nurturance and the 

other communicates gratitude or,even less,acknowledgement. 

Myopiaandthe tar baby effect. This uncomfortable result brings usto akey basic 

problem with Noddings'philosophy,one that will be expanded when the meta-objections 

are discussed: that it is myopic and likely to ignore or belittle serious suffering distant 

from the caregiver's "inner circles." The problem is exacerbated by whatcould be called 

the tar-baby effect. Noddingsian moral agents could become absorbed with their own 

personal relations and ultimately fall into obtuseness or despairing moralimprisonment. 

Remember thatfor Noddings relationships grow more demanding asthey proceed and 

there is no specified upper limit on obligation. Asthe child matures and modifies 

proximity,potential,and imminence factors,the inputrequired bythe parentincreases 

accordingly. Br'er Rabbittouched the tar baby tentatively at first, yetsoonfound himself 

glutinated and immobilized. Sotoo could parentsfind themselves trapped by an ever-

expanding obligation to their own children that effectively shacklesthem to the domestic 

sphere. A parent mightendure this shackling in"quiet desperation," to borrow the 
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language ofThoreau,or become obtuse to issues outside the household,thereby 

psychologically retreating from the frustration that continued awareness,paired with an 

inability to act,entails. 

Someone might objectthat ifa state ofquiet desperation exists,there is no "caring 

for." Such extensive suffering rules outthe possibility ofcaring. In response,1 think that 

dysfimctional situations ofthis kind present warped cases butones thatfall under the 

category ofnurturance. Loving and hating someone at once is perhaps contradictory but 

also partofthe human condition. And I don't see thatany necessary elimination of 

empathy occurs simply because the moral person is tom,even horribly torn. IfThoreau 

is right,the majority ofpeople live despairing lives and yetthey somehow frmction 

adequately,going through habitual pattems that stultify yetdemand competentor semi-

competent participation. Significantly,Freidan'sFeministMystique,the conformity-

shattering clarion call to escape the domestic role(1962),identified an entire class of 

women who were frustrated and unfiilfilled while they carried outtheir socially 

prescribed duties as homemakers. 

Chainsofcaring. Noddings doesn'thave an easy wayto escape this problem of 

tethering the one-caring to local relationships. More will be said aboutthis in the next 

section,butfor nowI use this topic to introducetwo helpful indicators by which her 

theory could begin to lend itselfto a broader perspective. Unfortunately Noddingsleaves 

both relatively undeveloped and flawed. They are notclearly distinguished from the 

elements that push in the direction ofdomestic limitation. 
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The first hopeful sign is Noddings'discussion of"chains ofcaring" by which her 

feminine ethic extends its range beyond the immediate circles offamily and friends. 

Through "personal orformal" relations,those individuals notin proximity can be 

considered in a way especially amenable to future moral caring: 

Beyond the circle ofproximate others are those I have not yet encountered 
...Outthere is a young man who will be my daughter's husband;I am 
prepared to acknowledge the transitivity ofmy love. He enters my life 
with potential love. Outthere,also,are future students;they are linked 
formally to those I already care for and they,too,enter my life potentially 
cared-for. Chainsofcaring are established,some linking unknown 
individuals to those already anchored in the inner circles and some 
forming whole new circles ofpotential caring. I am "prepared to care" 
through recognition ofthese chains,(p.47) 

Ifchains ofcaring could allow usto morally care for a stranger,then Noddings could 

escape the domestic-imprisonment effect,butshe stops shortofgoing thatfar;the chains 

only impress upon the moral agentthe vaguely defined state ofbeing "prepared to care." 

The quality of"formal"connection is weakly described,but provides some kind oflink 

with strangers notin proximity. A question I return to later,one that must be answered in 

the affirmative to avoid the problems besetting Noddings,is whethersome kind of 

connection,"formal"or otherwise,can be established between strangers such that moral 

caring can take place betweenthem,even across a large distance. Such distant caring will 

be shownto be possible,butthe notion ofchains ofconnectedness mustbe considerably 

sophisticated before it can play a positive role. 

The caring mode ofconsciousness. Thesecond hopeful sign in Noddings'theory 

toward the end ofescaping the domestic-imprisonment effect is the conceptof"an 
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appropriate and characteristic modeofconsciousness in caring." Noddings'discussion is 

vague,butshe associates this mode ofconsciousness with the sort ofreceptivity and 

clearing ofthe mind that would facilitate engrossment. It is contrasted with the "analytic-

objective" mode,which is "assimilatory," and in which we"impose order onthe world." 

The caring mode ofconsciousness is akin to that which artists, musicians,or 

mathematicians experience when"seized" by their respective subjects. It does not 

proceed according to step-by-step rules but can occur in aframework ofpassion and 

"concretization," a process ofanalysis thatremains within the ambientcontext and lends 

itselfto narrative analysis in theform of"personal histories": 

The[analytic-rational]movesimmediately to abstraction where its 
thinking cantake place clearly and logically in isolation from the 
complicating factors ofparticular persons,places,and circumstances;the 
[caring mode]movesto concretization where its feeling can be modified 
by the introduction offacts,the feelings ofothers,and personal histories. 
(p.37) 

Later Noddings explains that ones-caring mustreview their own histories to avoid self-

deception,for self-deception is athreatto the "internal dialogue" which is the crucial 

"locus"for moral decision-making: 

We wantto ask why the ethical ideal mustdrag about—like Marley's ghost 
with its chain ofcoin boxes and keys—all ofthe past deedsofits moral 
agent. It mustdo this to avoid self-deception and to remain in contact with 
whatis. Since the locus ofultimate decisions concerning trae-false and 
right-wrong is in the intemal dialogue ofthe one-caring,self-deception has 
the potential to destroy the ethical ideal. The one-caring,then,mustlook 
clearly and receptively at whatis there-in-herself. This does not meanthat 
she mustspend a great deal oftime self-indulgently "getting to know" 
herselfbefore reaching outto others. Rather,she reflects on whatis inside 
as she relatesto others,(p.108) 
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There rests in Noddings'work the rudiments ofa narrative and affective kind ofproblem 

solving distinguishable from the analytic-rational as a different modeofconsciousness, 

and this consciousness requires internal dialogue that is free from denial or bad faith or 

self-deception or other possible taints offalse consciousness. Could such a mode be part 

ofacare ethic that permits and even requires caring for distant others?(by distantothersI 

mean persons thatthe moral agent has never metor with whom the moral agentcannot 

enter into a personal relationship dueto physical or psychological barriers). This is at 

least intuitively attractive,as opposed to the less palatable stance adopted by 

Noddings—thata caring modeofconsciousness,as an aspectofmoral caring,mustbe 

limited to those in proximity with whom we haveformed personal relationships. Asin 

the case ofchains ofcaring,the idea ofa caring mode ofconsciousness can be helpful in 

the construction ofa salutary feminist morality,butthe concept mustbe extracted jfrom 

Noddingsian restrictions. 

2.Noddings and the two-dimensional model. 

In analyzing theN version,there remainsthe task ofplacing the theory within the 

framework ofthe two-dimensional model. This will be helpfulfor many reasons. For 

example,by breaking the discussion into four parts corresponding to the four external 

criteria,I derive concise statements aboutthe nature ofcaring behavior,the connected 

self,the moral decision-making process,and mental health. Along with the concepts 

discussed above—^motivational displacement,engrossment,the caring mode of 

consciousness,the I-Ought,and so forth—this material providesthe building blocksfor a 
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reconstituted NT version ethic. Theinternal criteria, l-7c,will be referred to occasionally 

in the discussion thereby providing more concrete evidence,though it may seem 

unnecessary,that Noddings'ideasindeed conform to the specifications laid outin 

Chapter One that define an ethic ofcare. 

MoralBehavior(le). For Noddings,truly moral behavior ofthe caring variety 

cannot occur without meeting rather strict standards. Her discussion of"caring about" 

indicates that she divides caring behavior into two sorts:thatofthe praiseworthy kind and 

that which is notfully moral,ifit is moral at all. Someone operating according to a 

justice ethic,proceeding through the analytic-rational mode ofconsciousness,could not 

engage in caring behavior exceptin a diminished sense. This is an important pointthat 

deserves emphasis:in Noddingsian ethics,the quality ofcaring depends,among other 

things,on one's level ofempathy and motive attachmentto the individual onthe 

receiving end. Beingjust or egalitarian or open-minded or magnanimousin action is not 

sufficientfor one's actions to be morally caring. True care,given Noddings rather 

complicated definition,must meetstandards ofengrossment,displacement,recognition, 

proximity,potential,andimminence(5c)and musttake place within a caring mode of 

consciousness that operates in a narrative contextualized mindset(2c,4c)geared toward 

establishing whether or notthe moral person is confronted with an I-ought. Noddingsian 

care also manifests asa practice;thatis,as a process with behavioral,psychological,and 

ideological components,as will be broughtout below^. 

2 Atthisjuncture,some readers might be asking whetherthe Noddingsian stance is plausible at all,even as 
a starting pointfor conceptual development. Remember,though,that Tronto's theory,introduced in 
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Decision-making. Moral decision-making takes place in a caring mode of 

consciousness and employsthe skill ofengrossment. One receives the other by allowing 

them to "fill the firmament"ofone's mind,thereby entering into a state ofduality. In 

such a state,one can experience the I-must(or at least facilitate the future experience of 

the I-mustin the relationship),which transforms into anI-ought ifthe proper conditions 

ofproximity,potential,and imminence are met(see the citations earlier in this Chapter), 

which means,among other things,thatthere are no extenuating circumstances,such as 

previouscommitmentthatlimit one's energy to such a degree that"completion"cannot 

occur. Noddingseschews any simpleformulafor determining obligation,butinstead 

refers to an "inner dialogue"that is not well defined yet,as we have seen,includes a 

narrative analysis and an appealto historical circumstance(p.108). Given her emphasis 

on the caring mode ofconsciousness and the "concretization" it necessitates,it is clear 

that Noddings'decision-making emphasizesthe intricacy and irreducibility ofcontext( 

3c)and does notinvokeformulas that combine moral rules in quantifying or 

mathematizing waysto reach solutions(3j). 

Inherent in the ideathat determination ofobligation is linked to personal relations 

is the tacit claim thata moral person only has so much caring energy to go aroimd,where 

Chapter Four,is a co-starting point,one that begins with political care,and thereby provides a nice contrast 
to the domestically oriented view we getfrom Noddings. My project is to take concepts from the work of 
both philosophers and modifythem so that both private £ind public care benefitfrom both sets ofideas. To 
speak sartorially,I will be sewing thetwotheories into one fabric with conceptual threads,creating the 
unified NTtheory. This two-sided approach is importantbecause,as discussed in Chapter Four,I wantto 
eliminate public/private dualism but nota public/private distinction. Noddings'motheryformsofempathy 
and motivational displacement are, mutatis mutandis,the sorts ofconceptual tools relevantto personal 
relationships(and with extensive modification to other kinds ofrelationship),and so have a place in a 
grand theory ofcare. 
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caring energy is associated with the affective and motivational transference of 

displacement,the drain ofengrossment,and so forth,as these are understood in the 

contextofpersonal bonds. Noddings writes that"ifwe are meeting those in ourinner 

circles adequately as ones-caring and receiving those linked to ourinner circles byformal 

chains ofrelation,we shall limitthe calls upon our obligation quite naturally"(p.86)by 

which she suggests thatthere is only so much emotional supportand attention a person 

can give,and beyond a certain limit,usually met within theframework ofnurturing 

family and friends,no more obligation can reasonably be expected. The starving in 

Africa(and ofcourse I use this reference as asynecdoche forthe many groups that meet 

similar conditions ofneglect)are excluded notsimply because ofphysical distance but 

because ofenergy limitations. 

Hence,when Noddingsclaims that completion is limited by"objective 

conditions," she seems to include xmderthe rubric ofobjective conditions at least the 

following:(a)the moral agent musthave enough energy to form a personal relationship, 

(b)the physical barriers between the moral agentand the potential cared-for mustnot be 

so greatthatthey preventa personal relationship. Since I challenge the necessity ofboth 

(a)and(b)for moral caring,it is useful to provide a nameto the restrictions they imply. I 

will refer to the thesis that energy and distance considerations that set limits on our 

personal relationships also set limits on our ability to morally care as the energy-

proximity limitation thesis(EPTfor short). Confuting theEPT is essential to my project 
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ofmanumitting carefrom the domestic sphere,and so the thesis receives a great deal of 

attention in Chapter Six. 

Worldview(connectedness ofself). The worldview established by Noddings is 

one where the reductionistic methodsexemplified in l-7j are notreflective ofthe 

interconnected complexity ofreality. The caring mode ofconsciousness takes 

precedence over the analytic-rational as a state ofmoral awarenessin which engrossment, 

displacement,and emotional interaction can flourish. The nature ofthe selfis highly 

relational(Ic). Noddings writes thatthe ethical selfcan only develop through caring 

relationships (where,as we have seen,such relationships require personal exchange). 

The world is ofsuch constitution that we mustmorally help others in order to define 

ourselves: 

The ethical selfis an active relation between my actual selfand a vision of 
myideal selfas one-caring. It is bom ofthefundamental recognition of 
relatedness;that which connects me naturally to the other,reconnects me 
through the other to myself. AsI care for others and am cared for by 
them,I become able to care for myself,(p.49) 

In one sense this picture ofconnectedness is very insightfiil and in another very 

dangerous. It is insightful because the conceptofthe relational selftakes on depth and 

meaning:who Iam depends on my relationships and they define me notjustin their type 

but also in their quality. To elaborate on Noddings'claim,it is notsimply the factthatI 

am a parent which impingeson my psyche and partially constitutes who Iam,butthe fact 

thatIam a'good'parent ora'bad'parent or,more realistically,someone in-between 

thesetwo extremes. WhenI care for my child,for example,I evaluate my behavior in 
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terms ofthe ideal and arrive at a pronouncement,whether consciously or unconsciously. 

Overtime I accumulate a history ofsuch pronouncementsthattogetherform the basis of 

a story,the story ofthe ethical character ofmy parenthood as I see it(ofcourse,how I see 

it could be influenced by external factors such as how others see it, how society sees it, 

and so forth). This story then becomes partofthe narrative ofwho I am. In Margaret 

Urban Walker's terms,it partakes in the construction ofmy moral self-definition. I see 

myself,for example,as a good parent,and that affects my self-esteem,my exuberance, 

my emotional condition—in short,it influences myself-image along anumber ofindices. 

Studies in psychology affirm thathow wesee ourselves,both consciously and 

unconsciously,and how others see us results in real effects;that is,perception shifts the 

reality ofwho we are and how we behave and this behavior then alters the world(Kollock 

and O'Brien 1994). 

Noddings,then,provides a useful description ofthe connected self: it is a selfthat 

is partially constituted by the nature ofits relationships with others,both in character and 

quality. The moral agent,under this description,caimot absolutely control who she or he 

becomesfor the reason thatthe type and quality ofour relationships is often outside of 

our control. Forinstance,the quality ofour interaction with our children often relies on 

the children's responses,which even the best parents cannot mold to their own liking 

(attempts at complete molding ofthe child to suitthe parents,in fact,are probably 

indicative ofpathology). It is perhaps alarming to think thatthe selfhood ofa parentis 

altered by the actions ofan infant,butifthe theory ofcormectedness presented above is 
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correct,then we are constantly sculpted by relational dynamics. Indeed,life is permeated 

by relational roles: relationships with lovers,friends,children,parents,co-workers, 

bosses,merchants,animals,and environmental beings such as ecosystems and even 

plants(Addelson 1994,2)^. 

Although Noddings'worldview yields a workable modelofconnectedness,it also 

creates a dangerous trap. The trap caii be seen by pointing outtwo ofher claims:(a)the 

selfcan approach the moral ideal only through caring relationships,and(b)caring 

relationships must be personal relationships delimited by the appropriate proximity and 

energy restrictions. Combining(a)and(b)produces the conclusion that being moralis 

being properly intimate with those with whom one is emotionally close. This result has 

the effect ofexcluding many political or economic actionsfrom the category ofthose that 

can seriously advance someone's integrity. 

Giving money to charities,for example,no matter the sum,is notan action that 

involves a caring relationship,and so it cannotaid one in becoming more moral. Such 

altruistic action is "caring about," which Noddings disparages. Similarly,ifI choose not 

to by certain brands ofclothing because they are manufactured in sweatshops,this is not 

3 Although it is at first strange to think ofpersons as in relationships with plants,the idea hassome 
tentative plausibility. For example,the image ofa good gardener or a bad one,or ofsomeone who respects 
nature or treats it instrumentally,could have powerful effects on self-perception and behavior,behavior 
which in turn can reinforce assumptions and beliefs aboutthe self. (Many persons in capitalistic society 
tend to see nonhumans as mere instruments for human pleasure,thus defining a relationship ofconsumerto 
fodder,a relationship that lacks respect or sacrosanctity and takes on the mantle ofthe 
dominator/dominated dualism common in Western culture). Notonly can a person be affected by their 
perception ofhow they treat environmental beings,butthe environmental being can be affected as well. In 
a significantsense a relationship exists between persons and the environment because thetwo interact 
organismically(i.e., as life-bearing collections within a larger ecology)in waysthat affect both. Moreover 
both are affected as a result ofthe attitude, exploitative or otherwise,that underlies the interaction. 
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an act ofgenuine moral caring and so carmot be an indicator ofmoral character. The 

problem,as will be discussed,is thatcondition(b)effectively endorses self-centered 

behavior,confining morality to a small island ofpersonal relations. It reinforces the 

comfortable lifestyle ofthe affluent Westerner contentto care forfamily and ignore larger 

human-rights and environmental issues. 

Psychology. The psychology accompanying the Noddingsian moral decision-

making procedure and worldview would be in opposition to the traditional view ofthe 

impartialist who tries to bring emotion under tight rein so that it may be escaped when 

necessary to achieve the more worthy state ofcontemplative Rationality. A Noddingsian 

moral person would cultivate the sortofempathy that permits engrossment,and would 

also prioritize the sortofpassion and displacementthat enhancesthe quality ofcaring 

relationships(in contrast to,say,prioritizing objectivity). The caring mode of 

consciousness would take precedence overthe analytic-objective,privileging the ability 

to problem-solve through intuitive or narrative meansover abstracting mathematizing 

methods. The ability to form deep and sensitive relationships would be crucial,as would 

the ability to communicate in an open honestfashion(6c). Whereas traditional theory 

lionizes the independentrational hero who overcomes the weakness ofdesire and 

partiality,the Noddingsian picture praises the person whoimmerses in healthy and 

mutually beneficial relationships despite the difficulty and patience required. Whereas 

thejustice philosopher would attemptto reach a plateau ofrationality that escapes the ebb 

and flow ofthe emotional world(here one is reminded ofPlato'sfamous metaphorin the 
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Republic where the goal is to escape the dismal cave and achieve the light ofunearthly 

Truth),the Noddingsian person would attemptto reach a state better defined by 

psychological standards ofhealth than logico-mathematical standards ofexcellence(I 

leave aside the serious problems with Noddings'theory,discussed in the nextsection, 

adverting here to the frail step it takes in the direction ofre-defining the proper goal of 

moral excellence). 

Interestingly a standard definition ofmental healthfrom The OxfordCompanion 

to Mind matches well with the moral emphasesofthe Noddingsian person: 

Answers given nowadaysto the question'Whatare the characteristics ofa 
mentally healthy person?'are likely to refer to such signs asthe capacity 
to co-operate with others and sustain a close,loving relationship,and the 
ability to make a sensitive,critical appraisal ofoneselfand the world about 
one and to cope with the everyday problemsofliving.(1987,469) 

In regard to the four criteria ofmental health presented here: 

1.The capacity to co-operate with others 
2.The capacity to sustain a close,loving relationship 
3.The ability to make a sensitive,critical appraisal ofoneself 
4.The ability to cope with the everyday problems ofliving 

the care ethicist may be better situated than thejustice ethicist, who starts fi"om a vantage 

remotefrom daily human life and therefore mustsomehow apply the wisdom gained on 

high in the state ofObjectivity to the messy world ofemotional and social interaction. 

The firsttwo criteria deal directly with issues concerning relationship and sensitivity to 

emotional needs,matching well with the care emphasis on mutually beneficial 

relationship. Motivational displacementand engrossment are clearly relevant here,ifnot 

comprehensively so. 
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The third criterion,self-appraisal, will be covered in Chapter Five when the 

conceptofself-empathy is explored in some detail. Self-empathy(derivative from 

engrossment)will be shown to be a difficultthough rewarding meansofexploring one's 

own goals,values,and psychological states. It is perhaps notthe only effective means of 

"sensitive,critical appraisal ofoneself,"(e.g. conversations with atherapist might be at 

least as useful)but it is hard to see how a program ofturning inward with the pmposesof 

regarding one'sown deep emotional states could be carried out withouttruly knowing 

how one feels. This intum suggests'getting in touch'with feelings through empathic 

channels. 

Finally,concerning the fourth criterion,coping with everyday living,the narrative 

approach mightbe more efficacious than the mathematical approach given that reality is 

pluralistic and best described through various metaphoric concepts that do notreduce into 

each other yetindividually represent one valid interpretation withoutexhausting the 

pragmatic possibilities. Such a metaphoric and nonreductionistic paradigm was defended 

in ChapterTwo by appealto recentresearch in cognitive science and computer theory. 
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Criticisms ofNoddingsian care. 
In preparationforthe restructuring ofNoddings'ethic so that it can becomea central part 

ofan NT morality,I present below three meta-level objections,thematic problems that 

plague the original N version. These meta-objections build on and expand the basic 

problematic tendencies already introduced;namely,those associated with the tar-baby 

effect,the energy-proximity limitation thesis(EPT),the asymmetric nature ofthe care 

relationship,and the lack ofappealto principles. Together,the triad ofmeta-level 

problems presents the main obstacleto the creation ofa satisfactory ethic ofcare founded 

on Noddingsian elements. Each memberofthe triad—dualism,paralysis,and biological 

intuitionism—will be discussed in turn. 

1.Dualism.To support dualism isto supportthe patriarchal roles that channel 

men and women into two conceptually,socially,and politically separate yet 

complementary groups reflecting polarized attributes such as active-passive,leader-

follower,doer-nurturer,and so forth. The main problem facing Noddings is thatthe 

energy-proximity limitation thesis and the tar-baby effectteam up with the asymmetric 

nature ofthe caring dyad to supportthe stereotype ofthe feminine nurturer,a stereotype 

further reinforced by other feminine-oriented aspects ofhertheory and its lack ofappeal 

to principles. 

Thefeminine nurturer. Many elements ofNoddings'ethic are reminiscentofthe 

traditional motherly role. Noddings intends to give a"feminine" ethic and readily 

incorporates elements ofthe cliche female personality. Her notions ofengrossmentand 
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displacement highlight a passive,receptive,and giving role. Those ofproximity, 

imminence,and potential emphasize the familial closeness ofthe home. Ifthe moral 

person attempts to maintain obligations to friends and family ata level that permits 

pursuit ofcommitments outside the domestic sphere,the EPT and the tar-baby effect 

quickly pull the reins. There is only so much energy to go around. It must be parceled 

out person by person and each person can increase obligations without specified limit 

The danger ofbeing sucked into the family drama vwthoutenergy or moraljustification to 

expand one'sfield ofconcern is everpresent. IfNoddings specified some strong rules or 

principles that mitigated the gravity-like force ofthe tar-baby and EPT effects,and the 

tendentious drift ofcharacteristics such as engrossmentand displacement,then she would 

atleast havesome claim againstthe contention that she miresthe moral person in the 

depreciated extreme ofthe classic public-private dichotomy. Yetshe denies even this 

minimal protection. 

StereotypicalAsymmetric Nurturing. In the dramatis personae ofthe Noddingsian 

caring relationship,a character sketch ofthe one-caring reveals that she or he is dedicated 

to giving -withoutexpecting much in retum except"honest" affirmation or,even less,a 

lack ofdenial. This is evidentin the basic structure ofthe moral dyad:engrossmentand 

displacementon one hand as opposed to mere recognition onthe other. While the one-

caring is passively receiving input,committed to serving the needsofthe cared-for,the 

receiver ofthis magnanimity need reciprocate merely with acknowledgement. One can 

too easily picture the mother(and often the daughters)as the mosttalented atbecoming a 
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"duality," doing so frequently withoutexpecting the same in retum,content at least on the 

surface with occasional gifts and special attentionsfrom the males. Whatwe have,then, 

is a lopsided relationship ofgiver and provider,nurturer and nurtured,homemaker and 

breadvdnner—a replication ofthe patriarchal socialization program. 

Such a system is self-justifying and Noddingsinadvertently provides a 

philosophical foimdation for suchjustification. One can envision a traditional mother and 

housewife,tired and busy,reasoning as follows:"My kids and my husband aren't 

sensitive to my needs like Iam to theirs,butI make sure thatthey are well taken care of, 

and that's myreward. My happinesscomesfrom taking care ofthem." This fits too 

easily within the Noddingsian framework:the one-caring doesn'tneed the sensitive 

treatmentfrom the cared-for because she can help others and thereby approach the moral 

ideal—the ideal ethical self—byimmersing in their concems and needs. In this light, 

Noddings'vision ofthe relational self,a selfthatcan grow morally only through giving 

to others in caring relationships,becomes a vehicle for self-sacrifice and self-abnegation; 

it permits the cared-for to become something ofa parasite,taking without giving and not 

needing to defend such inequality because the one-caring hasjustified the asymmetry in 

herown mind. She engages in a sacrifice that is nota sacrifice because by denying her 

own rightto empathic and validating respect,she can better strive to attain the ideal ofthe 

caring mother. The cared-for need merely remark,"That's the way she wants it," and 

continue to feed on her displaced motive energy. 
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Noddings'care relationship,then,is structured by whatHilde Nelson calls 

"unilateral care." (1992,10) It does notincorporate mutual giving and validation,but a 

flow ofenergy one-wayfrom the nurturer. The situation is one where the one-caring not 

only does notexpect morethan recognition but additionally is intended to morally thrive 

despite the sacrificial nature ofthe dynamic. As wesaw in the above discussion ofthe 

Noddingsian connected self,the mothering memberofthe relationship does notdepend 

on the cared-for exceptasa mirror to reflectinformation onthe effectiveness ofher or his 

care. The input expected from the cared-for is minimal while the outputexpected from 

the one-caring is lavish. 

MutualRecognition. Whatis lacking here is the depth ofmutuality that^ for 

example,is postulated by feminist object-relations theorists. Jessica Benjamin claims 

thatthe relationship between the mother and child can aspire to "mutualrecognition," 

where recognition is notunderstood in Noddings'sense as a mere acknowledgementof 

care butas a validation ofthe other as a center ofconscious being,someone who should 

be treated with respect and empowered to pursue theirownflourishing through that 

validation. Benjamin describes recognition as: 

thatresponse from the other which makes meaningful the feelings, 
intentions,and actions ofthe self. It allows the selfto realize its agency 
and authorship in atangible way. Butsuch recognition can only come 
from an other whom we,in turn,recognize asaperson in his or herown 
right. (1988,12) 

And she points outthatnot only the caregiver butthe care-receiver engages in recognition 

ofthis empowering sort: 
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The need for mutualrecognition,the necessity ofrecognizing as well as 
being recognized by the other—this is whatso many theories ofthe self 
have missed. The idea ofmutual recognition is crucial to the 
intersubjective view;it implies that we actually have a need to recognize 
the other as a separate person who is like us yet distinct. This means that 
the child hasaneed to see the mother,too,as an independent subject,not 
simply asthe "external world" or an adjunct ofhis ego.(p.23) 

Noddings presents one ofthose theories thatBenjamin accuses ofmissing the importance 

true recognition. Nowhere does she mention the need for this sort ofvalidation,the sort 

that grants intrinsic value. For Noddings,even adult relationships ofcare,such as 

teacher/student,do notinvolve the cared-for demonstrating caring toward the nurturer; 

rather,the cared-for immerses in selfish projects and the one-caring derives self-esteem, 

notfrom the cared-for's acknowledgementofher or his value,butfrom self-

acknowledgementofthe same: 

To behave ethically in the potential caring relation,the cared-for mustturn 
freely toward his own projects,pursue them vigorously,and share his 
accounts ofthem spontaneously. This is whatthe one-genuinely-caring 
wants butnever demands.(Noddings 1984,75) 

Indeed,Noddings'very definition ofreciprocity is nota situation oftwo-way giving at 

all, buta celebration ofthe cared-for's accomplishment by both parties: 

Whatthe cared-for gives to the relation either in directresponse to the 
one-caring orin personal delightor in happy growth before her eyes is 
genuine reciprocity,(p.74) 

The "personal delight" or"happy growth"ofthe cared-for is sufficientto establish a 

morally appropriate bond. Asforthe "directresponse," this is merely the sharing of 

accomplishment with the motherly figure so that she can see more ofthe cared-for and 

thereby engross and displace with greater efficacy(p.75). 
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Connectedness,as postulated by Benjamin,can aspire to a more salutary state 

than the relationship ofmother/cheerleader to achiever. The partners in the caring 

relationship are both called upon to proclaim the other as worthy ofspecial attention and 

non-instrumental treatment. InNoddings'relationality,the cared-for may legitimately 

see the one-caring as a lesser sort ofbeing,a'nurturer'or taken-for-granted appendage 

who should be properly attended to asa giver yetnot as someone who in-and-of-

themselves should be nurtured. 

Note that Benjamin'sform ofrecognition does notrequire that both members of 

the relation actually take care ofeach other—asymmetry ofcare is permissible. The care-

receiver mightnotbe able to reciprocate,for whatever reason,the ministrations ofthe 

caregiver,yetthis does notinvalidate the importance ofrecognizing the caregiver as a 

bearer ofintrinsic value equivalentto thatofthe receiver. Benjamin is notclaiming that 

children should be expected to wholly return a parent's attentions; whatshe claims is that 

the child should look uponthe parent asa nonobject,and further,as another center of 

consciousness,hs a person who hastheir own needs and projects. 

So even in the case ofthe parent-child orteacher-studentrelationship(i.e. those 

kinds ofrelationships that receive the lion's share ofattention in Noddings'book)more 

can be expected ofthe cared-for than simple Noddingsian recognition,akind ofresponse 

thatleavesthe one-caring in a mainly instrumental role. Furthermore,as other kinds of 

relationships are considered,like those between emotionally attached adults,orthose that 

extend beyond the traditional sphere ofwomen—relationshipsthat concern political and 
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businessissues—Noddings'"logic ofcare" becomes even less appropriate and even 

misleading. 

For example,in chapters five and six,which concern care in political contexts,I 

argue thatrecognition is not necessary for appropriate care to take place. In short,in 

typical personal situations,more should be expected as a moral standard than mere 

recognition from the care receiver,and,in situations thatinvolve caring in political 

contexts,even the barest recognition should not be arequirementofproper ministration. 

Noddings,then,missesthe mark on both counts. 

By crafting her logic to focuson activities traditionally slotted for women,the 

nurturing parent/child and teacher/student interactions(though atthe high school and 

college level,the teacher/student interaction becomes masculinized),Noddings buysinto 

the public vs. private dualism. By emphasizing one halfofthe dualism and customizing 

her logic to characterize the behaviors and rolescommonin that extreme,she effectively 

supportsthe oppressive conceptualframework that underlies it. Her caring model is 

feminine as opposed to masculine,but plays into the patriarchal system because the 

feminine role is as much a part ofthat system asthe masculine. 

The problem cannot be fixed simply by proclaiming that everyone should become 

feminine in their mode ofcaring. This is Noddings'tack when it comesto "equal" 

relationships. In such cases,such as between adult lovers,"we need not,in a practical 

sense,try to distinguish the roles ofthe one-caring and cared-for."(p.70) Butthen we 

would have everyone stereotypically feminine,abundantly giving and passively receiving 
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the other's wants. Everyone would have atendency to become heavily obligated to those 

within proximity who offered high potentialfor personal relationship and imminence of 

response. We would have receptivity and displacement but notassertion ofself. A 

healthy situation requires graciously taking as well as giving(and whether giving mustbe 

as selfless as Noddings portrays it is questionable). 

AsBenjamin is aware,salubrious relationship involves assertions of 

independence as well as recognition ofdependence(on an intrinsically valuable other), 

and therefore a state oftension thatrequires constant balancing and vigilance(1988,25). 

Whatis needed is a dynamic that escapes both the extremes offeminine and masculine, 

extreme dependence and independence,taking characteristics from both yet,by miving 

and modifying those characteristics,reducing to neither. 

2.Paralysis.Although dualism,which fosters oppressive roles that degrade both 

males and females,is abhorrent,moral paralysis may be worse. Thetwo afflictions are of 

course connected,since paralysistends to lock persons in dualistic modes ofbeing and 

patriarchal roles are in themselves shackling,but paralysis goes farther. It can directly 

nurture extreme states ofcruelty,such as partner abuse or serious pathology such as 

alcohol or drug addiction. Ona world scale,it can lead to the tolerance ofatrocity and 

egregious injustice. 

Imagine an affluent middle-class mother(the one-caring)slaving away, 

emotionally neglected and abused,thoroughly engrossed and motivationally displaced, 

driven by an I-oughtthat,ultimately,as we shall see inthe next section,relies on biology 
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and intuition for its bedrockjustification. While this thorough commitmentofher energy 

is underway,balancing her on the edge ofexhaustion,the Earth's ecosystems rapidly 

deteriorate and a growing number ofpeople,already well over a billion and a half, 

languish in poverty,millions ofthem starving to death each year. 

In this scenario,neither the care-taker nor those in her inner circle northose 

beyond are properly served by her way-of-being. Yetthis is an all too common pattem in 

Westem society,one thatNoddings plays into readily. The problem can be highlighted 

quickly by recalling the cmcialtrouble-makers,the tar-baby effect,the EPT,and the lack 

ofappeal to principles. The combination ofthese elements promotes,as we have seen, 

status quo care(read: patriarchy). Yet perhaps worse,itcan tie the moral person to a 

particular personal relationship so thoroughly thatthere may be no escape,no matter how 

hellish the consequences. 

Thetar-baby effectincreases obligation as bonds grow tighter. TheEPT links 

morality to thosefew persons in proximity to whom the caregiver has allocated a bitof 

their precious personal attention. The lack ofappealto strong principles(in conjunction 

with a vague nod toward whatis "natural," as will be discussed)shuts offan important 

avenue ofescapefrom personal relationships that grow monstrous,siphoning time and 

energy,and demanding ever more motivational displacementand receptivity from the 

caregiver. 

In this tripartite process in which location and energy restrictions combine with 

burgeoning commitmentand lack ofprincipled protection,the care-taker can become 
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effectively paralyzed,unable to help the starving children overseas or the deteriorating 

ecosystems,unable to step outside the domestic role,or even to escape abusive 

relationships,because her energy is tied up in afew persons. 

Noddings ofcourse would not 

acceptthis conclusion and gives many examplesthroughout her book where care-takers 

setlimits so thatthey can take care ofthemselves. However,even when defending the 

well-being ofthe ones-caring,Noddings explains itin reference to their ability to help 

others. The ones-caring should be maintained so thatthey can serve others most 

efficiently; 

The one-caring... needs no specialjustification to care for herselffor,if 
she is notsupported and cared-for,she may be entirely lost as one-caring. 
Ifcaring isto be maintained,clearly,the one-caring mustbe maintained. 
She mustbe strong,courageous,and capable ofjoy.(p.100) 

Even in defense ofthe well-being ofthe ones-caring,Noddingsrendersthem secondary 

to the caring function,which takes place in an asymmetric dyad that generates a unilateral 

flow ofsupporttoward the cared-for,who uses that energy to attain personal growth and 

delight. The assertion that the ones-caring mustbe strong and courageous and capable of 

joy is too vague and feeble to counteractthe structuralflaws inherentin the approach. 

Strength and courage can manifestin negative ways,and the capacityforjoy is not 

enoughto insure that care-takers are assertive enough to make time to experience it, or, 

perhaps more telling, assertive enough to experience any sort ofjoy exceptthat which 

comesfrom vicariously sharing in the happiness ofthose who benefitfrom their incessant 

sacrifice. 
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These paralysis effects are rightly noted by critics. Both Hilde Nelson and 

Claudia Card see the potential for abusive relationships to become inescapable morally 

caring relationships in the Noddingsianframework(Nelson 1992;Card 1990). Nelson 

argues that unilateral care can degenerate into the kind ofrelationship in which the "slave 

mammy"supports the child ofher master,bestowing her attention on one who will 

someday treat her as property much like alivestock animal. Card points outthata one-

caring does notever seem to bejustified in leaving a relationship once it has solidified, 

and remarks onthe restrictive nature ofthis arrangement(1990). 

These critics,though supplying trenchant analyses,do notidentify the rootcauses 

ofthe defects as thoroughly as I have. The tar-baby effectand the EPT are notidentified 

in their commentaries,though the lack ofappealto principles is. Card conflates 

engrossmentand displacement,and additionally,only vaguely and misleadingly identifies 

other importantelementsofNoddingsian care. Compare her three-part analysis to the 

more sophisticated one above that discusses recognition,the caring mode of 

consciousness,engrossment,displacement,the I-oughtand so forth; 

[Noddings']"caring for" is notjust"being concerned about";it hasthree 
elements:(1)motivational engrossment—or"displacement"—in another, 
(2)a regard for or inclination toward the other... and(3)an action 
component,caie-taking,such as protection or maintenance.(1990,102) 

Nelson aptly discusses unilateral care and its potential for dysfunction,but,like Card, 

overlooks the complex interlocking ofconceptsin Noddingsian care. For example,she 

does notcapture the entirety ofthe subtle and insidious dangerthatthe obligation- ^ 

indicators,proximity,potential,and imminence,present. In the Noddingsian scheme, 
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emotional bonding can lead to akind ofbondage,atotal engrossmentin afew persons 

and atotal inability to operate morally beyond that restricted range. And,fiighteningly, 

the web can start to wrap almost invisibly,for each actofcaring could be another small 

inch ofself-determination lost into the tar-baby. 

3.BiologicalIntuitionism. As wesaw in Chapter One,Clinchy worried that she 

and her colleagues had inadvertently supported the mythos/logos dualism where logos 

wasthe extreme ofemotionless acontextual reason and mythos represented the 

justification ofdecision by nothing morethan appeal to blind intuition or emotion,which 

she labeled as "subjectivism." In this section,I demonstrate thatNoddings'decision-

making procedure contains strong elements ofsubjectivist naturalism- and so not only 

wanders perilously close to the mythos-logos trap but also flirts with akind ofdangerous 

vaguenessthatseems to morallyjustify mostany behavior thata one-caring perceives as 

intuitively correct. The tar-baby effect and theEPT do not play a major role(though 

through their support ofdualism and paralysis they outline a picture ofthefeminine 

mystique female who is associated with the whimsy and caprice ofshallow relativistic 

thought),butthe lack ofappeal to principles contributes strongly to this problem. 

Noddings ends up with akind ofreliance on nature,with the mother-child bond serving 

asthe raw materialfrom which good actions derive theirjustificatory force. The 

rudiments ofthe narrative approach thatcan be distilled from her philosophy cannotsave 

herfrom this problem because,firstofall,these rudiments are notconceptually 

developed enough to provide any strong constraints on behavior,and secondly the 
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contentofthe narrative will prioritize information gained through biological intuitionism 

and thus infectthe MDMP. 

Mothering care as natural. Noddings writes thattheI-muststems from a natural 

impulse to care that is evidentin the mother-child interaction,which she gives as one of 

her prime examples ofsuch natural nurturance at work. Accordingly,she sees the 

mother's care for the child as more natural than moral,and the mother does not merit 

blame ifshe fails to care for her child,butrather acts pathologically: 

Whenmy infant cries in the night,I notonly feel thatI mustdo something 
butI wantto do something. BecauseI love this child,becauseIam 
bonded to him,I wantto remove his pain as I would wantto remove my 
own. The"I must"is nota dutiful imperative one that accompaniesthe "I 
want."... The mostintimate situations ofcaring are,thus,natural. A 
woman who allows her own child to die ofneglect is often considered sick 
rather thanimmoral,(p.83) 

The view that mothers care for their children primarily outofa natural impulse and do 

nottherefore deserve moral praise or blame,the view toward which Noddings gravitates, 

is highly suspect. Sara Ruddick,forexample,arguesthat mothers do deserve moral 

praise. She providesa nonfictional story ofan ordinary mother who becomesso frustrated 

that she wantsto kill her child,the point being to demonstrate the heroicjourney that 

mothers undertake in child-rearing,one that has been too often dismissed as merely a 

natural function,and therefore worthy oflittle acclaim(1989). Indeed,mothers receive 

no pay for the demandingjob ofcaring for their children,whereas men are recompensed 

for their work outside ofthe home. The'private'sphere is blatantly devalued and 

relegated to the realm ofinstinctive and automatic service. AsBenjamin rightly points 
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out,developmental theorists reinforce this idea ofthe invisible mother who is no more 

than a bland background providing a contrastto the child's spectacular struggle and 

achievement: 

It must be acknowledged that we have onlyjust begim to think aboutthe 
mother asa subjectin her own right, principally because ofcontemporary 
feminism,which made us aware ofthe disastrous results for women of 
being reduced to the mere extension ofatwo-month-old. Psychology in 
general and psychoanalysis in particular too often partake ofthis distorted 
view ofthe other,which is so deeply embedded inthe culture as a whole. 
.. Yetthe real mother is notsimply an objectfor her child's demands;she 
is,in fact,another subject whose independent center mustbe outside her 
child ifshe is to grant him the recognition he needs.(1988,24) 

Naturalcarefounds the moralgood. Noddings'association ofthe mother/child bond 

with instinctive natural caring becomeseven more hazardous whenthat biologically 

based source is proposed asthe basis for all moral goodness: 

Iam arguing that natural caring—some degree ofwhich each ofus has 
been dependent upon for our continued existence—is the natural state that 
weinevitably identify as"good." This goodness is felt,and it guides our 
thinking implicitly. Our picture ofourselves as ethical inevitably involves 
a consideration ofthis goodness,(p.49) 

Given that natural caring formsthe basis ofgoodness,the dangerofsubjectivism 

becomes apparent. Since the "I must," which can quickly become an "I ought," is 

sxammoned through the natural impulse to care,the natural impulse takes on a 

justificatory role. Butit is only vaguely defined and structured,so there is the problem 

that,for example,someone could use the "I must"to motivate unacceptable behavior—"I 

must" punish my child with harsh spanking,"I must"continue to buy my alcoholic 

spouse whiskey,"I must" sacrifice my priorities forthose around me. When pressed for a 
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reason whysuch behavior is acceptable,the moral person mightsimply appeal to an 

"internal dialogue"that ultimately draws normative force from intuitions based on a 

natural impulse to care. The problem is notthe appeal to general human tendencies, 

which is commonin many moralframeworks,butrather the use ofsuch tendencies to 

providejustification without other mechanisms such as principles or stipulations about 

mutual recognition to prevent abuses ofthe model. 

Noddings'view lends itselfto this kind offree-floating naturalism because the 

appeal to a natural impulse to care seems much like an appealto intuition. Wedo good 

actX becauseX derives from ourinnate disposition. Whatisthe nature ofthis 

disposition? It is seen in the mother-child interaction,but by whatauthority does it 

supportjudgementsthatsome caring behavior is good and some bad? Noddings' 

rejection ofprinciples and rights makes it that much harder to setlimits on whatthe 

appeal to natural impulse can authorize. Aswe have seen,the factorsthat determine the 

extentofobligation and fix the"I ought" are proximity,potential,and imminence,but 

these are not going to mle out,say,wantonly spanking a child or chronically purchasing 

whiskey for an addicted,abusive spouse. They are notthe sortofmitigating factors that 

prevent cruelty or disorder,for they remain ata very basic level ofdelineation,sketching 

when and to whatdegree a one-caring should devote energy to arelationship,nothow 

that energy should be expressed. The same lack ofconstraining force troubles other 

Noddingsian concepts,such as recognition,as we have seen above. 
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Conclusion. 

I have spentsometime laying outthe essentials ofNoddingsian care and 

developing the objections into thematic comprehensiveforms because the tension 

between hertheory and its problems so clearly marks outthe site at which care,as a 

fundamental moral concept,will either fail or succeed. Dualism,paralysis,and biological 

intuitionism are the three main problemsand only ifthey can be eliminated"without 

concomitantly eliminating the attributes that make care a distinctive moral approach will 

my projectreach its goal. In the nextfew chapters,I take on this task. With the help of 

Joan Tronto,who develops a political ethic ofcare,one which specifically seeks to draw 

care outofits domestic shell,and by modifying concepts like motivational displacement, 

engrossment,chains ofcaring and the caring mode ofconsciousness,I craft a new version 

ofthe care ethic,one thatrecognizes differences between private and public caring yet 

does notrestricttools like moralempathy and narrative decision-making to either arena. 

The goal is a reworking ofthe commonidea ofcare as a motherly exercise in supportand 

maintenance ofa brood ofyoungsters. In its reworked form,care becomesa ethic for 

corporations and governments,for environmental questions and sensitive foreign policy 

decisions. It transcendsthe image ofthe feckless nurturer sequestered in the suburban 

home. 
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Chapter Four:Tronto's Ethic ofCare 

The abundance ofproblems plaguing Noddings'framework should notlead to its 

total abandonment. The concepts ofengrossment,displacement,caring mode of 

consciousness,and others have a place in a non-oppressive ethic ofcare. Nevertheless, 

getting to such a harmonious state from the "feminine ethic" requires radical alterations 

and additions to the basic Noddingsian ideas. 

The goalofthis chapter is to lay aframeworkforthe required changes by 

appealing to the work ofan importantthinker,Joan Tronto,whose MoralBoundaries:An 

ArgumentforaPoliticalEthic ofCare breaksthe mold and focuses afeministeye on 

international issues such as sexual slavery in Thailand. Tronto is helpful in many ways, 

all Imked to the theme ofexpanding care beyond the private realm. There are at least 

three vital insights that her book provides:(a)it places care within a political context with 

an emphasis on escaping dualistic structures,(b)it arguesthat universalistic principles 

must be included in the ethic,and(c)it extendsthe notion ofengrossmentsofbat it is 

applicable to distant others. 

Each ofthese enhancements will be discussed in turn. Unfortunately Tronto is 

better at pointing outhow a political ethic ofcare should be structured than providing 

arguments which supportthat structure. Hence,in Chapter Five,I begin a process of 

elaboration,building argumentation into the combined Noddings-Tronto theory(theNT 

version ofthe care ethic, which is an evolution oftheN version). Thefollowing 
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discussion is broken into three parts: first,a tripartite discussion that expands on(a),(b), 

and(c)above;second,Tronto's theory is analyzed within the framework ofthe two-

dimensional model,thereby placing the analysis ofthe first part within a broader 

framework that supplies further clarification and detail. Thirdly,the basic warp and woof 

ofthe NT version is discussed,preparing forthe in-depth analysis ofits componentsin 

the next Chapter. 

(A)A politically oriented ethic. We have already seen how Noddings' 

philosophy gravitates aroimd home and family and how it channels the moral agent 

toward domestic servitude. Tronto is acutely aware ofsuch problems manifesting 

through the maintenance ofwhatshe calls the public/private "boxmdary." The metaphor 

ofa boundary expresses the social mechanisms by which certain classes ofpersons are 

included or excluded from roles ofauthority: 

Feminist scholars have long noted that,while the particular line drawn 
between public and private life changes overtime and with varying 
cultural circumstances,within mostofWestern thoughtthere is a division 
between public and private life,and women are restricted to the private 
realm. Thus,even ifwomencould demonstrate thatthey possess a unique 
set ofmoral qualities and perspectives,these perspectives could easily be 
contained by arguing thatthey have no place in arealm oflife that extends 
beyond the private sphere offriends and family.(1994,10) 

The indictment outlined in the citation is fully applicable to Noddingsian care—itrestricts 

"feminine" morality to home life and effectively excludes one-carings(read: women) 

from politics. Whatis needed is afeminist morality thatdemolishesthe public/private 

boundary. Tronto makesthis clear in her criticism of"parochialism," the condition in 

which those outside the caregiver'sfavored circle are callously ignored or provided 
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insufficient attention. She is especially worried about affluent Westerners who might 

bury themselves in the upkeep oftheirown privileged groups while paying scant 

attention to large though physically distant problems like third-world starvation or,to use 

her own example,sexual slavery in Thailand. Care,then,should notbe limited by selfish 

emotional bonding and oughtto extend to political causes ofeven global proportions. 

Unlike Noddings,Tronto distrusts intimate relationships as models ofappropriate 

moral nurturance. Emotional closeness can lead to myopiaand selfishness. The 

mother/child relationship,muchinvoked by Noddings as astandard ofcare,is 

particularly unsuited asthe basis ofa politically oriented feminist ethic: 

Those who are enmeshed in ongoing,continuing relationships ofcare are 
likely to see the caring relationships thatthey are engaged in,and which 
they know best,as the mostimportant...This danger is made especially 
virulent when care is imderstood...as growing outofthe metaphorical 
relationship ofmother and child,(p.170) 

Selfish preoccupation with one's preferred relationships is the true challenge to the 

success ofa care morality according to Tronto. She holds grave doubtsthat Westerners 

can responsibly addressthe impacts oftheir lifestyles on persons outside their privileged 

domains. As we shall see below,part ofher solution to this problem is the enforcement 

ofrigorous democracy and strong principles ofjustice. Moreover,she advocates the 

developmentofan advancedform ofengrossmentthatinvolves "attentiveness" and 

"responsiveness." 

Key dualismsand their historicallinks. In Chapter Three wesaw thatthe 

public/private boundary is a dualistic pair in which women are sequestered in the lesser 
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sphere ofthe familial routine and men are accorded the prestige ofgoverning and 

managing the distribution ofwealth. Tronto ties the public/private boundary historically 

to the boundary between two types ofethical thinking that struggled for influence in the 

18"^ century. One approach"draws upon emotion,daily life,and political circumstance," 

an ethic developed by the Scottish philosophers Hutcheson,Hrnne,and Smith that relies 

on cultivated and contextually sensitive sentiments to arrive at appropriate conclusions. 

The othertype ofethical thinking is "universalistic" and "requires that moraljudgements 

be madefrom a pointofview that is distant and disinterested."(1993,27) 

Tronto sees Kantas epitomizing the universalistic perspective and argues thatthe 

Kantian theme won outover the Scottishtheme as social distance increased during the 

18"'century,widening class and social distinctions,creating mass migrations,taking men 

outofthe homeand restricting women to the private sphere,and generally shifting the 

consciousness ofthe citizen from communalcloseness to individualism and capitalist 

competition. Asseparation becamethe key theme in social relations,so detachment 

became central in termsofproper reasoning. Political,historical,economic and social 

forces combined to engender a shiftto a kind ofjustice-ethic approach from a more care-

oriented one(more will be said aboutthe association between the Scottish philosophers 

and the care ethic below). 

For Tronto,then,a satisfactory care ethic mustshatter the public/private boimdary 

built into our culture and it must also overcome the related boundary that separates aloof 

universalistic thoughtfrom emotionally centered thought. In dissolving these boundaries, 
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Tronto seeksto overcome two dualisms that plague Noddings—the public/private and the 

rational/emotional split. 

(B)A placefor principles. Unlike Noddings,who openly rejects universalistic 

principle and grants moralrules at besta weak guiding role,Tronto proclaims that a care 

ethic that does notinclude principles and rights which enforce a"relentlessly democratic" 

system is liable to foster parochialism and,furthermore, "patemalism," aform ofcare-

giving which disempowers and invalidates concerns ofthe care-receiver. Targeting 

Noddings,she writes,"Withoutstrong conceptions ofrights,care-givers are aptto see the 

world onlyfrom their own perspective and to stifle diversity and otherness."(p.161) 

Additionally, 

The only solution thatI seeto these problems[parochialism and 
patemalism]is to insist that care needsto be connected to atheory of 
justice and to be relentlessly democratic in its disposition. It would be 
very easyfor nondemocraticforms ofcare to emerge.(171) 

In order to address the problem ofdysfunctional care,which can almostinvisibly steer 

our moral behavior in classist,racist,and sexist directions,Tronto emphasizesthe 

importance ofsetting standards ofcompetence and constantly remaining vigilant to 

abuses ofprivilege and authority. Competence is one ofthe four touchstones ofethical 

caring that Tronto introduces into hertheory(along with attentiveness, responsiveness, 

and responsibility,which will be covered shortly),and doubtless she intends that 

principles play acmcial partin monitoring the competence ofcare. 

It mightseem that by appealing to a"theory ofjustice" to monitor competence of 

care Tronto retreats to a Gilligan-like stance ofcombining the care ethic with thejustice 
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ethic,thereby defending a hybrid position. Yetthis is afalse impression partially 

fostered by a misleading use ofthe phrase "theory ofjustice." There is little evidence in 

Tronto's writing thatshe is supporting anything like l-7j. Arguing for akind of 

democratic dialogue far more progressive than that evidenced in the United States today, 

she rejects the universalistic Kantian mode ofmoral decision-making,claiming,"morality 

is always contextualized and historicized,even when it claimsto be universal."(p.62) 

Additionally,she embracesa conception ofthe selfasinterdependent: 

Humans are notfully autonomous,but mustalways be imderstood in a 
condition ofinterdependence. While not all people need others' assistance 
at all times,it is a part ofthe human condition that our autonomy occurs 
only after along period ofdependence,and that in many regards,we 
remain dependentupon othersthroughoutour lives. Atthe sametime,we 
are often called uponto help others,and to care,as well... the conception 
ofthe rational,autonomous man has been afiction constructed to fit with 
liberal theories."(p.162) 

Thesetwo shifts,to a contextual,engaged morality from a detached,timeless morality, 

and to a conception ofhumans as interdependentfrom aconception ofindependence,are 

two ofthe "changing assumptions abouthumans"that Tronto envisions as resulting from 

atransformation to a political ethic ofcare(the third is a shiftfrom afocus on interests to 

afocus on needs,discussed below). Giventhe discussion in Chapters One and Two, 

these shifts are clearly consistent with the general parameters ofl-7c and atodds with the 

justice criteria l-7j. 

Finally,although Tronto appeals to principles and rights to establish norms of 

competence.Chapter One argued thatthe inclusion ofsuch rules in no way entails that a 

care ethic must marry ajustice ethic. Ifprinciples and rights bolster democratic dialogue 
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yet are not part ofaleap into formulaic space,then their presence does not entail 

impartialjudgementsub specie aeternitas. 

(C)Extending engrossmentto distant others. Tronto's ethic embraces a 

procedure similar to engrossment. Rememberthat engrossmentis an intenseform of 

empathy in which the caregiver becomes as receptive as possible to the perspective ofthe 

other,transforming into a"du^ity." The point is to see as clearly as possible the world 

through the eyes ofthe other: 

The notion of"feeling with"... does notinvolve projection butreception. 
I have called it"engrossment." I do not"put myselfin the other's shoes," 
so to speak,by analyzing his reality as objective datathen asking,"How 
would I feel in such a situation?" Onthe contrary,I set aside my 
temptation to analyze and to plan. I do not project;I receive the other into 
myself,and I see and feel with the other...The seeing and feeling are 
mine,butonly partly and temporarily,as on loan to me.(Noddings 1984, 
30) 

One way to understand this procedure is to consider it as havingtwo parts: a stage in 

whichthe care-giver becomes receptive and tries to makeready a space within her- or 

himselffor the other to fill(as when the other becomesaBuberian Thou and "fills the 

firmament")and secondly a stage in which the actual shared seeing and feeling take 

place. The first is the preparation stage,and the second is the sharing stage. 

Attentiveness. With this analysis in mind,Tronto's attentiveness and 

responsiveness,two ofthe four comerstones ofher theory,together closely approximate 

Noddings'engrossment. Attentiveness is notpurely a preparatory activity,for itinvolves 

recognition ofaneed for care;however,to engage in this recognition properly requires 
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"absence ofwill," a conceptthat Tronto extracts iBrom the work ofSimone Weil(though 

she thinks Weil"overstates"the power ofthe practice): 

Attention consists in suspending thought,leaving it available,empty and 
ready to be entered by its object...thoughtmustbe empty,waiting, 
seeking nothing,butready to receive in its naked truth the objectthat is 
aboutto penetrate it'.(Weil,cited in Tronto,128) 

Tronto declares that absence ofwill entails suspending "one'sown goals,ambitions, 

plans oflife,and concerns," and though Noddings does not specifically engage in this 

objectivist mode ofspeaking,she clearly comes close by requiring thatthe moral agent, 

when engrossing,refrain from bias,projection,and planning and assumea receptive 

mode ofconsciousness,which impliesthatjudgements and affective preconceptions 

should be keptto a minimum to avoid tainting the incoming impression. 

Somewhatsurprisingly,Tronto apparently agrees with Noddings that ethical care 

cannottake place unless the moral person uses something like absence ofwill. Given that 

absence ofwill,epitomized in the citation by Weil,and engrossment,epitomized by 

Buber,both require intense stripping ofselfto receive another's perspective,one might 

question whetherthey are tmly necessary conditions ofproper moral nurturance. In most 

real-life scenarios,perception ofother's emotional states and needs surely takes place 

through thick epistemic and attitudinal filters that prefigure and alter interaction 

significantly. How close absence ofwill and engrossmenttake the moral person toward a 

condition oftabularasa is an interesting question. There are difficulties ahead for a 

1 Tronto does notcommenton the gendered subtext ofthis citation,though it clearly has sexual 
coimotations. These same sortofhidden symbolismscan befound in Noddings' writing,especially where 
she describes engrossmentas a passive receptivity for the penetration ofthe other's thoughts and feelings. 
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moraltheory that claims persons are inevitably historicized and particularized and yet at 

the sametime required to escape their own social molding to communicate properly with 

others. 

However,neither Tronto nor Noddings need link the moral person to a Nagelian 

"view from nowhere"to supportthe thesis that caring requires receiving the other's 

perspective. Weeding outthe mostdangerous preconceptions—for example, 

discrimination arising from sexism,racism,classism,and eurocentrism—does notrequire 

thatthe caregiver mimic a blank canvas. A certain level ofself-honesty and introspection 

(which,for instance,mightbe garnered from consciousness raising activities,as 

discussed in Chapter Five)may suffice to eliminate the pernicious barriers to good 

empathy without erasing individual marks entirely. 

Thetension between the subjectivity ofeven empathic perception and the 

stripping-effect ofabsence ofwill also leads to the question ofpartialism: Can a parent, 

for example,favor their child over distant others in theNT ethic ofcare? As will be 

broughtoutmore frilly in Chapters Five and Six,the answer is yes. Notonly is the 

answer yes,it would be difficultfor the competently caring parent notto privilege their 

own. The kind ofempathy,the nature ofmotivational displacement,and the sorts of 

nurturing options differ in the private and public domains. These differences practically 

insure thatatighter bond and greater responsibility on a more personal and subtle level 

emerge with loved ones. However,as Tronto is acutely aware,emotionallinkages and 

obligations to distant others should not be considered insignificant nextto the needs of 
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one's family. In some cases,for example when weighing the needs ofsweatshop workers 

who are grossly mistreated againstthe luxury ofpurchasing expensive t-shirts,the public 

responsibilities trump the private. 

Responsiveness. Tronto's conceptofresponsiveness providesthe link with the 

second stage ofengrossment,the stage ofsharing in which the one-caring sees and feels 

with the other as ifthe other's perspective were,to use Noddings'phrase, "on loan." 

Responsiveness is a process meantto prevent abuse ofthe care-receiver and to maintain a 

balanced and healthy relationship. Atits core is an idea very similar to that expressed by 

Noddings;namely,that moral persons should see asthe other sees(and not merely shift 

their own affective/attitudinal state to another vantage)at leastto whatever degree is 

feasible: 

Responsiveness suggests a different way to understand the needs ofothers 
rather than to put ourselves into their position. Instead,it suggests thatwe 
considerthe other's position as that other expresses it. Thus,one is 
engaged from the standpointofthe other,but notsimply by presuming 
thatthe other is exactly like the self. From such a perspective,we may 
well imagine that questions ofothemess would be more adequately 
addressed than they are in current moralframeworksthat presume that 
people are interchangeable,(p.136) 

The elementofattentiveness creates areadinessfor the receiving exemplified by 

responsiveness. Tronto is aware thatthe two are integrally connected whenshe writes, 

"Adequate responsiveness requires attentiveness," reinforcing her more general pointthat 

the componentsofproper caring intertwine in complex ways. In any case,the similarity 

between Noddings'engrossmentand Tronto's procedure is sufficient evidence to 

postulate that engrossment,orsome variant,is acrucial partofan ethic ofcare. 
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Differences between Tronto andNoddings. The key difference between Tronto 

and Noddings when it coniesto engrossment(or attentiveness+responsiveness)is who 

can be received. For Noddings,engrossmentis limited to those with whom wecan enter 

into personal relationships. There is no hint in her work that moral persons can engross 

themselves in distant others;rather,the concept is linked to theEPT and centered in the 

private sphere. Noddings goesso far as to claim that organizations(including nations) 

cannot be ethical because they operate according to strict principles,which "diminish the 

ethical ideal" by demanding conformity along the lines ofduty,honor,and loyalty 

(Noddings'arguments againstthe use ofprinciple in atheory ofcare are discussed in 

Chapter Five). There is no discussion ofthe possibility that organizations—eventhe most 

benign,such as AmnestyInternational—can benefitfrom the practice ofengrossment or 

use itto overcome their ideal-diminishing tendencies. The discussion ofengrossment as 

a componentofdecision-making in a publicforum is completely lacking from Noddings' 

treatment,and in any case the problemsthathamper her view,dualism and paralysis, 

effectively rule outa strong publicly oriented ethic ofcare and thereby undercutany 

strong public role for engrossment. 

Tronto,on the other hand,maintains the opposite:that political organizations can 

be morally caring and thata required elementofsuch caring is engrossment(as 

represented by attentiveness and responsiveness). She assumes,apparently axiomatically, 

that caregivers can open themselves in some waythat approachesthe profound sense of 

"filling the firmament"(though since she does not accept Weil's description entirely 
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(p.128),she does not subscribe to the dramatic extreme). Such aliberation is necessary if 

moral caring is to break out ofthe circle offamily and friends and escape the 

private/public dualism. We have,then,in Tronto's theory,a bold step beyond the 

ordinary conception offeminine empathy. The empathic moral agentcan now tune in to 

persons(and perhaps animals and environmental entities)around the globe. There are no 

doubt restrictions on this power;for example,to attemptengrossment with everyone at 

once seems more a practice in short-circuiting the mind than alegitimate activity. But 

whateverthese restrictions turn outto be,they will not be as confining asthe EPT,which 

is refuted in Chapter Six. 

Since Tronto gives no argumentthat moralempathy is possible for distant others 

(nor does Noddings give an argumentfor the opposed proposition that engrossment must 

be limited to those with whom we can enter into a personal bond),it remainsto provide 

one and to develop atheory ofempathy that is consistent with the conclusion. This sball 

be one ofthe main projects in the forthcoming Chapter,"Reconstructing care." 

Tronto and the two-dimensional model. Before using Tronto's theory to inform 

areconstruction ofthe N-version,it would be helpful to appeal to the extemal criteria 

developed in Chapter One to outline the political ethic in MoralBoundaries. Such an 

analysis demonstratesthe strengths as well asthe weaknesses ofTronto's approach, 

allowing a contrast with Noddingsian ethics thatreveals a need for afusion ofthetwo 

positions. Combining elements from both perspectives results in a more comprehensive 

and criticism-resistant ethic than either provides in isolation. To demonstrate the links 
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between Tronto's theory and the internal criteria l-7c,I include parenthetical references 

occasionally though notrigorously,as wasthe case in Chapter Three when Noddingsian 

care wasexplored in this fashion. 

(le):Caring behavior andpolitical care. While Noddings distinguishes between 

fully ethical care and "caring about,"a less worthyform,Tronto gives a broad definition 

ofcaring and then identifies a subset ofthis category that,by meeting certain standards, 

qualifies as properly moral. The general definition is so broad that it covers a vastrange 

ofactivities: 

Onthe mostgeneral level,we suggestthat caring be viewed asaspecies 
activity thatincludes everything that we do to maintain, continue, and 
repair our 'world'so that we can live in itas wellaspossible. That world 
includes our bodies,our selves,and our environment,all ofwhich weseek 
to interweave in acomplex,life-sustaining web.(Fisher and Tronto,cited 
in Tronto 103) 

Underscoring the wide scope ofTronto's conception ofcaring is her explicit inclusion of 

the nonhuman and even the nonsentient. She continues,"Weinclude the possibility that 

caring occursfor objects and for the environment,as well asfor[human]others." 

Understood in this expansive sense,care is both a"practice and a disposition" that 

manifests as a process or as a directed activity. 

Moral care is bounded by the conditions Tronto establishes,which center onthe 

four elements ofethical care,three ofthem already discussed(competence,attentiveness, 

and responsiveness)and oneto be discussed in the next section(responsibility). 

Competence requiresthe avoidance ofparochialism and paternalism,and is coimected 

with principles that are egalitarian yet allow spacefor care to tailor itselfto specific 
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historical,cultural,and contextual circumstances.(On the surface,this results in a 

viewpoint vaguely similar to MargaretUrban Walker's,discussed in Chapter One,where 

universal principles framethe individual process ofdeveloping moral self-definition yet 

leave a great deal oflatitude for individual circumstance). 

Like Noddings,Tronto does notthink that generosity,kindness,open-

mindedness,objective deliberation,or unselfishness are sufficient to indicate the presence 

ofmoral care. Atthe heartofmoral care is an empathy that can,contra Noddings,extend 

to distant others. This empathy includes"absence ofwill" in order to render it as accurate 

as possible,and it musttake place within aframework ofcompetency that rules outthe 

sortoflopsidedness one sees in such comments as Rudyard Kipling's: 

Take up the White Man's burden-
Send forth the best ye breed-

Go,bind your sonsto exile 
To serve your captives'need. 

("The White Man'sBurden," 1899) 

Tronto no doubt would classify Kipling's attitude as patemalistic inthe worst sense. In 

this instance,care is notonly overbearing and destructive ofautonomy,it is athinly 

veiled excuse for executing an avaricious and hegemonic program ofthe Western powers. 

In regard to 19*^ century Imperialism,true moralempathy would have identified the pain 

and horror ofpeoples across the globe as their cultures were dismantled and assimilated 

into a capitalistic program ofexploitation and would nothave propped up aprogram of 

colonization. 
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(2e):Moraldecision-makingandpoliticalcare. Without drawing outthe 

connections,Tronto asserts that her ethic bears a"family resemblance"to those ofthe 

Scottish philosophers,Hutcheson,Hume,and Smith,whom she contrasts with the 

universalistically oriented Kant. The Scottish philosophers are notknownfor their 

deductive,rationality-centered moral decision-making procedures(MDMP's). Hume,for 

example,was contentto makereason the slave ofthe passions and thus subservientto an 

"internal sense orfeeling," and never fully worked out his conception ofpractical reason 

in terms ofclearly explaining its operative role in morality(Norton 1997,168;Copleston, 

V,p.341). In general,the Scottish philosophers offer atapestry ofvirtues and socially 

expedientcustoms thatfacilitate proper living. One ofthe side-effects is a considerable 

amountofvagueness concerning how individual choices ofright and wrong are carried 

through. The presence ofsuch vagueness,in fact,is the source ofcommon criticism of 

virtue- and sentiment-based ethical approaches,as introductory ethics textbooks 

frequently bring out. 

Tronto's MDMP suffers from the same weakness. The crucial elementofher 

theory in regard to MDMP is "responsibility"(2c). Once a moral person determines that 

someone is in need(for example,the sexual slaves in Thailand),the question arises as to 

whether there is a responsibility to provide care. 

Tronto avoids any specific methodology,preferring a"flexible" approach 

sensitive to "political motivations,cultural practices,and individual psychology." 

Beyond this,there are many concerns in her book that directly affect one's ability to 
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decide fairly whether to administer care. These include the tendency to ignore distant 

others because ofthe seductions ofwealth and comfort or because ofemotional bonds 

with family and friends. Also relevant is Tronto's exhortation that a properly caring 

society needs a rigorous democracy that allows all voicesto be heard—especially the poor 

and oppressed—indicating that dialogue and perhaps storytelling play a role in questions 

ofresponsibility(4c,5c). Additionally,Tronto writes that responsibility goes beyond 

contractual obligation and duty,thereby distancing herselffromjustice-ethic criteria. 

Although Noddingsis also vague concerning MDMP,referring to an"intemal 

dialogue"that seeksto confirm or disconfirm an"I ought" by appealing to personal 

history and context,she includes a notion ofa caring mode ofconsciousness and 

narrative-centered self-examination absent in Tronto's work,and so thetwo theorists' 

philosophies can be combined to attain a stronger MDMPscheme than either provides 

alone. In isolation,neither strongly defines a narrative procedure,but whenjoined the 

ideas ofrigorous democracy(with an emphasison hearing the voices ofthe poor)and 

"intemal dialogue"suggestafull-fledged narrative approach that encompasses both group 

and personal deliberation. 

A specified procedure for moral decision-making,the sort one mightfind in a 

utilitarian(quantify,maximize pleasure)or Kantian(seek logical consistency through 

application ofuniversalformula)ethics,is still lacking. This lack,however,does not 

negate the protective web ofprinciples and rights thatframe Tronto's procedure of 

responsibility. And,given the possibility ofpluralism,reality may be subjectto multiple 
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valid interpretations,thereby complicating any attemptto reduce MDMPto simple steps 

or formulas. Nevertheless,in Chapter Six,I lay outthe rudiments ofa narrative MDMP 

meantto augmentthe Noddings-Tronto fusion ofcare theory and bring it up to the 

current level ofresearch in the field ofnarrative ethics. 

(3e):A worldview ofpolitical care. The Trontoan worldview is much like the 

general worldview ofcare discussed in Chapter Two. It highlights the interconnectedness 

ofselfand,further,all life,and directly contradicts the view ofinsular rational agents 

pursuing ego-focused goals,the standard exhibited in the dominant neoliberal paradigm. 

Recall,for example,Tronto's assertion that care takes place within aframework of 

interconnectednessin which"we seek to interweave in acomplex,life-sustaining web." 

Hence we do not attempt purely selfish endeavors,in the sense ofthe atomistic billiard-

ball model where each individual's pleasure is pitted against or disconnected from thatof 

others(disconnected in the sense that altniism is necessarily detrimental to the self,a 

view portrayed,for example,in the free market philosophy ofAyn Rand);rather,wetry 

to interact such thatthe web oflife is maintained,preserving and enriching the holism in 

which we"interweave" in waysthat belie classical notions ofautonomy^. 

2 One wayto understand the holistic vision ofautonomy is through the dissipation ofthe selfish/unselfish 
polarity. Since many actions are not clearly either/or,(e.g.caring for my child is both selfish and 
unselfish),we can care for ourselves while caring for others. Because the selfish/unselfish distinction 
breaks down,needs and goals can be seen as interpenetrating and the moral person as integrally woven into 
the eco-socialfabric. Autonomy is no longer understood in terms ofa voracious ego seeking to satisfy 
itselfby defeating and instrumentalizing others(as in the Hegelian master-slave dialectic,or as Lacan 
observes in the commodifying psychotic paradigm ofwestern culture)but as a practice in cooperation. In 
this scenario,autonomous persons strive together to bring about harmonious results. 

Thisnon-objectifying versionofautonomyiscomplicatedbythe destructionoftheCartesianideathat 
rational minds are hermetically sealed againstthe intrusion ofothers. The social arena is nota collection of 
objectively contemplating atomsbutratheraholism connecting manycentersofconsciousness with multiple 
input/output webs. For example,my initial feelings affect your feelings,which after modification alter my 
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In addition to embracing this general epistemic frame ofthe care ethic,one that is 

characteristically feminist,Tronto makes strong and radical political statementsthat 

derive from her interconnectionism and emphasison eliminating oppression(7c). Her 

ethic encourages a reconstruction ofsociety such that all social barriers restricting women 

(and other power-excluded groups)to subordinate roles are eliminated. This includes 

eradication ofthe pubic/private dualism,the rational/emotional dualism,and presumably 

other hindrances as well,as long asthey can be plausibly indicted as tools ofoppression 

within the current acculturation. It is probable,given Tronto's anti-oppression stance and 

her highlighting ofthe sociological walls that chaimel women into servitude status,that 

she would challenge both social(e.g.lack offederally subsidized day care)and 

psychological(e.g. self-esteem hampered by an unrealistic body image)impediments to a 

full-ranging flourishing by women. 

To demonstrate that she is ready to engage in tumultuous upheaval ofthe social 

order,consider one ofTronto's mostsubversive passages. She claims that care is 

"ultimately anti-capitalistic" because "it posits meeting needsfor care,rather than the 

pursuitofprofit,asthe highest social goal."(p.l75) Moreover,she empathically rejects 

the main foreign-policy theory ofthe last half-millenium,rejecting the separation of 

morality and politics inherentin Machiavellianism. Indeed,the separation ofmorality 

and politics is afull-fledged "boundary," where,as we have seen,this label connotes a 

initial feelings,and soforth. Ifweare partofagroup,then the dialectic between our personalities affectsthe 
whole,which in turn,after modification,affects us,both as individualsand asa dialectic unit. Envision each 
human as part ofmultiple such dialectic structures and the holistic nature ofthe human condition becomes 
more readable through the illusion of separation that westem culture fosters through ideologies of 
individualism and egocentric consumerism. 
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detrimental social mechanism thatfosters injustice. 

In epistemic,economic,and political ways,then,Tronto's worldview deviates 

from Westem dogma(and thereby thejustice ethic criteria, which were shown in Chapter 

Twoto conform to standard notionsofautonomy,free market capitalism,rational self-

interest—in general,the basic tenets ofliberalism thattookform in the late 18'''century). 

It is importantto pointoutthatthe rejection ofdualisms,and barriers that support 

dualisms,does notimply the rejection ofbinary distinctions. So,for example,though 

Tronto rejects the public/private barrier and seeks to radically rework society accordingly, 

there is nothing in her philosophy thatforces a destruction ofthe division between moral 

care in the home and moral care as applied to distant others in political contexts.The 

nature ofthis division,between public care and private care,remains to be worked out 

and that is a projectfor the next Chapter. Yetit is importantto point outthat elimination 

ofthe public/private dualism is not acquiescence to a total dissolution ofpublic and 

private differences. 

(4e):A psychologyofpoliticalcare. Tronto does not directly discourse on the 

psychology ofthe moral person,though like Noddings she promotes aform ofmoral 

empathy that is progressive in the sense oftrying to eliminate the sorts ofbias that arise 

from classism,sexism,and eurocentrism(note,however,thatNoddingsdoes not address 

the issue ofoppression in any way remotely approaching the degree to which Tronto 

hammerson this subject;in fact, discussion ofsexism and its dangers is absentfrom her 

book Caring,further indicating thatshe has not adequately dealt with the anti-woman 
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tendencies ofthe traditional social dynamic thatfeminists have analyzed in meticulous 

detail). The psychological profile ofa moral person in a Trontoan world reflects,at 

minimum,the skills associated with attentiveness and responsiveness. A discussion of 

the caring modeofconsciousness,as presentin Noddings'theory,is lacking,and so here 

is another pointat which a combination ofthetwo orientations is fortifying. 

One can plausibly speculate thatfor Tronto psychological structures or defense 

mechanismsthat play achronic and significant partin reinforcing a culture ofoppression 

would have to be eliminated,and the social processes thatfosterthem reconfigured(it is 

less plausible to speculate this way in reference to Noddings'work because,as 

mentioned,she does not specifically denounce the current system as oppressive to 

women). States ofdenial,projection,compartmentalization,confabulation,and so forth 

would(morally should)be dissipated,perhapsthrough consciousness-raising groups,an 

intensive and reiterative telling ofone's story,or by othertherapeutic measures. One can 

grasp the radical nature ofTronto's suggestions by contrasting this ideology—anideology 

in whichfreedom is attached to the struggle againstthe hierarchic psychosocial 

machinery ofthe centrisms—vAih.the liberal ideology thatembraces liberty to acquire 

wealth and maintain it asthe primary mechanism ofhappiness.(Centrism is Joan 

Caliban'sterm for an oppressive state,sexism,racism,naturism,and so forth,in which 

the center,i.e.the group in power,is contrasted with those on the periphery,i.e.those 

groups subjugated to domination,exploitation,objectification,and other modesofcontrol 

that establish inferiority(1996)). 
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More generally,though related to the therapeutic implications ofthe emphasis on 

eliminating oppression,Tronto proposes a shifttoward needs assessment,a 

psychologically loaded process,and awayfrom patterns ofwealth accumulation as a 

standard ofhealth and liberty. Thistendency is brought outin another ofher radical 

shifts concerning our"assumptions about humans":the shiftfrom a paradigm ofinterests 

to an in-depthfocus on needs: 

Too often moral and political thinkers conceive ofhuman activity in terms 
that are either logically or culturally individualistic,such as "interest" or 
"project." In contrast,to use"needs" is necessarily intersubjective, 
cultural rather than individual...Forsomeoneto say,"I have a need," is 
less indisputablefrom the care perspective and invokesa different 
response than the notion,"I have an interest."(p.164) 

Afocus on needs becomes psychological in the broad sense in which culture and 

socialization affectthe way in which consciousness(and the unconscious)operates. 

People are notautonomous islands in a vast archipelago but culturally demarcated 

territories within the continentofcollective caring,molded on all sides and levels by the 

social forces around them. To serve a need is notnecessarily to leave someone alone to 

pursue rational goals,and may entail more complicated supportthatincludes counseling 

and a'safety net' ofwelfare subsidies. To serve a need,ifthat need is an escape fi-om 

oppressive cultural forces,mightrequire notjustindividual butalso collective 

ministrations,a reshaping ofsocial "boundaries." 

The process ofdetermining a need could quickly devolve into tyrannical 

arrogance or self-serving prophecy,butsuch perils are the reason for Tronto's strong 

promotion ofrigorous democracy,anti-parochialism,and anti-paternalism. Determining 
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a need may be more difficultthan determining a project or interest,and mightsometimes 

require going beyond self-testimony. Whatare the needs ofan orphaned child? Whatare 

the needs ofa caste-restricted womanin a culture that is half-misogynistic,half-

progressive,torn between the forces oftradition and those ofthe late 20*century human-

rights movement? Whatare the needs ofthe victims ofa vicious dictator like Augusto 

Pinochet? 

Some persons,certainly,may notbe able to articulate their needs or mightnot 

even be aware ofthem. The assessment process in many cases mustbe multileveled and 

involve multiple participants(moralempathy,democracy,dialogue,competence,and 

responsibility all play a role here). Such complexity ofassessmentis nothing new and 
I 

already exists in the contextofmedical,congressional,and environmental boards, 

committees,caucuses and so forth. Despite the potential for bias,"group think," 

dysfunction,political wrangling,and corruption,these groups are recognized as superior 

to the monarchic or monolithic approach where one logic or personality thoroughly 

predominates. 

Life would be simpler ifthejustice paradigm held,ifpeople were perfectly 

computational,able to determine their rational desires through immediateformulas and 

articulate them in a universal logicallanguage thatreduced every nuance to manageable 

and interchangeable symbolisms. Alas,life is notasimple thing. The care psychology 

acknowledgesthe insidious grip ofthe centrisms,which pervade all levelsof 

consciousness. Furthermore,it acknowledgesthe recentresearch in cognitive science that 
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renders people ir-Rational yet effective navigators ofthe world's pluralistic complexity 

via their use ofschemas,stories,and explanations. Finally,it acknowledges the power of 

denial and other defense mechanismsto undercut moral persons'self-esteem and even 

decision-making capability. In these ways,it escapes the unrealistic "computational 

model"ofthe human mind and the worldview oflogical reductionism that supports it. 

Conclusion. Table 4-1 summarizesthe views ofNoddings and Tronto and 

suggests the warp and woofoftheNT version ofcare. This version is an'evolution' 

from theN version,combining the insights ofboth theorists and thereby creating a 

stronger more comprehensive ethic. And yetas we have seen this is notsimply the 

slapping together oftwo unrelated views. Both conform to the general parameters ofa 

care as represented by the two-dimensional model. Both employ a conceptofmoral 

empathy. And both setthemselves againstthe traditional rationalist paradigm. 

Moreover,substantial modifications will be madein Chapters Five and Six to the 

Noddingsian view so that it will becomefriendly to the conceptofpolitical care. 
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Table 4-1:Noddingsian and Trontoan Care 

Noddings 

Car ing Motivational displacement, 
Behavior engrossment, caring mode of 

consciousness, bounded by the 
energy-proximity limitation thesis 

MDMP Within the caring mode of 
consciousness, an "inner dialogue" 
thatremainssituatedandhistorically 
oriented while avoiding self-
deception—informed by 
engrossmentandtheurgesofnatural 
care 

Worldview Connected sense ofself;the ethical 
self develops through caring 
relationships;self-identityandworth 
partially determined by type and 
quality ofrelationships. Moral care 
for animals is possible and 
sometimes an obligation 

Psychology Emphasis on skills that enrich 
personalrelationshipslike empathy, 
sensitivity to loved one's needs, 
good listening and empowerment 
skills; the caregiver must be strong 
and capable ofjoy to maintain the 
proximate cared-fors; "self-
deception" should be eliminated. 

Tronto 

Competence, attentiveness, 
responsiveness, responsibility; no 
parochialism or paternalism 

Virtues and customs interact in a 

democratic process framed by 
principles that set minimum 
standards of conduct—interactions 

and decisions informed by moral 
empathy 

Humans and environment 

"interweave" to create holisms; 
reworking ofpolitical,cultural,and 
economic boundaries to eliminate 

oppression; three changing 
assumptionsabouthumans:(1)shift 
to interdependencefrom autonomy, 
(2) contextualism from timeless 
universalism,(3)needs assessment 
from afocus on rational interests 

Emphasis on escaping dualistic 
structures; moral empathy 
augmented by consciousness 
raising; no denial, 
compartmentalization, 
confabulation, and so forth; no 
radical separation of reason and 
emotion 

There are important differences betweenthe two theoriesthat yield compatibility, 

complementarity,or outright conflict. Forinstance,Noddings'rejection ofuniversal 
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principle is itselfrejected in the NT version,as is her limitation ofmoral empathy to 

personal relationships. Nevertheless,in the sphere offamily and friends,it is perhaps 

awkward to appealto universal principle orto detach from the emotional bondsthat 

Tronto finds dangerousto proper care in a political context. In her description ofmoral 

empathy,Noddings urges receptivity and openness to the other,but she does notfollow 

Tronto in straightforwardly embracing the "absence ofwill" ofattentiveness. There may 

be some difference between thetwo philosophers concerning howthe mind should be 

cleared and what exactly should be putto the side when'receiving'in the empathic sense. 

Noddings mightsay that engrossing in one's child does notimply that one mustclear 

one's mind ofaffection orlove for that child. Tronto,onthe other hand,insinuates that 

parent-child bonding is athreatto moralempathy and indicates thatthe empathic agent 

should step outside ofsuch bondsin order to see effectively through the other's eyes. 

Yetthese differences in the use ofempathy and principle are notincompatible 

when wetake into consideration the differences that arise in caring for family and caring 

for distant others. As noted,the elimination ofthe public/private dualism does not entail 

the elimination ofthe public/private distinction,and acomprehensive theory ofcare must 

take into account this distinction and adjust its procedure to fitthe different cases 

accordingly. Hence,in some situations,mostly public ones,"absence ofwill" may bethe 

most appropriate modeofempathic receptivity;in other cases,the caregiver could letthe 

other "fill the firmament"and thereby becomea"duality" vrithout stepping back from 

feelings oflovefor the cared-for. 
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One might argue thatthe different accommodations needed to serve public and 

private interactions create a rift that isso greatthatthe projectofa comprehensive ethic is 

doomed to theoretical schizophrenia;that is,combining two entirely different theories 

awkwardly in akind ofshotgun wedding. A comprehensive ethic is nottruly 

comprehensive in an efficacious sense whentwo unrelated orientations are simply stuck 

together. 

Butit is not as ifcombining the insights ofNoddings and Tronto is like forcing a 

marriage between a Cubist and an Impressionist. The similarities are striking. Moral 

empathy in both philosophies is a'seeing through the eyes ofthe other'thatrequires 

receptivity and clearing ofthe mind. And,to reiterate perhapsthe mostimportantpoint 

oflinkage,both philosophies conform to the parameters set by the two-dimensional 

modelfor a care ethic,which requires general agreement across anumberofcriteria,both 

internal and external. 

Where thetwo theories do not agree or disagree,there is often useful 

enhancement provided by one orthe other. For instance,Noddings'conceptof 

recognition,absentin Tronto's scheme,may provide a useful standard forjudging the 

quality ofcertain caring relationships(we would say then,in the NT version,that 

recognition is nota necessary condition for care,as Noddings would have it, buta 

significantcomponent nevertheless). Conversely,Tronto's insightthatsociety is 

undergirded by cultural"boundaries" could be helpful in both private and public contexts 

to insure thatcare does notfoster centrisms. 
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In general,then,there will be differences between public and private care and yet 

also similarities. A backdrop ofsimilar worldview,psychology,and MDMPcombines 

with differences in levels ofempathy and recognition to provide aflexible ethic that is 

also theoretically coherentand comprehensive. In the next Chapterthe hard work of 

providing argumentsfor Tronto's insights begins. 1 argue thata care ethic can indeed 

operate in the political arena. Engrossment,motivational displacement,chains ofcaring, 

the caring modeofconsciousness and other Noddingsian concepts have roles when we 

make decisions about,for example,the starving in Afnca. As Tronto asserts,care must 

escape a purely domesticfunction or else continue to supportthe public/private dualism 

(or boundary). 1 give the political ethic she offers full argumentative and conceptual 

support,using the very ideas thatNoddingsemploysin confining care to suburbiato 

extend itto those who live in cardboard boxes in Rio de Janeiro. 
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Chapter Five 
A Place for Principles and Empathy 

We have seen that Tronto's approach raises three central problemsfor 

Noddingsian care:(a)that it does notemploy principles,(b)that it supports a 

public/private dualism,and(c)that it limits attentiveness and responsiveness(which 

together are roughly equivalentto the kind ofmoral empathy that Noddings calls 

engrossment),as processes ofmoral care,to those in close proximity with whom a 

personal relationship is imminently possible or actual. In this chapter,I begin to 

reconstructNoddingsian care using Tronto's insights so thatanew ethic emerges,one 

that drawsfrom "feminine" and "political" care and yet goes beyond both. The newNT 

version maintains a public/private distinction but nota public/private dualism. Moreover 

in NTcare persons will be able to engage morally with distant others as well asthose in 

proximity,where the term "distant others" is construed broadly to encompass political 

situations and relationships or social connections vwth individuals across the globe who 

are not personally known. 

The firsttask is to clarify and defend the role ofprinciples in a care ethic,in this 

way addressing point(a)above. Theremainder ofthe chapter is devoted to constructing 

an indirect kind ofmoral empathy that escapes the stereotype ofthe mother-child dyad 

and places care-oriented moral agents in the thick ofthe global currents ofpolitics and 

megabusiness. In Chapter Six,the reconstmction ofcare continues with areworking of 
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the non-empathic elements ofNoddingsian care(e.g.recognition,motivational 

displacement,the I-ought)into long-range forms. 

Principles and the ethic ofcare. 

Asargued in ChapterTwo,an ethic ofcare can incorporate principles without 

thereby compromising its status as arevolutionary form ofmoralthinking. Upon 

acceptance ofuniversal principles,it does notthereby become a care-justice hybrid 

anymore than Ravel's music can be described as Ravel-Debussy music because it shares 

some similarities with the work ofDebussy. More to the point,principles are neutral 

insofar as indicating care orjustice. How principles are positioned and utilized is more 

indicative ofthe nature ofan ethic than their mere presence. 

Wehave also seen that principles are effective tools forfighting dualism and that 

there is a strong case to be made thatthey are notredundant or easily replaced by other 

tools for challenging oppressive social systems,such as the appeals to custom,habit or 

virtue thatone mightfind in a particularist or postmodern ethic. 

The implication is thatNoddingsis wrong to vilify principles and distance herself 

from them so thoroughly. Her disenchantmentshould focus on the type ofrationalistic 

thinking represented by Tronto's"moral pointofview"boimdary;that is,the sort 

described by the internal criteria 1-7). Tronto is aware thatthe replacementofthe 

paradigm oftimeless acultural observers,which embraces"the Archimedean point," does 
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not preclude the use ofprinciples or rights(p.l71). Noddings,conversely,fails to make a 

clear distinction between wholly abstractforms ofreasoning and reasoning thatemploys 

principles. For Noddings,principlesimply abstract moral decision-making and vice 

versa(though she does permit"moral mles"to serve as weak guidelinesfor proper 

conduct). 

RefutingNoddings'arguments. Since the power ofprinciple to challenge dualism 

and their permissibility within the care framework have already been discussed,I turn to 

Noddings'arguments,with the intention ofrefuting them. Early in her book Caring,she 

associates principles with "the language ofthe father" and connects that methodology 

with horrible conditions,"fighting,killing,vandalism,and psychic pain ofall sorts"(p.l). 

One argument,then,is thatatripartite correlation between principle,patriarchal politics, 

and atrocity entails,at leastfor practical purposes,that principles should be shunned as 

moral devices. 

Such reasoning,however,strains the power ofcorrelation to dictate the value ofa 

moral concept. The association ofprinciple with corrupted practice does notrender 

principle innately corrupting. A good tool can help build an unsound house ifnot utilized 

properly. Furthermore,the straightforward association ofprinciple with harmful practice 

can be challenged. For instance,the conceptofa universal right(where aright could be 

considered a kind ofprinciple that establishes a valid claim),originating merely centuries 

ago,has evolved with and accompanied widespread improvementsin standard oflivings 

assuming an advanced form in the United Nations Declaration ofHuman Rights,the 
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Convention on the Elimination ofAll Forms ofDiscrimination against Women,and 

others. 

It is true that, despite the ratification ofsuch declarations,flagrant discrimination 

and barbarousinfnngementcontinues. Nevertheless,this does not negate the recent 

improvements that plausibly link to the greater moral awareness epitomized in the 

recently canonized rights. Moreover,some feminists,while noting that violations of 

rights occur routinely,do not call for their abandonment—acall that would in fact ring 

mostcallously in lightofthe pragmatic value ofrights-talk in improving living 

conditionsfor manyindigentthird-world persons—butrather demand better attunementof 

rights and rights-governed behaviortoward the goal ofending oppression. Andrea 

Dworkin,for example,does nottrumpeta call to abandon rights-talk butrather presses 

for a more succinctand efficacious implementation; 

[T]he refusal to demand... one absolute standard ofhuman dignity is the 
greatesttriumph ofantifeminism overthe will to liberation...A universal 
standard ofhuman dignity is the only principle thatcompletely repudiates 
sex-class exploitation and also propels all ofus into afuture where the 
fundamental political question isthe quality oflife for all human beings. 
(1983) 

Additionally,one might point outthatfor practical purposesthe establishmentofrights 

grants certain legal protections that could nototherwise be guaranteed or strongly 

maintained. It is notfor merely idealistic reasons that early 20'^-century proponents of 

women'ssuf&age focused their activism on attaining a constitutional amendment. 

Besidesthe correlation with horrible practice,Noddings offers other reasons why 

principles cannot be partofa satisfactory ethic ofcare. She claims that principles bog the 
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moral processin complication which in the end dampensempathy and spawns dark 

justifications: 

When we establish a principle... we also establish principles describing 
the exceptions to the first principle. Supposing then that we are moral(we 
are principled,are we not?),we may tear into others whose beliefs or 
behaviors differ from ours with the promise ofultimate vindication,(p.2) 

Moreover,the empathy-dampening effect ofprinciple can lead to inappropriate 

conformity ofthe sort associated with horrors like fanatic inquisitions and vicious 

pogroms(ref). Theseconcems are so telling thatNoddings usesthem tojustify her 

assertion that institutions,organizations,and nations cannot be truly ethical(p.103,117). 

Howeverthere is hardly a necessary or even obvious connection between 

principle and the three problems:darkjustification,inappropriate conformity,and vitiated 

empathy. In fact,Noddings gives no argumentfor a connection exceptthe historical 

correlation already discussed. Given herlack ofany conceptually or logically oriented 

reasoning to supporta necessary link between principle and the three problems,there is 

no obligation on my partto produce counter evidence ofa similar nature,though I will 

pointoutthat primafacie the conceptofprinciple does notstraightforwardly undermine 

itselfas a useful moral procedure. Why shouldn'tthe presence ofprinciple render dark 

justification all the more difficult(for example,a Hitler-like pogrom would be in direct 

contravention ofthe Declaration ofHuman Rights)? Why shouldn'tthe presence of 

principle enhance empathy(for example,there could be a principle opposing certain 

hindrances that Tronto spotlights as particularly damaging to moral empathy)? And why 
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sho\ildn't principle militate againstinappropriate conformity by challenging the mindset 

and behaviors thatlead to or resultfrom the same? 

All that Noddings'arguments satisfactorily conclude is thatin some historical 

circumstances principles have been used in waysthat are unhelpful or damaging What 

she fails to bring outis that intuitions and unmoored subjective decisions can be as 

terrible as the misuse ofprinciple,and thatin such cases principles can serve as a check 

to prevent outbursts ofreckless destruction. For example,Nazism gained momentum 

from the strength ofthe Romantic age,which wasin partareaction to the Rationalist 

movementofthe 1S""century. Fascist nationalism and volkgeist derive more from social 

currents that reflect the Dionysian mentality ofpoetics,pastoral,and passion than 

adherence to reasoned principle. 

I do notwantto minimize the close connection between the dominant operative 

principles in a cultural milieu and the dominantregime. The relationship between the 

way principles are formulated and enacted and the currents ofsocial power is not 

arbitrary butrather determinitive in astrong sense. Bolstered by this point one might 

argue that since patriarchy dominates atthe present,any use ofprinciple to forward 

revolutionary goals is doomed. The control ofthe dominantclass overthe political force 

ofprinciple is so greatthatreformers mustseek other mechanismsoftransformation. 

This conclusion,though,is too strong in light ofthe deploymentofrights and 

principles in legal and governmental proceedings across the globe that have sometimes 

lead to monumentchangesfor the better in living conditions and basic freedoms 
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Feminists are well aware that principles are weapons in a battle ofideologies,and that 

often battles raging around the employmentofsuch weapons are lost,as Catherine 

Mackinnon is eloquently aware: 

In reality begins principle. The loftiest legal abstractions,however 
strenuously empty ofsocial specificity onthe surface,are bom ofsocial 
life: amid the intercourse ofparticular groups,in the presumptive ease of 
the deciding classes,through the trauma ofspecific atrocities,atthe 
expense ofthe silent and excluded,as a victory(usually compromised, 
often pyrrhic)for the powerless. Law doesnotgrow by syllogistic 
compulsion;it is pushed by the social logic ofdomination and challenge to 
domination,forged in the interaction ofchange and resistance to change. 
(Mackiimon 1993,84) 

Mackinnon,however,does notfind the interaction between social force and principle to 

be inevitably awful. There isthe possibility of"victory"for the powerless,however 

"compromised"and fraught with the "pyrrhic"threat. 

Ratherthan rejectthe link between political dynamics and codified morality that 

Noddingsinvokesto undermine the benefits ofprinciples,somefeminists notonly 

acknowledge,butembrace it. Whatshould be denied is the Noddingsian leap to the claim 

thatthe culturalimpactofpatriarchy on the tailoring oflegislation renders principles, 

rules,and rights devoid ofpositive value. Rights and the sorts ofprinciples they generate 

were ideologically birthed only afew centuries ago in the midstofa extremely bellicose 

and rapacious civilization,butthey carry seeds ofpositive change and the possibility ofa 

desperately needed burgeoning ofthoughtregarding the appropriateness ofviolence and 

tyranny as mechanisms ofralership'. 

I My paean to rights is notmeantto invalidate other importantideasthat are associated with moral 
progress,at least as it is understood in the sense expanding the list ofwho gets intrinsic value. The Golden 
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Feministjustification ofprinciples.I have expanded and clarified the care ethic, 

analyzing the concepts developed by Noddings,Tronto and others in light ofthe two-

dimensional model,and demonstrating how they might help a moral agent operate in both 

personal and political contexts. Myinvestigation leads to the conclusion thatthe care 

ethic can employ principles withoutthereby relying onjustice. A deep,or metaethical, 

justification ofcare principles,however,goes beyond the purview ofthis work. 

Questions ofultimatejustification require another level ofstudy,comparison oftheories 

on suchjustifications,explanations why certainjustificatory theories are better than 

others within a care perspective,and so forth—all ofwhich is extremely important yet 

best addressed in a project dedicated solely to such matters. 

This being said,I do wantto take someofthe concepts developed in this work 

and show howthey help inform an answer to the question ofhow a care ethicist could 

come to accept universal principles. Byfocusing the discussion to matters of'how it is 

possible'and not'why it is right,'I avoid the larger question ofjustification, yet provide 

a picture ofhow a subjectively situated moral agent might plausibly come to embrace 

principles. 

My goal,then,is to indicate how a subjectively situated agent mightcome to 

accepta general or universal claim,such as a rightto life. Such claims could be atodds 

Rule—Do unto others as you would have them do unto you—as presented in the Gospel and the writings of 
Confucius has been praised by some ethicists as perhaps the first attempt at universalizing consideration of 
interests(Rosenstand 2000). The conceptthat'they are like me'is central to the projectofuniversalizing 
laws and creating an egalitarian system. TheGolden Rule,by promoting a consideration ofhow others 
should be treated in terms ofmyown standards ofsuffering,helps draw important connections between 
persons who mightotherwise,dueto differences in worldview,gender,culture,and so forth,ignore the 
other's capacities to feel deeply as a fully active human subject. 
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with some subjective goals. For example,I mightwantto privilege my children over 

distant others,and so my subjectivity,in such a case,seemsto push away from the 

acceptance ofimiversal claims that wouldjeopardize the special status ofmy children. 

Hence,the full question I wantto address is the following:How is it thatI asa subjective, 

emotional,situated person come to accept principles without putting aside important 

elements ofmy particular feelings and situation? 

The simple answer is this: the care ethicist comesto accept principles through 

empathy for distant others and the compassion it generates. Two conceptsI use to 

elaborate this simple answer,both discussed in this work in some detail, are long-range 

empathy and the caring mode ofconsciousness. 

As will be discussed in chapter six,the caring mode ofconsciousness is 

fundamentally compassionate due to a processthat starts with self-empathy(which 

involves,among other things,moral agents honestly exploring their own psyches and 

accepting themselves,perhaps with the help ofempowering imagery)and expandsto 

empathy for others,both near and far. Compassion will also(in chapter six) be 

postulated as an elementofmoral care in reference to Martha Nussbaum's discussion of 

epieikeia,aconceptthatincludes mercy as afundamental componentofthe proper 

judicious attitude. It is through compassion,not Rationality,thata care ethicist might 

cometo accept principles. Kantians,utilitarians,and also Rawlsians who embracethe 

Original Position,employ non-passionate proceduresin their argumentsfor principles. 

Reason takes precedence over emotion(thereby setting up a contrast between Rational 
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and emotional sources ofinformation). This is notto say thatemotion is irrelevantto 

such theoreticians. A utilitarian,following the maximizing calculus,might well say that 

we oughtto be compassionate and that we oughtto respect rights. Butit is Reason and 

notemotion that motivates this conclusion. A care ethicist,in contrast,does notsee 

Reason atthe core ofthe acceptance ofprinciples,butinstead compassion itself; 

compassion for others motivates a desire to establish universal protections. 

Such compassion coiild be achieved by long-range empathy. Five methodsof 

achieving long-range empathy will be explored in the next section(through story,through 

imagination,through representation,through self-history,and through chains ofcaring). 

These methods do nottake moral agents outside oftheir own subjective situations;in 

fact,as we will see,ourown peculiar subjective situations help us to better'see through 

the eyes ofothers. For example,theforthcoming section on imaginative empathy 

discusses how person who is arecovering alcoholic,who has lost afriend in a car 

accident,and who has also read Elie Wiesel's Nightcan use those experiencesto better 

understand the plightofthe starving in a distant country. Ofcourse,those three 

characteristics(the alcoholism,the death ofthe friend,and the reading ofNight^ might 

not be the only relevant ones that facilitate compassion for distant others. Learning of 

many different sorts and a great numberoflife events mightbe relevant. 

Contrastthis to the methodology ofthe Kantian,utilitarian,orthe Rawlsian, 

wherethe goal is to step away,'detach',from one's contingency and approach truth 

without personal history,subjective situation,and passion getting in the way(perhaps this 
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is most clear in the case ofRawls'Original Position where contingency is completely 

eliminated by the "veil ofignorance";though Kant's denunciation of"inclination"and 

anti-emotion moves by Peter Singer and JJ.Smart,as we have seen,generate similar 

conditions ofimpartiality). There are,then,at leasttwo contrasts between the care 

ethicist's subjectively situated acceptance ofprinciples and the methodologies of 

Rationalists:the care ethicist appeals to compassion and notReason,and,second,the care 

ethicist usesempathy to generate that compassion,an empathy that directly employs 

personal situations and history as tools for becoming aware ofothers'perspectives. 

To round outthis picture,consider the hypothetical case ofsomeone who is 

relatively callous concerning the plightofdistant others until atragedy strikes her life. 

This personaltragedy,along with other sensitizing sourcesofinformation she has 

encoimtered over her life,such as reading newspapers,WeiseTs Night,or learning about 

women's oppression in a women's studies class,makesthe suffering ofdistant others 

tangible(e.g.through imaginative or representational empathy). It is notjust her own 

suffering that strikes her deeply now,or that ofher family,butthe suffering ofpeople in 

general. It is notsimply the starving in Brazil orthe war-ravaged souls in Ethiopia,but 

suffering persons everywhere for whom she feelsa new compassion. Her experience 

causes her to become more aware and more sympathetic to the torments ofthe human 

condition. She wants people to have rights against unjusttreatment,because she has been 

made more aware ofhow brutal pain and torment can be. Ifasked why all persons should 

getrights and notsimply certain select classes,the answer mightsimply be,"We're all 
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humans,we can all experience awful pain." (I see no reason why this sortof 

generalization,which can be made even by young children,indicates Rationality. It 

could be inductively yet passionately generated through one's own situated experience 

and seemsso simple and common sensical thatto argue that it implies someone is 

following a Rational ethic would be absurd—itwould mean that mosteveryone 

everywhere is following a Rational ethic). 

The above is a plausible accountthatfollowscommon sense in notembracing 

solipsism or other bizarre scenarios when itcomesto other persons. It is ofcourse notthe 

only possible account. The above hypothetical person could become very bitter after her 

tragedy and become absolutely selfish. Or perhapsshe comesto have compassion only 

for a certain group ofpeople,those that have been through the same horrible experience 

she has. Acknowledging these alternatives does notinvalidate the possibility ofmy 

account. I feel that myown life,in fact,somewhatfollowsthe path ofthe hypothetical 

agentabove,though there wasno sudden and dramatic change,butrather a gradually 

increasing awareness thatled to concern for others. 

The question ofhow care ethicists cancome to accept principles wdthoutlosing 

their subjective vantage has been addressed. It is notthatthe subjective vantage is lost, 

butrather that empathyfor distant others transforms the subjective vantage. Family and 

fiiends do notbecome secondary or irrelevant. As pointed out previously in the 

discussion oflong-range as opposed to proximate empathy,it is possible to morally care 

for distant others and still privilege one'sfamily due to the stronger bondsfostered by 
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closer contact—butthis privileging offamily can only go so far. Iam not going to answer 

the question,Why should compassion for distant others override our concem for our 

family's well being,even in cases where our families are quite contentand the suffering 

ofthe distant others is great(e.g.their fundamental rights are being violated)? To purse 

this thought would require developing afull-scale normative theory,something I cannot 

do,Ithink,without at leastsome detour into metaethical considerations concerning the 

validity ofprinciples. The question,say,ofwhy it is wrong to countenance cruelly 

induced starvation while feeding one'sfamily cake is very important butoutside the 

scope ofmy current project. 

Similarly,there is no doubtthatcompassion and empathy can be misused,and 

thatthey can foster oppression and cruelty. ButIam notgoing to rigorously argue that 

my picture ofempathy and compassion,one that demonstrates how a care ethicist could 

plausibly accept principles,is the one right method that everyone should follow. In 

keeping with the general tenor ofmy project,Iam contentto show how it could be done 

withouttackling broader considerations concerning why it should be done. 

Extending care to distant others: Moral empathy. 

With the task offixing a place and role for principles in the ethic ofcare mostly 

behind me,atask begim in Chapter One and only now brought near completion,Itum to 

the challenge ofarguing that care can extend to distant others. The basic strategy is 

simply to take the Noddingsian concepts and demonstrate thatthey apply beyond the 

sphere ofpersonal contact. Once this is done,care v«ll have been extended beyond the 
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domestic level. Since Noddings'definition ofmoral care is rather strict,by meeting her 

standardsI exceed less rigorous descriptions,such as mightbefound in a dictionary or in 

common parlance,and thereby tender a strong case that moral care,at least on one 

sophisticated interpretation,is as much a political and business skill as afriendship-

oriented one. 

The remainder ofthis chapter concerns questions ofempathy:How is it to be 

extended to distant others,and whatform will ittake? The investigation hasthree mflin 

divisions. First,a general introduction to the problems,second,a discussion of 

attentiveness,and,third,a discussion ofresponsiveness. The section on responsiveness 

takes up the majority ofthe analysis,branching into six subsections thatcover the various 

waysin which we mightform empathicimpressions ofthose persons who stand beyond 

the sortofcontactthat can lead to afull-blown familiar relationship. 

Moralempathyand distant others. I have argued thatthe concepts ofmoral 

empathy putforward by Noddings and Tronto are very much the same. Both convey the 

impression ofmaking oneselfreceptive to the other by adopting a passive attentive state, 

and both speak ofseeing notsimply as an ego transplanted into another's physical 

situation,but asthe other sees in afully transformative sense. In both philosophies the 

empathic condition can be intense and invoke profound ifnot spiritual overtones, 

Noddings appealing to Martin Buber and Tronto drawing from the writings ofSimone 

Weil. The difference between thetwo is one ofscope. Canthe caregiver experience 
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moral empathy for distant others,persons with whom there has been minimal or 

nonexistent direct contact? 

The issue addressed here is one ofproximity(In Chapter Six I examine the energy 

question:Do caregivers have the staminato empathically receive distant others while 

caring for those nearby?). Noddings'energy/proximity limitation thesis rules out moral 

empathy for those beyond direct contact. Ofcourse,proximity is nota simple concept. 

Noddings would probably admitthatengrossment is possible through letter writings over 

the phone,or maybe eventhrough email. In our global society,the issue is as much one 

ofcommunicationstechnology as physical distance. Furthermore,Noddings would 

probably grantthatengrossment is possible ifproximity was achieved in the pastthough 

isn't currently attainable. For example,even ifone's children are currently outofdirect 

contact(e.g.doing work for the Peace Corps in Africa),one can see through their eyes in 

an accurate way,intensely experiencing vicarious suffering orjoy ifthe suffering or 

joyous children are remarked on by friends,heard on a radio report,seen on television, 

referred to in a newspaper,etc. 

WhatI argue below is that attentiveness and responsiveness,Tronto'stwo 

elements ofmoral empathy,can be used effectively in regard to distant others. The 

significant and meamngful sense in whichthey can be used indirectly(i.e.toward those 

beyond personal reach)is notthe same asthe sense in which moralempathy applies to 

familial relations. This different usage,however,does notimply a difference in basic 

structure. 
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For the purposes ofclarification,I will use the term engrossmentto describe the 

process ofbeing attentive and responsive to those nearby with whom one has a personal 

bond.In this fashion,engrossmentcan be considered synonymous with 'direct moral 

empathy.' Tronto's application ofattentiveness and responsiveness to distant others I 

shall refer to as'indirect' or'distant' moral empathy. Hence,Noddings and Tronto 

employ moral empathy similarly in thatthetwo stages,preparation and reception 

(attentiveness and responsiveness)are the same. Butthe two philosophers differ in 

conclusion asto who can be reached,and,as I draw out,at whatlevel ofhiiman contact 

empathy becomes morally relevant. Indirect moralempathy yields different information 

than direct moral empathy because different levels ofhuman contact are involved. 

Determining the mindsetofone's child given highly specific personality and contextual 

variables is different from determining the general state ofoppressed campesinosin 

South America. Ifdifferent levels ofhuman contact permit different levels of'seeing 

through another's eyes',then Noddings mistakes engrossmentfor the broader category of 

moral empathy and thereby contributesto the faulty supposition that an ethic ofcare 

cannotinclude true caring for distant others. 

Attentivenessand distant others. Ifattentiveness is a state ofreadiness marked by 

acute receptivity,as both Tronto and Noddings indicate,then there is no bar on 

performing such a process in reference to distant others. Whethersuch preparedness is 

futile is another question,one to be discussed in the nextsection; yet even iffutile,due 

perhapsto an inability to receive arelevantimpression from acampesino,it is still 
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possible to clear one's mind and attain the sortofopenness and readiness befitting the 

exercise ofmoral empathy. Parochialistic and paternalistic biases can be temporarily 

escaped,petty worries can be shelved,and so forth. Perhaps such efforts fail to bring 

affective understanding ofthe distant other,butthe caregiver should notbe faulted for 

making acourageous attempt at being as sensitive as possible. 

There is evidence in the writing ofSimone Weilthat attentiveness is indeed akind 

ofreceptivity with varied application. In the article cited by Tronto,Weil's thesis is that 

attentiveness can be developed in relation to school studies ofgeometry and Latin,and 

that studying such subjects is useful,among other things,because it develops this rare 

skill in the student(Weil 1977,44-52). Ultimately,Weil says,one seeksto be attentive 

to the love ofGod. Loving one's neighbor is similarly tied with "attention" in a profound 

and essential way: 

Notonly doesthe love ofGod have attention for its substance,the love of 
our neighbor,which weknow to be the same love,is made ofthis same 
substance... The love ofour neighbor in all its fullness simply means 
being able to say to him [sic]:"Whatare you going through?" It is a 
recognition thatthe sufferer exists,notonly asa unitin a collection... but 
as a man,exactly like us,who wasone day stamped with a special mark 
by affliction. For this reason it is enough,but it is indispensable,to know 
how to look at him in a different way.(p.51) 

Ifwe can summon attentiveness in relation to Latin and geometry,using those topics as 

modesofpracticing and developing the skill,then why can we notuse attentiveness in 

relation to distant others? Itseems plausible that we can'emptythe souT in readiness, 

even ifthat readiness goes unrewarded. However,some kind ofreward seemsinevitable 

ifWeil correctly associates attention with "recognition thatthe sufferer exists...as a 
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man,exactly like us,who wasone day stamped with aspecial mark ofaffliction." Ifpart 

ofattentiveness is arecognition thatthe sufferer is like me,notan object or instrument, 

notan inferior or alien entity butsomeone who shares the qualities thatrender me deep, 

sensitive,phenomenologically intricate,fascinating,then it is likely such is possible in 

relation to distant others;otherwise,one musthold to the dubious claim that we cannot 

recognize(i.Q.feel and notjust acknowledge)intrinsic value in persons we have never 

met. 

Ifattentiveness includes this sort ofrecognition oflikeness and intrinsic value, 

then its nature is further clarified. The clearing ofthe mind thatsweepsaway parochial or 

paternalistic biases,that permits us to escape the consuming selfishness ofourown 

worries and affectional ties,includesthe further procedure ofacknowledging likeness:the 

person starving in Africa is like mein many importantand barrier-piercing ways. 

Ifwe see newsfootage ofstarving persons in Afiica,ifour minds are attentive in 

the Tronto-Weil sense,we can become accurately receptive to whatthey are going 

through—much more so than ifwe are told that a xeno-creature on planetXis 

experiencing a lack ofsome substance vital to its survival. In regards to the xeno-

creature,we have no pertinentinformation aboutthe social,cultural or political context, 

or eventhe physical context. 

The gap between the xeno-creature and the starving African is informative. It 

demonstrates thatthere are gradations in our ability to perceive distant others,and that 

some distant others mightbe easier to relate to than others. Those who wecan relate to in 
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a strong sense,such as distant humans,allow usto acknowledge'they are like me'in a 

profound way that prepares usto feel,in afashion relevantto moral deliberation,what 

they are going through(whereasin the case ofthe xeno-creature we cannoteven be sure 

ifit suffers in virtue ofits lack). In the next section I argue thatthis preparedness is not 

in vain and that acceptance oflikeness opensthe door to true empathy. 

Responsiveness and distant others. 

I now begin one ofthe mostimportanttasks ofmy project,demonstrating how we 

can'see through the eyes'ofdistant others and,further,demonstrating why this is not 

only useful but vital to proper political engagement. This general strategy is to use moral 

empathy in the contextofTronto's distinction between envisioning a world ofpeople 

with interests and envisioning a world ofpeople with needs. According to Tronto,the 

relocation from interests to needs is a major paradigm shiftthatleaps away from the 

neoliberal model ofautonomous actors to a world ofmutual dependence,vulnerability 

and psychological complexity. Given this paradigmatic shift,the fundamental question 

becomes.Can we'see through the eyes'ofdistant others in order to determine their 

needs? 

Below I offer five means by which such moralempathy is possible. In 

preparation,I first presenttwo objections that attemptto undercutthe possibility and/or 

need for the empathic grasp. The first objection requires,in response,an explanation of 

the usefulness ofthe practice,and the second requires an explanation ofits very 

possibility, naturally leading into a discussion ofthe five means. 
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Argumentone:assessmentisstraightforward. One mightsimply argue that 

recognizing basic needs,the sortofneeds that are relevantin political or long-distance 

circumstances,is straightforward enough to gainsay a role for any special skill. For 

instance,determining that malnourished people require food does not necessitate aform 

ofempathy;the procedure is more like an intuitional or common sense observance. 

In response,commonknowledge suggests that determining the needs ofdistant 

others is much more complex than mightimmediately appear. The issues go beyond the 

simple implementation ofhumanitarian aid into a cultural and political morassthat belies 

clear-cut solution. Consider,for example,the intricacy offactors surrounding the topic of 

arecentNew York Times article,"The Price ofArabs'Honor:A Woman's Death," which 

exposes the tradition ofkilling women who commitadultery in order to removethe 

perceived blemish from the family name(adding to the horror,ifpossible,a male relative 

commitsthe murderin a violent way,such as with a gun). In this scenario,determining 

needs involves much more sophistication than a bald assertion that Middle-Eastern 

women need to be freed from acruel practice. They do. Buthow to go about itinvolves 

a closer examination ofthe social fabric: Why doesthe society engage in this practice? 

Whatritualistic function does it fulfill? Whatare the psychological and misogynous 

dynamics at work? Whatare the biases in ourownthinking that interfere with our ability 

to enacta proper response? Once the horrible knottiness ofthe dilemma is exposed,the 

need for a deeper understanding becomes apparent^. 

2 One mightask whether empathizing with the killers in cases ofsororicide to preservefamily honor is 
necessary for a competent political practice ofmoral care(or whataboutother situations thatinvolve 
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There are at leastfour good reasons to think that this deeper level of 

understanding should,in part,derive from indirect moral empathy(assuming for the 

momentthatsuch empathy is possible). First,as noted,there is atendency for affluent 

Westerners to go into denial,to hide from the tribulation that cripples one fifth ofthe 

human species in theform ofpoverty and malnourishment. In order most effectively to 

jumpstartatransformation ofawarenessin the relatively rich,it is bestforthem to truly 

feel as much as possible the suffering ofthe downtrodden billions. IfWesternersturned 

offtheir television sets for even an hour and dared to putthemselvesin contact with the 

starving(perhaps in the fashion ofa Stanislavsky technique in which actors attemptto 

totally become the person they are representing)then the injustice ofinequality that 

blights our global community might well falter and ata certain critical pointofpublic 

outcry begin to recede. 

Second,there is the related problem ofpaternalism,particularly in termsof 

malicious biases such as racism and imperioustendency. Remember Kiplings'ode to 

"the white man's burden," which captured the spirit ofthe times as,for example,Africa 

was carved into colonies for resource-voracious European aggressors. I agree with 

similarly disgusting violence? Musta moral person empathize with those who perform female-genital-
mutilation rituals?). The answer is probably no,butthat does not mean thatsuch empathy is not useful for 
the purposes ofdiplomacy,negotiation,or determiningjust punishmentforthe killers. 

Furthermore,understanding the workings ofoppression,where such understanding might well be 
usefultoward eliminating the same,seemsto require understanding both the mentality ofthe oppressor and 
the oppressed. Ifindividual perpetrators ofpatriarchal violence could be said to reflectsome crucial aspect 
ofthe mentality ofthe oppressor,then empathizing with them advances an understanding ofthe oppressive 
dynamic,at leastfrom a psychological point ofview. To empathize with someone,ofcourse,is notto 
condone their brutal behavior. In such cases,empathy is a means ofassessmentand an attempt at greater 
understanding forthe purposes oftherapy,sentencing,diplomacy,or negotiation. 
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Tronto that empathy can be ofuse in combating such narrow-mindedness. A genuine 

attemptto view as a campesino or as a homeless person in Detroit or as a black youth in a 

Rio de Janeiro ghetto views the world could help dispel arrogance and callousness. For 

example,persons who are pro-'ffee trade' mightthink twice ifthey deeply realize the 

anguish ofcampesinos who are displaced from their land by corporate competition and 

forced to move into cardboard-box slums. Recognition ofthis anguish mightalso serve 

as a psychic shock that would galvamze Western admission ofthe racistand sexist effects 

ofneoliberal policy. 

Third,in addition to alleviating denial and discrimination,both ofwhich blunt 

sensitivity and lead to phlegmatic nonaction or haughty intervention,there are the 

straightforward informational benefits ofempathy. To getfood to the starving often 

requires dealing with war-tom governments,soldiers,and religious patriarchs. Knowing 

the mindsetoftliese individuals could facilitate diplomacy,and such knowledge is 

partially graspable by recognizing emotions,attitudes,and the effects oflong-held 

beliefs—all ofwhich are approachable through empathic perception. Foreign Service 

Officers might use engrossment(direct moral empathy)to increase understanding ofthe 

government officials with whom they musthaggle. Private citizens or support officials in 

the US mightuse indirect moral empathy to help determine where bestto apply pressure 

toward effecting change. Whatwould seem to work best is a combination offacts,stories 

(e.g.from newspapers,personal testimonies),and open-mindednessthatinforms a 

■willingness to see as the other sees. With all the relevant stories and histories on the 
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table, all biases and selfish tendencies negated,and recognition ofthe other's viewpoint 

empathically solidified through attentiveness,understanding should increase,and the 

achievementofa mutually beneficial solution becomes more likely. 

Before proceeding to myfourth point,I wantto commenton the uncomfortable 

issue ofempathizing with despicable persons or highly offensive group mindsets. Should 

we empathize with Nazis orthose who kill theirfemale relatives to preserve family 

honor? It is importantto note here that empathizing does not necessitate condoning. 

Empathy can involve recognition ofthe "disvalue" in another's mindframe(Kupperman 

1991). It can also be seen as an information-gathering tool that neither condones nor 

condemns(Hare 1981). Furthermore,empathizing with someone who hascommitted a 

brutal crime mightlead to greaterfaimessin determining punishment,an issue I take up 

in Chapter Six whenI discuss MarthaNussbaum's treatmentofthe Greek concept 

epieikeia. 

A final pointin this regard is thatempathy forthose with highly offensive 

mindsets can help induce change sensitively. A care ethicist is not going to recommend 

military action to rectify oppressive honor-killing acculturation in the Middle East 

(though some feminists,like Ruddick,do notrule out military action in all cases). 

Change mightcome aboutthrough political agitation,or what Meyer's calls "dissident 

speech." Knowing how to influence keepers ofthe patriarchy most effectively is 

important in such progressive nonviolent struggles. Ofcourse in such cases empathy can 

also remind usthateven domineering patriarchs are human beings who were influenced 
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by social forces,perhaps sometimes harsh ones,in their upbringing. It might be possible 

to have compassion forthem even asthey are strongly challenged and their views 

repudiated. 

Myfourth pointin regards to defending arole for empathy in political 

circumstances is an adjimctto the above consideration thatempathy heightens 

understanding. AsI discuss below,there are benefits to be had from self-empathy 

relevantto grasping the essentials ofdifficult political situations. Briefly,self-empathy 

requires introspective exploration ofthe reasons whythe introspector acts asshe or he 

does. Carried outin a courageous and tenaciousfashion,this kind ofinquiry can yield 

multiple insights. For example,one might realize that one has been unconsciously 

promoting sexism or other negative patterns,whether social orfamily-related(e.g.ason 

could discover that his alcoholic behavior copies thatofhis father). Withoutsuch self-

understanding,garnered in partthrough empathy,itis hard to approach the complexity of 

global problems with the proper respectfor custom,habit,and tradition and their power 

to instill dogmatic values almostindelibly in the mind. Because I argue below that self-

empathy provides fertile soil in which indirectempathy can flourish,I include here the 

insights it offers as evidence ofthe power ofempathy to contribute to the understanding 

ofdistant social troubles. In short,I positthat one's acumen regarding a broad range of 

psychological issues increases ifone has grappled with and come toterms with one'sown 

psychological issues. 
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Argumenttwo:the abstraction barrier. Perhaps the strongest argumentthat 

empathy can'tfunction in regards to distant others is that there arejusttoo many 

unknowns. The distant other has never been met,no specific personality traits are 

observable,cultural differences abound—in whatfashion,then,can one really understand 

the world as this amorphous other sees it? 

I attemptto answer this objection by delineating five waysin which such long-

range contactis significantly possible. However,before embarking on thisjourney,there 

are some preparatory considerations to be bome in mind. These help clarify the role and 

importance ofindirect empathy and distinguish itfrom the direct kind. 

First,I wish to emphasize that whatis at stake is not whether moral empathy can 

solve difficult dilemmas. The issue is whetherthe indirect version gamers useful 

information forthe purposes ofdetermining whatoughtto be done;butnote thatthe 

decision-making function is above and beyond the gathering ofinformation,justas 

deliberation is above and beyond sensing. Moralempathy is nota self-contained mode of 

solving problems nor a panacea. It can go astray,and furthermore there are certainly 

other information sourcesthat are relevant,such as scientific data,psychologicaltheory 

and historical background. 

Second,there is no claim in my thesis that indirect moral empathy can perform 

the punctilious observational work ofempathy as employed in some personal situations. 

Personal and non-personal empadiy mayfocus on different sorts ofneeds,though they 

may overlap to an extent(e.g.ifone's child is emaciated,empathy for that child may 
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detectthe same need as indirect empathy does for those languishing in Africa). Consider 

a caregiver using moral empathy in the kinds ofsituations that Sara Ruddick astutely 

records as commonly besetting a mother: 

Should a child be allowed to stay indoors all weekend when all the other 
children are out playing? Should children beforced for theirown good 
wherethey fear to go—into classrooms orto birthday parties,for example? 
Doesa boy's identity require thathe play with guns,a girl's liberation that 
she be denied the doll-house she wants? How much should a mother tell 
her children about adult sexual life,her own pastand current moral 
failures,or the bigotry oftheir neighbors? When is allowing a child to 
grow "naturally" a coverfor impotence in the face ofher will?(1989,85) 

A parentin these situations uses moralempathy in a different way than someone using it 

to 'fill the firmament'with the plightofstarving children in Africa. In the first case,the 

information may be more specific,concerning the intricacies ofa child's personality, 

while in the latter case the information is general yet motivating,conducive to breaking 

down walls ofdenial,and,as we shall see,regenerative ofthe love and compassion that 

can be part ofacaring modeofconsciousness. 

Ofcourse,and third,perfect'contact' with anotherthrough empathy is noteven 

possible with the closestfamily memberor lover. Wecan never'see' with full 

replication through another's eyes. It is in all cases a question ofdegree. Considerfour 

personsfor whom a moral person mightattemptempathy:aclose-by loved one,Ms. 

Jones on the other side oftown in a housing project,Ms.Rodriguezliving in a barrio in 

Los Angeles,and Martine,a starving child in Afiica. Barriersto empathic understanding 

exist in each case,butthey are notthe same. 
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Someone might balk atthe possibility that we can,in any morally significant 

sense,experience the world as a starving Afncan such as Martine perceives it but atthe 

sametime acknowledge that we mightbe more able to identify with Ms.Jones,who lives 

in the same nation,state,and city. Or,perhaps,Ms.Rodriguez,though she is far away in 

Los Angeles,is more easily identified with than the much closer Ms.Jones ifthe moral 

agentis Latina and like Ms.Rodriguez has experienced the ubiquitous discrimination 

against personsofcolor in the United States. Obviously people have different 

experientialframesthat are influenced,among otherthings,by culture,nationality,socio 

economic class,and the ambient biases and ideological configurations that affectthem. 

Given that we may share experientialframes more strongly with some distant individuals 

than others,there is a strong pull toward the conclusion that we can empathize with some 

far-removed individuals or groups ofindividuals better than others(contra Noddings, 

who suggests that indirect empathy is not morally pertinent at all). 

The barriers affecting our ability to empathize with an adult acrosstown may be 

no greater than those obstacles presented by the age gap between parents and their child. 

In all cases,there will be differencesthat make perfect identification impossible. 

Moreover,the presence ofa personal relationship,the sine qua non ofproper moral 

empathy according to Noddings,does not guarantee deep understanding or fair 

determination ofanother's needs. Itcan and often does interfere with understanding for 

the other,perhaps because intimacy makes us vulnerable and raises our defenses,or 
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because poor communication skills lead to a build up oftension and resentment,or 

because old dysfunctional patternsfrom childhood re-emerge. 

The complexity ofissues relevantto determining the likelihood ofan empathic 

connection is vast,and there are no easy answ^ers. Below I argue for five routes through 

which we can plausibly succeed in the indirect sense. Some ofthese are quite basic and 

address the fundamental mechanismsofthe empathic process itself. The unrefined 

definition ofempathy going into the discussion is: a process of'seeing through the eyes 

ofanother'to determine needs,enliven connective moral emotion,and recognize intrinsic 

value. 

(1)Through Story. The power ofstory to affect our lives should notbe taken 

lightly. Books change life-plans and directthe thoughts ofgreatthinkers and movers. 

There is considerable fermentin feminist circles surrounding the idea ofnarrative as an 

essential device toward imderstanding human decision-making,sense ofself,and 

worldview. Narrative could be said to be atthe heartofthe paradigm shift from 'justice' 

morality to an ethic ofcare,and the phrase "narrative ethics" is appearing more frequently 

in the pertinent philosophical literature. 

Understood in the broadest sense,stories can take manyforms. They can be 

written or spoken,fictional or nonfictional,and mighteven be told withoutlanguage as in 

the case ofa series ofpictures. Whatstories share is a certain structural template that 

includes a plot and athematic tension that is dealt with in one ofseveral ways. The kinds 

ofplots,themes and tension-resolutions are fairly limited in number,though by varying 
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the specifics within the general templates,there is alwaysthe potential for fresh twists 

and new ideas. Science fiction novels,for instance,are known for exploring different 

conceptions oftime,space,and technological achievement,sometimesfamously 

predating the actual invention as wasthe case with Jules Vemes'2000Leagues Under the 

Sea. Innovative or reform-minded political or moral systems can be experimentally 

introduced under the guise offiction(Charlotte Oilman Perkins'Herland,UrsulaK. 

LeGuin's The Dispossessed). Candid reactions to social injustices can be related 

forcefully(Ralph Ellison'sInvisible Man)and employed tofoment positive social change 

(Upton Sinclair,The Jungle). 

In the case ofnonfictional accounts,the basic mechanismsofstorytelling remain 

in placethough sometimes,for instance in the case ofan ongoing crisis,the final outcome 

has not been determined. Happy denouements cannotbe engineered,and the rectitude of 

the actors shades into the grey ofordinary albeit intricate life. Unbiased reporters and 

investigative researchers also tend to courtthe multiplicity ofvoices and perspectives 

relevantto a given eventand so often tell many related stories. For example,the target 

audience might gettwo orthree detailed,heartfelt accounts ofthe merits ofkeeping the 

Confederate Flag flying overthe state capitol building in South Carolina. 

Whatis nearly indisputable,except atthe skeptical level ofsolipsism is that 

stories can expand our awareness ofhow others see the world,in a sense thrusting the 

reader into a kind ofempathic engagement(DePaul[ref]). The viewpoint ofthe skillful 

author and the author's characters,crafted to possess their own personalities,becomes 
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available,permitting entrance into aone-way sharing ofexperiential perspective that 

mirrors the imilateral nature ofthe receptive empathic act. Ifthe reader's mind is open 

(or attentive,to use Tronto's language),this one-wayflow ofexperiential information can 

lead to an understanding ofhow other groups ofpeople view the world,even ifthe group 

in question is far removed in cultural or socio-economicterms. Itis hard for even an 

isolated white middle-class New Englander to peruse BlackBoy without gaining some 

insight into the lives ofthe victims ofracism and poverty. 

Narrative and virtuous sensitivity. MarthaNussbaum claims that reading certain 

kinds oftexts canimprove moral sensitivity and contribute to the developmentof 

virtuous character [ref.]. Although she has been accused ofelitism due to herfocus on a 

narrow range ofclassics,the idea ofliterature as a moralimpetus is soimd. Ifwetake a 

relatively accessible work,such as The Jungle,there's much plausibility in an approach 

that recognizes such muckraker material asa catalystfor greater awareness and positive 

social umest. Similarly,ifwe read atrenchant account,realistic and sensitively written, 

aboutthe global sexualtrafficking in women,revealing the horror as they experience it, 

we are that much closer to understanding their plight. A nonfictional investigation of 

probing quality(e.g.aNew York Times article)thatincludes testimony,history,fact,and 

philosophy can similarly incline usto develop asense ofthe need to alter conditions,and 

mightjar us into greater coimectedness and fellow-feeling with our distant sisters and 

brothers. 
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Through story,then,distant others can become notso distant. The term "distant 

other" seems almosta misnomerin certain cases. Consider,hypothetically,a 

documentary movie aboutthe plightofBrazil's campesinos,poorfarmers basically 

toiling under feudal circumstances and threatened by the avarice ofthe rich(as 17'*' 

century English peasants\vere threatened by the enclosure ofthe commonsfor economic 

purposes). Through a combination ofvisual and verbal impression,the viewing audience 

could be drawn,ifonly fora moment,into a sensation ofactually being in the presence of 

the sufferers. The sufferers remain individuals with whom we caimot enter into a 

personal relationship,nor can they recognize or reciprocate our care,but wefind 

ourselves caring nevertheless. Given the currenttechnological power ofthe multimedia 

to portray forcefully the plight ofothers,no matter their location,it is clear that"distant 

other" is aterm notto be misinterpreted as implying thatthere mustbe emotional 

distance,or distance in the sense ofdetachment,coolness,or uncaring onthe part of 

moral persons. 

Basicproblems:(i) The limits ofgeneralization. The above accountofempathy 

through story raises some basic problems. First,even ifit can extend to distant others, 

how broadly does empathy generalize? Does an attentive audience,affected by the sort 

ofdocumentary thatreveals the plight ofSouth American campesinos,become 

empathically engaged only with the sufferers in the movie,or do they gain insight into 

the experiential framework ofa larger group? 
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Thecommon sense answer is that the larger group is reached,albeit at a basic 

level ofhuman connectedness. It is notsimply the plightofthe several persons in the 

movie that becomesimportant and available,butthe plightofall those in the similar 

circumstance,whether thatincludes the village,the city,the province,orthe larger areain 

question. The excruciating suffering ofthefew becomes arepresentation allowing a 

glimpse into the condition ofmany others notpresent in the documentary. 

Underlying this group-oriented empathy is the basic claim that humans,even 

across culture,are in a significant and large partthe same,and similar circmnstances will 

affect members ofthe same group similarly in certain fundamental ways. Ifit is painful 

for one campesino family to lose their livelihood due to the ability ofmultinational 

corporationsto undersellthem(e.g.by using "green technology," pesticides,chemical 

fertilizers,and genetically altered crops),then other families in the same circumstance are 

likely to be pained in acomparable way\ Moreover,those ofusin the West,who 

supportthe multinational corporations by purchasing their products,can nevertheless 

empathize with the distant poorfarmer once we see the documentary because ofthe basic 

premise ofhuman similarity. 

3 The agribusiness industry,offering the fairly standard corporate utilitarian line,claims that green 
technology,even ifbad for individual smallfarmers,is beneficial overall because it increases the efficiency 
ofgrain production and so allows more people to be fed in a world ofever-increasing population. This 
ignores the factthat politico-economic dynamics that worsen the lacuna between rich and poor are more to 
blame forfamine than actual lack offood(indeed,right now there is enough food on the planetto feed 
everyone a3000 calorie a day diet). In any case,we can empathize forthe campesinos who lose their land 
and face a cruel migration to urban slums whether or nottheir displacement can be morallyjustified by 
corporate ends-justify-the-means dogma. 
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(ii)Solipsism. There is ofcourse the skeptical objection to this premise ofhuman 

sameness. In its harshestform it clings to the Cartesian-style argumentthat we cannot 

see through another's eyes at all,no matter how close they are to us,because the simple 

fact is thatthe only mental states we can directly contact are our own,and itfollows that 

others mightbe automatons. Wecannotbe sure,and this status oflessthan absolute 

certainty impels the conclusion that we cannotexperience as another experiences,even 

partially,when we take onthe empathic role. 

Atthe metaphysical level there may bea problem ofknowing whether other 

people exist(this is a contentious issue in itself,butI accede to the pointfor the sake of 

argument). However,the applied ethicist is willing to acceptsome empirically and 

inductively based assumptions:namely,that other people do exist,and furthermore that 

our similarly ofbody,constitution,physical means oflocomotion and environmental 

interaction,and our commonalties informs ofsocial behavior even across wide cultural 

divides,lead beyond areasonable doubtto the conclusion that human phenomenologies 

are not bizarrely different; it is not as ifeveryone but me experiencesthe world asa 

mosquito or a squirrel or somejabberwocky creature that exists on thefar-removed planet 

Wonderland. 

Ashumans,similarly configured and behaving,evolving onthe same planetin the 

same gravity,with almostthe same atmospheric pressure and atmospheric chemical 

composition,with the same 24-hourrotation cycle,experiencing the same sorts of 

commonplace things like trees,birds,sunlight,moonlight,wind,rain,and so on,it is 
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clear beyond practical doubtthat weshare an epistemic framework that allows oneHomo 

sapienssapiens to understand the mental life ofanother,sometimes only roughly yet 

sometimes very sensitively. The skeptic can doubt it and appeal to outrageous 

possibilities,butapplied ethicists,disturbed by the ivory-tower tendency ofacademics to 

dull to social ills, accept certain premises that are notcontroversial in the carrying out of 

daily living,including political,social,and economicfunctions. (Think how absurd it 

would be to even broach the topic ofsolipsism in the Senate or the Supreme Court or the 

World Court ofthe United Nations;such remote philosophical puzzles are completely 

umnteresting when we struggle withthe magnitude ofkeeping an ever-growing 

population from egregiously harming themselves and the planet Earth.) 

(Hi)Solomorphism. The skeptic may balk at my references to solipsism and may 

argue in this more subtle fashion: Theissue is not whether other people exist butto what 

extentI can receive their experiencesinto myown consciousness. It is in fact absmd to 

think thatI can share mental life with another,continues the skeptic. By clearing my 

mind and attempting to receive,I merely project myown version ofreality. So,as 

anthropomorphism is a valid accusation againstsomeone who tries to attribute human 

characteristics to animals,plants,and rocks,we might consider the attempt atempathy 

with another human being whatI call'solomorphism';that is,seeing what we think we 

should see and nottruly whatthe other is feeling orthinking('morphism'indicating that 

others' perspectives are distortively transformed to fit the preconceptions ofthe 

individual or'solo'agent). The claim is notthat other humans mightnot exist but, 
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instead,thatthe barriers separating one mental life from another are so great that empathy 

is doomed to be an unrepresentative speculation on another's perspective. 

Whatthis objection amounts to is the claim thatempathy is projection without 

true reception,whereas care ethicists,such as Noddings,are unhappy with the traditional 

definition ofempathy as projection and insist that it is entirely a receptive process 

(Noddings 1984,30). For Noddingsand others,empathy is receptive because not only 

the existence but also the fimdamental similarity ofother persons is indisputable. IfI 

grantthat others feel pain asI experience it—and the match need not be perfectto 

generate similarity—then when I see another grimace after putting a hand in the fire,I 

acceptthe other's actual state ofmind asofthe sortthatI can experience. I can thus 

understand whatthey are going through quite well based on my painful encounters with 

excessive heat. Hence,the skeptic's shift from solipsism to solomorphism does not 

change matters;the applied ethicist is simply willing to accept as a premise whatthe 

skeptic,in either case,would dispute:thatthe mental lives ofhuman beings are at least 

roughly similar,enough to allow a significant understanding ofwhat others go through 

whenthey experiencejoy,pain,sadness,hunger,sexual excitement,and so forth". 

In the next section,"through representation" and the one afterward "through self-

history,"I explore the nature ofempathy and argue that it is neither wholly protective nor 

4 Thefactthat humans are similarly constituted such that accurate empathy is possible does notguarantee 
an easy road to thatachievement. In the last section ofthis chapterI discusssome ofthe pitfalls and perils 
thatinterfere with the exercise ofempathic skill. In the end,I hope to impress upon the reader thatgood 
empathy is difficult and requires knowledge ofone's iimer states,including one's biases and psychological 
defense mechanisms. Such aself-exploration could involve much psychic pain and travail. 
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wholly receptive. Given the premise ofhuman alikeness(HAP),we do in asense receive 

what another individual is going through when we hear their story or see their behavioral 

cues. Nonetheless,to understand whatthe other experiences we refer to ourown 

experiences—my experience ofburning my hand in aflame allows meto better 

understand the other's experience. In this sense,how well weknow ourselves affects 

how well we can getin touch with another's situation. There is a projective elementin 

that my states ofmind are used to represent your states, butthe empathic projection is 

receptive because,ifI am attentive,I can use empathy to getin touch with your 

orientation accurately and in somefashion'see through your eyes.' The process is best 

described as one ofmatching,notone ofprojection or reception. My mental states are 

capable ofmatching yours(orI can imagine yours)to a significant degree ofaccuracy ifI 

am attentive. 

(2)Through representation. In this section and the next,I explore the waysin 

which we can use ourown life-experience to getin touch with what other persons are 

going through even ifthey are distant or not personally known. Thefocus here is onthe 

general level at which all humans could be said to share fundamental similarities(given 

the HAP)whereasthe discussion ofpersonal history to follow ties specific people 

togetherthrough shared hardship that is limited to certain groups or socio-political 

contexts. 

Asdiscussed,it would seem thata minimallevel ofself-awareness or self-

empathy is necessary to empathize with others,ifonly because sharing the other's 
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perspective requires having some healthy understanding ofthat perspective. Ifwe do not 

reach into our own pains and sufferings,feeling them honestly,our information aboutthe 

affective state ofothers is limited by intemal blinders. Someone in denial,for instance, 

notfully aware ofhow suffering affects their own psychology,cannot attentively and 

responsively meetthe suffering ofothers. An abusive husband,tortured by memories and 

self-denigrating thoughts that derive jfrom dysfunctional childhood pattems(patterns that 

perhaps involved abuse on par with that currently being inflicted),refusing to face the 

pain generated bythose memories and thoughts,cannotuse empathy to connect properly 

with his battered wife's terror,shame,and self-loathing. Ifhe did so,he would have to 

face his own demons,something he is unwilling to do. 

Conversely,someone who has introspected,through meditation,group 

exploration, writing,art,therapy,discussion,or other methods,and heard the voice of 

their own pain reaching up through the multi-levels ofconsciousness that depth 

psychologists arejust beginning to understand,has a better grasp ofhow someone else 

can feel. The claim that one can achieve understanding ofothers and,additionally, 

compassionthrough a difficultjourney ofself-awareness is notrevolutionary butrather 

hails back to ancient practices thattake modemform in,for example,Westem-styled 

Buddhism: 

Whatwefind as we listen to the songs ofour rage or fear,loneliness or 
longing,is thatthey do notstay forever. Ragetumsto sorrow;sorrow 
turns to tears;tears mayfall for along time,butthen the sun comes out. A 
memory ofold loss sings to us;our body shakes and relives the momentof 
loss;then the armoring around thatloss gradually softens;and in the midst 
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ofthe song oftremendous grieving,the pain ofthat loss finally finds 
release... 

Somehow,in feeling our own pain and sorrow,ourown ocean oftears, 
wecome to know that ours is a shared pain and thatthe mystery and 
beauty and pain oflife cannot be separated. This universal pain,too,is 
part ofour coimection with one another,and in the face ofit we cannot 
withhold ourlove any longer.(Komfield 1993,43) 

Itseemsimpossible to give a deductive and conclusive proofthat honest self-exploration 

leads to compassion and understanding for others;in fact,the conclusion probably does 

notfollow from the premises. Butthe kind ofthinking in the above citation resonates 

with many ofus,for itseemsthat ifweface our owntorments and cometo some sortof 

cathartic resolution,we are likely to have compassionfor ourselves;our struggle becomes 

a hero's struggle,and this very understanding gives us courage and insightto continue the 

journey. Furthermore,given the HAP,which mostall ofus accept axiomatically(and 

which all ofus acceptin action whether we purportto believe it or not),ifwe seeom own 

struggles as indicative ofa heroicjourney,we are likely to see others'struggles in a 

similar light. Then others become heroestoo,perhaps fallen,perhapsflormdering, 

perhaps progressing,yet heroes nevertheless who like ourselves generate compassion. 

Take the example ofthe abusive husband above. Suppose he comesto face his 

internal anguish and realizes that he has from early childhood beenfaced with forces that 

could beimderstood metaphorically as monsters. Suppose he comesto see himselfas 

temporarily defeated by those forces,and yetby facing them now he sees himselfas 

newly resisting. He sees himselfno longer as a monster but as astraggler in a harsh 

world,and this gestalt shift,from observed monstrosity to humanity,sparks compassion 
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and the beginningsofself-valorization. Henow has insight into the nature ofthe human 

condition,and can better understand how his mind coped with conflict both before and 

after his honest exploration(such an exploration would mostlikely be carried out in a 

therapeutic setting or with the help ofpsychology books and encouraging fnends). 

Atthe mostgeneral level,then,I propose the following argument:When we 

honestly introspect,breaking through barriers ofdenial and fear(as an abusive partner 

might,or an alcoholic,or someone who has notfaced their sexist or racisttendencies)we 

can see ourselves in a candid light as similar to a hero(perhaps along the ancient 

transcultural mythologicaltheme investigated by Joseph Campbellin his classic work 

The Hero with a ThousandFaces). Seeing ourselves asa hero tendsto invoke 

compassion. And when werecognize ourselves asa hero,we are driven to recognize 

others as heroes(fallen,floundering,or progressing)due to the universality ofsuffering 

and the difficulties and injustices oflife that make it inevitable. Hence,through difficult 

intrapsychic sojourning,we can view even distant others with compassion and gather 

insight into their experiences oftravail and torment. 

Somefeminists might objectto my usage ofthe hero metaphor dueto its 

aggressive masculine connotations. Gilgamesh,Beowulf,and Achilles,heroes in some of 

the earliest dramatic writing,were violent and even cruel,yet valorized and presented as 

the standards ofexcellence. Thetrend ofassociating the hero with the strong militaristic 

male continues to this day in theform ofmonolithic characters such asthose played by 

Sylvester Stallone and Arnold Schwartzenegger. 
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Certainly the hero image isjust one ofmany possible evocative labels providing 

direction,and I don't mean to proclaim that it is the only one that can promote healing(it 

can,obviously,be very destructive ifimproperly used to advance callousness and 

bellicosity). However,I like to think that my employmentofthe term is areclamation for 

the purposes ofempowerment,similar to the fashion in which lesbian activists reclaimed 

the word "queer." Note for examplethat in Greek legend Hero wasa woman whose 

courage concerned matters oflove and passion,not war or killing. One could counter 

that Hero did nothing heroic in committing suicide when her lover Leander drowned in 

the Hellsport. The retort is that maybe she did,butthe accounts ofthe myth wehave 

focus on Leander's prowess atswimming. Asa priestess ofVenus,Hero's decision may 

have been very difficult and ethically motivated(Edith Hamilton's account has Hero 

committing suicide only after she buries the body ofLeander,leaving time between his 

death and hers for reflection(1969)). Perhaps,as in the case ofAntigone,who defied a 

warmngfrom Creonthatshe would be killed ifshe buried the corpse ofher brother,Hero 

should be praised for her conviction and passion,not marginalized as someone 

performing an impetuous,irrational act. 

Campbell notes thatthe first great hero myth in Western culture wasthe Sumerian 

adventure ofInanna,Goddess oflife and creation,whojourneyed to the underworld 

kingdom ofher sister Brishkigal(the myth is a precursor to the tale ofOrpheus and lacks 

the violence and bloodshed ofthe Odysseantheme). Another influential and evocative 

female hero is Psyche,best portrayed in a substory within Apuleius' The Golden Ass. 
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Erich Neuman,afamous Jungian psychologist,wrote a classic book on Psyche's 

adventure and its effect on the Western mind. Like Hero and Inaima,Psyche is not 

concerned v^th attaining honorthrough gory battle. Her battle is to attain love,and her 

legacy is artistic, spiritual and psychological: 

Thetriumph ofPsyche's love and her ascension to Olympus were an event 
that has profoimdly affected Western mankind fortwothousand years. 
Fortwo millenniums the mystery phenomenon oflove has occupied the 
center ofpsychic development and ofculture,art,and religion...It has 
broughtgood and evil,butin any event it has been an essentialfermentof 
the psychic and spiritual life ofthe Westdownto the present day.(1956, 
139) 

These hero images ofwomen are no doubtimperfectin the sense ofproviding liberation. 

Psyche,for example,exhibitsfeminine characteristics thatcan be partofan oppression-

fostering weak role,and the association ofwomen with matters oflove has been used to 

keep them from the'hard'pursuits ofbusiness,politics,and science. Onthe other hand, 

the female hero image beginsto transcend the stereotypes by empowering womento take 

potent roles that placefemale actors on center stage,not atthe periphery where they 

provide enshadowed assistance to a glorified adventurous Hercules or Rambo. It is a 

form of"dissident speech,"I think,to couple the word hero vdth the actions ofwomen, 

for in so doing atransgendered character is created,one that pullsfrom both the 

masculine and the feminine repertory oftraits,thereby creating anew category that could 

be refreshing for people ofany sex. 

Limitations ofrepresentation. Despite the power ofcomparing the experiences of 

selfto others and drawing connections—a method atthe heartofempathy—there is a 
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potentialfor exaggerating the benefits. Environmentalist proponents ofDeep Ecology, 

for example,argue thatthe self,assuming an ego-transcendentform,can"expand" by the 

process of"identification" and thereby subsume other living beings into itself. The effect 

is so enlightening that conventional morality falls away: 

I can experience this... sense ofselfthatincludes myfamily and friends, 
other animals,physical objects,the region in whichI live,and so on. 
When this happens,I experience physical or symbolic violations ofthe 
integrity ofthese entities as violations ofmy self,and I am moved to 
defend these entities accordingly...This has the highly interesting,even 
startling,consequence thatethics(conceived as being concerned with 
moral"oughts")is rendered superfluous! The reason for this is thatifone 
has a wide,expansive,or field-like sense ofselfthen...one will naturally 
(i.e.,spontaneously)protectthe natural(spontaneous)unfolding ofthis 
expansive self(the ecosphere,the cosmos)in all its aspects. (Fox 1995, 
217) 

This is the arrogantextreme,the godlike version ofcontacting another and'seeing 

through their eyes.' The selfgets bigger and bigger,others become parts ofit and their 

condition is fully assimilated such that moral dialogue need notoccur. Since the heart of 

the expansion ofselfis identification,and identification is finding "commonality," and 

commonality is "the deep-seated realization that all entities are aspectsofa single 

unfolding reality"(p.231),listening skills and empathy become inferior to the more 

esotericforms ofgaining lofty truth. The"personal" aspectofrelating to others is 

superseded by "ontological" and "metaphysical" identification,which are represented by 

Zen(a highly abstracting form ofmeditational practice)in the first case and cosmological 

science(quantum physics,et al.)in the other(p.250). 
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Feminists whofocus onthe powerofidentification to connect with others do not 

entertain such grandiose hopes. They do not propose that empathy can betransformed 

into or replaced by science or ontologically oriented meditations,nor thatthese two 

disciplines can lead to an enlightenmentthatrenders ethics superfluous. Retaining a 

sense ofmodesty that acknowledgesthe inability ofone person to know all the right 

answers,care-oriented feminists recognize the limits ofattentiveness and responsiveness. 

Moralempathy is nota cure all; nor is it capable ofgrasping the entirety ofthe relevant 

perspectives ofothers;nor does it, despite its intercormecting aspects thatform the basis 

for spiritual harmony,proclaim that we can become omniscient godlings nestled in om 

own private centers ofthe "single unfolding reality." 

ValPlumwood criticizes the Deep Ecologists for ignoring the differences between 

beings with intrinsic value. While there are no doubt similarities between me and 

someone in Africa,it is condescending to posit perfect identification based on those traits. 

Both similarity and difference mustbe acknowledged,according to Plumwood,ifwe are 

to interact properly in a moral community(1993). 

(3)Through self-history. It is straightforward that humansshare a great many 

similarities as manifested,furst,in body shape and function,and,secondly,in 

environmental understanding asin thecommon acknowledgementofthe existence of 

such things as rocks,rivers,the sun,and so forth. This shared foimdation allows,to a 

significant extent,the possibility of'seeing through another's eyes.' 
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The possibility ofunderstanding whatanother person is going through,moreover, 

is magnified when the commonalties go beyond the basic level to shared life experiences 

ofspecific kinds. Two women experiencing sexual harassmentin the same Nissan 

factory share much more than the experience ofbeing human. Their oppressive situations 

overlap to such an extentthat empathy becomes easier and capable ofgreater depth 

(barring extenuating factors,such as animosity between the two workers). Ofcourse,life 

and personality are too complex to allow simple statements like 'similarity ofexperience 

leads to greater empathy'to be morethanrough guides. Generally speaking,however, 

similarity will contribute to mutual understanding. It is commonplace for those in like 

circumstances to bond orengage in group solidarity,and it is not unreasonable to 

attribute this social phenomenon in partto greater levels ofshared understanding between 

group members. 

Castle-worlds. To clarify the picture ofempathy Iam presenting and to 

demonstrate how one's own history can lead to a better understanding ofthose with 

similar histories,I introduce a simple analogy in which ahuman being is likened to a 

castle and its surrounding grounds,acastle-world for short. Thisrudimentary model is 

not meantto exhaustthe waysin which humans can be pictured,nor is it an attemptto 

enter into the complexities ofthe philosophy ofmind exceptin the very limited sense of 

portraying a certain way ofunderstanding empathy. Note,though,that it is notmy 

purpose here to initiate afull-blown conceptual analysis,nor is such necessaryfor my 

basic point; thata model exists whereby it appears plausible that wecan have empathy 
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for distant others. 

Castle-worldsandthe HAP. Ifahuman is considered like a castle-world,then the 

exterior ofthe castle is the empirically observable,and the interior is the psychological-

phenomenologicalrealm that cannot be directly accessed by observers. The grounds 

constitute the social and enviromnentalforces that affectthe castle. Given the Human 

Alikeness Principle,wecan postulate that all or most all castles are roughly the same in 

exteriorform and importantly most all are known beyond a reasonable doubtto be 

roughly similar internally(parity ofbrain structure—where brain structure is an 

empirically observable fact—seemsa strong supportfor this point given the correlation 

between brain and mental activity). Ata very basic level,it is reasonable to generalize to 

mostofthe castlesfrom the consideration ofjust one. 1 have ten toes,so others have ten 

toes,1 move by walking,so others move by the same sophisticated process ofwalking,1 

feel pain so others feel pain,and so forth. 

There is a danger here,though,ofcreating invidious categories,iffor examplethe 

HAP is used to discriminate against handicapped persons. But,importantly,the principle 

does notembrace any one criterion as the essential componentofhumanity yet instead 

brings into accountthe multitude oftraits that are relevant and so operates in terms of 

Wittgensteinian family resemblance. TheHAP brings personsin wheelchairs together 

with those who aren'tinto one category ofalikenessforthe similarities outweigh the 

differences;the general contours ofthe body are still very similar and the brains are 

identical in basic structure. Also importanthere are the similarities in life patterns, 
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similar feelings(e.g.joy),experiences(e.g.sexual relationships),and environments(e.g. 

the sun,moon,stars). 

TheHDP. Another danger is thattheHAP could be used notto overly separate 

butto overly conflate—the handicapped person's distinct perspective and needs might be 

assimilated into a broader class ofhuman needs and thereby not give fully moral 

consideration. It is easy for those Avho walk to ignore the fhistrations ofthose in 

wheelchairs,the biases they endure,the frustrating(mis)placementofcurbs and stairs, 

especially ifwe are all simply considered'equal'or alike. 

It must be remembered thatthe HAP only applies atthe general level. It is 

introduced to highlightthe possibility ofempathy for eventhose persons vastly removed 

from ourown specific history and culture. AsPlumwood and Benjamin argue, 

recognizing differences as well as similarities is crucial in the mutually empowering 

relationship. To underscore this point,I introduce the Human Difference Principle 

(HDP),which claims thatthere are morally relevant differences between persons. 

Whereasthe HAP claims we are all alike,the HDP claims we are notalike. Thisis not 

inconsistent because the two principles apply at different levels. TheHAP narrowly 

targets the general level,whereas the HDP dives into the bewildering diversity ofspecific 

context. Following Benjamin's train ofthought,I postulate that healthy moral 

interactions retain a dialectic between similarity and difference,HAP and HDP, 

maintaining a dynamictension rather than seeking resolution by creating absolute 

categories(superior/inferior,master/slave,cultured/primitive,etc.). 
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The role ofself-history in empathy. Wecan refer to our own state ofhumanness 

to understand others ona general or a specific level. On a specific level,ifmy personal 

history includes starvation,or sexist oppression,or a terrible accident,or the tragic death 

ofaloved one due to drinking or misuse ofguns,then barring complications I can relate 

better to others who have suffered in the same way. Using the castle-world analogy, 

saying that my self-history is like yours is like saying that my castle has a peculiar pattem 

ofdesign that matches yours,and so we can understand each other better than someone 

who has never encountered such a pattem ofdesign. Although the person who has never 

encoimtered it mightbe able to imagine it fairly well,it is notthe same as actual 

experience. 

Perhaps you and I have both stmggled with alcoholism. The interior ofour castle 

will share a similarity beyond the basic human template.Ifwe representthis further 

similarity as,say,a series ofspiraling staircases,then,although I cannot directly see into 

your castle(though I can observe the exterior and the grounds),Iknow it contains 

spiraling staircases like the ones in my castle,and the link between us is enhanced. 

Someone withouta spiraling staircase in their castle can imagine what it mustbe like,and 

perhapsthereby attain considerable empathy(perhapsthey have acurving staircase, 

representing an obsession,from which they can interpolate),but it is notthe same as 

having the spiraling staircases. 

This is notto say thatmy spiraling staircase and yours are identical. Surely there 

will be differences in architecture and additionally the surrounding constructions may be 
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radically different. ButI have more in common with youin this one respectthan 

someone who,for example,has only straight corridors in their castle. In this fashion, 

humanscan match at levels beyond the mostgeneral,where similarities and differences 

startto manifestin full. These more precise matches in experience,asthey accumulate, 

tend toward an increased potential for understanding. This is notto say thatshared life 

experiences necessarily lead to ^eater empathy(e.g.an alcoholic who is in denial is 

unlikely to empathize with other alcoholics),only thatin conditions ofattentiveness they 

enhance the possibility of'matching'between the caregiver and the care-receiver. 

SupposeI have experienced famine as aresultofwar,like many European 

survivors ofWWII. This experience affects my castle grounds,my exterior,and myinner 

architecture. Now,by watching films,reading newspapers,searching the web,and so on, 

Ileam aboutthe suffering ofpersons starving in Ugandaasaresult ofintemecine 

conflict. Is it notfeasible to suppose thatI will feel,or recallfrom memory,a painful 

state that partially describes whatthe Ugandan is feeling? It will not be the exactsame 

state. Thetechnology does not yet existfor meto literally plug into others' heads and see 

through their eyes astwo computers mightshare data. It is notthe same pain butit is of 

the same quality,for drawing upon my experiencesIsummon a state thatreaches outto 

the distant sufferers and captures a significant partoftheir misery. Using the castle-

world analogy,because my grounds and exterior and inner world partially match those of 

the Ugandans,I can generate a condition ofmind that is relevantly like theirs,though it 

will not be as vivid and brutal as whatthey are going through,butrather a vicarious or 
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imaginative approximation. I am not literally seeing through their eyes,butthe 

experience is shared,both I and they experiencing facets ofit atthe sametime. 

The castle-worldanalogyandempathicparadoxes. The castle-world analogy 

also allows an analysis ofthe circumstance that,in some cases,we can empathize with 

others withoutknowing ourselves well at all;that is,seeing through another's eyes does 

notseem to require meticulous introspection. Such aclaim seems partially right but also 

partially wrong. It is rightinsofar as empathy can take a broad form that allows basic 

recognition ofother's sorrows andjoys(corresponding to the general similarities between 

all castles), yet wrong insofar as it overlooks the value ofdeeper phenomenological-

psychological experience in relating to others'perspectives. 

For example,feminist consciousness-raising requires facing the painful revelation 

that one has been living a lie,that society has two-levels,one which manifests atthe 

superficial level ofcheery contentment(e.g.,the June Cleaver syndrome)and another 

which uses this cheery contentmentto manipulate.Perhaps no one better describesthe 

metamorphosisofconsciousness-raising than Sandra Bartky,whose eloquent 

articulations I can hardly dojustice here. Yeta sliver ofher writing givessome credence 

to the contention thatsomeone living in a sexist society who has notundergone 

consciousness-raising is going to have a difficulttime empathizing with feminists: 

To apprehend myselfasa victim in a sexist society is to know thatthere 
are few places where I can hide,thatI can be attacked almostanywhere,at 
anytime,by virtually anyone. Innocentchatter,the currency ofordinary 
social life,or acompliment("You don'tthink like a woman"),the well-
intentioned advice ofpsychologists,the newsitem,thejoke,the cosmetics 
advertisement—none ofthese is whatit is or whatit was. Each reveals 
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itself,depending on the circumstances in which it appears,as athreat,an 
insult,an affront,as areminder,however subtle,thatI belong to an 
inferior caste. In short,these are revealed asinstruments ofoppression or 
as articulations ofa sexist institution. Since many things are notwhatthey 
seem to be and since many apparently harmless sorts ofthings can 
suddenly exhibit a sinister dimension,social reality is revealed as 
deceptive. (1990,17) 

Unless the patriarchal social programming is cleared from one's gaze,one caimotsee the 

full depth ofthe predicamentofan angry/sad/horrified feministwho is unfulfilled in the 

traditional role ofhouse cleaning,PTA attendance,and nurturance ofspouse and 

progeny. 

Nevertheless,empathy is still possible to a useful degree. The housewife in the 

traditional role can empathize to the extentofrelating to the strong emotions ofthe 

feminist. The housewife mightfeel the feminist's anger yet-will nothave the meansof 

grasping its motivation. Ifopen-minded,she can recall an instance fi"om herown life in 

which she felt anger at being treated unjustly,and use that experience to relate to the 

feminist's ire. However effective thistechnique mightbe in providing common ground 

between thetwo,it is clearly notas powerfula linking tool as it would be ifboth parties 

had imdergone consciousness-raising. More will be said aboutimaginative techniques in 

the section on imaginative talent. 

The complexity ofempathy. The castle-world analogy brings outthe complexity 

offactors relevantin determining the likelihood ofempathic connection. There seem to 

be many layersto life that can affectthe architecture and landscaping ofthe castle-world. 

Firstly,there are the most basic levels ofanatomy,common environment(the sun,wind, 
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water,birds,etc.)and core behavior(eating,sleeping,pattern recognition,etc.)that most 

all humans share. After that,things rapidly diversify. For example,everyone living 

today shares the sametemporal slice. We are all circa-2000 creatures and mostofus are 

inundated by an increasingly homogenous culture ofconsumerism and rapid 

development. This is something we all share that makesempathy a bit easier between us. 

Other factors are gender role,cultural upbringing,personal proclivities,and so forth. 

Whatemergesis a vastly intricate picture that exceeds the power ofsimple 

prediction. You and I mightshare acertain feature in our castles,butthe rest might be 

bewilderingly different. In this case,our ability to empathize,even ifwe are fully 

attentive,contents itselfwith the more general levels. Ona more optimistic note,castle-

worlds are constantly changing entities,and positive modifications and additions can be 

had simply by reading books or watching movies. Two castle-worlds that are initially far 

apartcan be changed to match more closely. This can be ascomplicated a process as 

consciousness-raising,or it can involve a more simple kind ofsensitization. Peter 

Singer's classic AnimalLiberation created many vegetarians and launched a movement 

via graphic descriptions that made plain the horror oftorturing animalsforfnvolous 

purposes. Perhaps people were not only re-sensitized to their own internal architecture 

(i.e. their own ability to feel absolute agony)butimpelled to relate it to animal suffering 

as well. Some were convinced enough ofthe similarity between humansand animals that 

they radically changed their behavior,based ontheformula:Tfit is painfulto me,it must 

surely be significantly painfulto them.' 
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Adding to the complication,it is importantto note,again,that similarity is not 

sufficientfor empathy,and moreover dissimilarity is not going to preventthe possibility 

ofpowerfulformsofmatching,as the section below on imagination brings out. 

(4)Imaginative talent. In stereotypicalfashion,a mother's sometimes uncanny 

ability to know her child's mind is considered the epitome ofempathic contact. Ifthere is 

laudable empathy here,which Ithink is plausible in many cases despite the stereotyping, 

then how is it achieved? This is an interesting question because the mother and the child 

are very different persons. There does notseem to be much similarity and yetthe mother 

often quickly leamsthe child's personality and predilections and can determine with 

impressive accuracy the various needs,fhistrations,joys,and so forth that are partofthe 

vibrantand fast-paced process ofdevelopmental growth. 

Self-history,story,and general human samenesscan accountfor much ofthe 

phenomena. After all,the mother wasa child once,so herown self-history comes into 

play. Books,discussions with grandmother,and other narrative sources can offer helpful 

insights. Moreover,elation,sleepiness,hunger,and discomfort,to takejustafew typical 

states,are notjust hallmarks ofchildhood. A basic understanding ofthese phenomenon 

in ason or daughter is not extraordinary. 

Still,something more might be said ofthe mother's empathic insight. How,for 

example,does she use self-history to relate to her child? Is it asimple procedure oftrying 

to find close connections between the interior structure oftwo castle-worlds? Or is there 

a great deal ofhypothesizing and adjusting thattakes place? WhatI suggestis that we are 
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able to imagine successfully what others are feeling,thinking,or experiencing by using 

ourown experiences as a basis ofestimation. This process might be effective even when 

the caregiver does nothave much incommon with the cared-for. In this sense,empathy 

becomes much more than a procedure oftrying to find precise similarities between the 

lifestyles and personalities oftwo persons. It becomes a process ofimagination and 

exploration. 

Consider a hypothetical moral agent,arecovering alcoholic,trying to empathize 

with two persons;a neighbor who is also arecovering alcoholic,and the motherofa 

starving child in Africa. Empathy with the first person is perhaps much(though not 

entirely)a matter ofgrasping specific connections. Both the survivors wentthrough 

similar addictions and pattems ofdenial. Perhapsthey share the same cultural 

upbringing,the same setofreligious values,the same reactionfrom the community. In 

short,their castle-worlds contain a large number ofclose matchesthatfacilitate 

understanding. 

Empathy with the second person,the motherofthe starving child in Africa,is 

more(but not entirely)a matter ofimagination. The moralagent has atleastthree 

sources ofinformation: self-history,narrative,and basic human commonalties. Perhaps 

she has never experienced chronic hunger and can only put up as a personal similarity a 

short period offasting. However,perhaps she has experienced serious trauma and 

suffering that does not specifically relate but which nevertheless allowssome insight. 
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Assume that she had to endure the death ofa close friend who was killed in a car 

accident. Moreover,there is the experience ofalcoholism. 

The moral agent mightnow use this self-history,the information from afew 

narrative sources(e.g.newspapers,books and television),and the foundation ofgeneral 

human alikeness to engage in an imaginative empathic project. Sheimagines how the 

death ofa starving child might affect a motherin Africa,recalling how she felt when she 

lost her close friend. The situations are different:the bestfriend died unexpectedly in a 

car accident,while the motherin Afnca mustwatch her child slowly deteriorate. Our 

moral agentspeculates that maybefamine-afflicted mothers become dulled to their 

children's'emaciation so as notto go mad from perpetual anguish. It is hard to envision 

such a state ofrestricted response to the suffering ofone's child butthe moral agent 

remembersreading Elie Wiesel's Night,a book about Holocaust victims thatexamined, 

among other things,how and whythey became indifferentto the suffering ofrelatives, 

sonseven stealing life-sustaining bread from their fathers in the concentration camps. 

Again,the match is not perfect,but as more narratives and life-experiences are 

recalled a mosaic ofpsychological reactionsforms,one that lends understanding and 

sympathy to the plightofAfrican mothers. The moral agent mighteven use her own 

experience ofdull-mindedness,endured while she was drinking heavily,to relate to the 

deadened state ofawarenessthat could accompany chronic starvation and constant 

suffering. 

Fora well-to-do American,buffered from world strife in a middle-class suburb, 
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strong reproduction ofthe mental state ofa starving distant other would seem to require 

an almost supernatural or telepathic circumstance(though a documentary movie that 

shows actual scenes from famine-ravaged areas could allow a personal closeness). Butis 

a strong match necessary to feel another's suffering to a morally relevant degree? Onthe 

contrary,even with our bestfriends and loved ones,empathy is aflawed affair,and 

probably never approachesthe state ofperfect matching wherethe moral agent's mental 

representation ofthe cared-for's condition is entirely accurate. Even a mother's empathic 

understanding ofa child,the classic cliche,is no doubt significantly imprecise. 

(5)Chainsofcaring. Noddings uses her conceptofchains ofcaring to establish 

links from the moral agentto distant others, yet,as we have seen,she asserts thatsuch 

links can only create a preparednessto care,notinspire actual moral caring itself. 

Furthermore,such preparedness remains mired in the domestic sphere asindicated by 

Noddings'examples:teachers can link to future students through their current ones(is it 

thatthe current students'represent'future ones?),and afuture son-in-law can be linked to 

the potential care-giver bythe consanguineous fiancee. 

Noddings does notexplore the possibility that chains ofcaring can take us outof 

the domestic sphere into the broader contextofglobal society in all its social,economic, 

and political fiizziness. Yetnotonly can chains ofcaring take usfar abroad,they can 

form the basis ofgenuine moral care. They can do morethan simply usherin a 

preparedness to be morally caring. In the course ofthis Chapter,a case has been made 

that it is possible to have empathy for distant others,and ifchains ofcaring connect us 
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with distant persons with whom we canform an empathic link,they are more than mere 

predecessors ofethical contact;they are routes to the crucial contact itself. 

Chainsofcaring can also enhance empathy,though in themselves they do not 

seem sufficientto permit'seeing through another's eyes.' Nevertheless,ifone reads 

aboutthe horrible conditions in third-world sweatshops(or sees one ofthe presentations 

by CharlesKemaghan,Presidentofthe National Labor Committee,a popular figure on 

the campus lecture circuit)and soon afterwards,perhaps on aroutine buying foray,drives 

to the local mall only to discoverthe label"Made in Haiti" on aDisney garment,then the 

presence ofthe garmentcan be atangible sign ofthe horror. 

One realizes thatthe sewing ofsuch bourgeois-status clothing is conducted under 

Dickensian conditions,thatthe workers are treated with nothing approaching the dignity 

afforded a middle-class American,thatthey are denied basic labor rights,thatthey live in 

a state approximating Marxian alienation,thatthey are paid wagesthatcannot sustain a 

nutritious diet or healthy periodsofrecreation. Onelooks atthe smiling Mickey and 

feels revulsion. A connection to the horror is suddenly tangible and so is the link 

between the American consumer and the exploited Haitian(Filipino,Honduran, 

Pakistani,Chinese,etc.). A chain ofcaring is recognized,onethatspansthe globe yet 

nonetheless renders a distant other none so distant. The anonymous nameless Haitian 

who touched the Disney sweater thatthe moral person is nowtouching,whojoins with 

the moral person in a neocolonial system,is closer in some ironic sense than Ms.Jones 

who lives afew blocks downthe street. 
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Martin Luther King Jr.recognized the importance ofthe interconnectedness oflife 

in"A Christmas Sermon on Peace": 

It really boils down to this:that all life is interrelated. We are all caughtin 
an inescapable network ofmutuality,tied into a single garmentofdestiny. 
Whatever affects one directly,affects all indirectly. We are made to live 
together because ofthe interrelated structure ofreality. Did you ever stop 
to think that you can't leave for yourjob in the morning without being 
dependenton mostofthe world? You getup in the moming and go to the 
bathroom and reach overfor the sponge,and that's handed to you by a 
Pacific islander. Youreach for a bar ofsoap,and that's given to you atthe 
hands ofaFrenchman. And then you go into the kitchen to drink your 
coffee for the moming,and that's poured into your cup by a South 
American... This is the way our universe is stmctured,this is its 
interrelated quality. We aren't going to have peace on earth until we 
recognize this basicfactofthe interrelated stmcture ofall reality.(1986, 
254) 

Chains ofcaring are intimately wound into this global interconnectedness. And though 

we do notpersonally know the individuals who produce our soap or weave our clothes, 

we can have someidea oftheir toil(through story,general representation,self-history, 

and imaginative talent),and thatcan spark usto tme moralconcem and in many cases 

impelifnot obligate usto become involved in the greater processes ofcivilization which 

exist beyond our suburban constemations. 

While chains ofcaring cannotin themselves guarantee moral empathy they can 

fortify it and provide powerful evidence catalyzing stronger conviction and caring for the 

downtrodden. Chainsofcaring are causal networks ofintricate and multiple associations, 

sources and targets interacting repeatedly and shiftingly. When we infusethem with 

moral emotion,we become concemed with fostering the general well-being through 

sensitive participation in the great web oflife. 
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Conclusion 

Perilsandpitfalls. In this briefconcluding section I wantto emphasize how 

difficult it can be to become proficient atthe skill ofempathy. Wehave seen how 

parochialism can lead to callous nonaction,and how patemalism,epitomized by Kiplings' 

poem "The White Man's Burden,"can invalidate and even negate the humanity ofthe 

care-receiver. It also has become apparent,given the castle-world analogy,that persons 

who are notintouch with their own psychological dynamics will have trouble 

empathizing with others;in fact,deep empathy seemsruled outin such a case because the 

moral personsin question obviously cannotsummonto consciousness states that are 

blocked offfrom such access. The traditional housewife can'see through the eyes'ofthe 

feminist only vaguely,ifat all, because she has notexperienced consciousness-raising 

and mightbe highly resistantto going through such a painstaking process,ifnot 

outrightly hostile. 

The core obstacle toward engaging in proper empathy mightbe self-deception,a 

self-imposed lack ofawareness ofone'sown condition. In its strongest mode ittakes the 

form ofdenial. In contexts ofoppression,this could be denial by the master thatthe slave 

is fully human,denial by thepaterfamiliasthatthe spouse is fully,intelligent,or denial 

that animals can suffer or even think. In contexts less obviously tied to social forces of 

domination,denial can manifest,for example,in the repeated assertions ofalcoholics that 

they can quit wheneverthey wantand that their drinking is not partofa dysfunctional 

pattern despite clear indications,legal,work-and family-related,to the contrary. 
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Such self-deception in the service ofsexism or racism can egregiously skew the 

empathic process. While granting along with some psychologists that it mightbe 

impossible to completely escape intrapsychic deception(e.g.for Freud,the ego is 

inevitably deceptive),we might distinguish between those who have experienced 

consciousness-raising,and so are less likely to reinforce oppressive social mechanisms, 

and those who have not. The goal for the empathic agentthen becomesthe removalofa 

kind ofself-deception,the sortthat reinforces the subjugation ofcertain classes,cultures, 

and the female gender. 

Along the lines ofmuchfeminist analysis,such self-deception would take the 

form ofreinforcing dualistic thinking,the sortthat splits men from women,notonly 

creating aframework that admitsofonlytwo genders butcategorizing them,ifobject-

relations theorist are right,in terms ofa master-slave dialectthat derives from Hegelian 

thought(Meyers 1995;Benjamin 1988). Accompanying this radical divergence,which 

manifests in the psyche asthe defense mechanism of"splitting," is a mentality of 

commodification/objectification thatlinks the alienating and exploitive forces ofmodem 

capitalism with the creation ofa slave or passive class(Brennan 1993). The facility with 

which the American citizen consumes products draws strength from an organization of 

mind that configures interms ofsubject-object,master-slave,devourer-devoured. 

Given thatthis pathology ofsplitting exists(Lacan calls it a psychosis),one might 

distinguish between fully competentempathic persons and those that are still mired in 

patemal/parochial biases by reference to consciousness raising as it is gauged in terms of 
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escaping the delusory ontology ofmaster vs. slave. Those who see others as objects to be 

manipulated for self-gratification oflibidinous needs,or those who see themselves as 

objects to be so manipulated,play into a vast social conditioning ofdenial and 

oppression,exploiter and exploited,colonizer and colonized,and so are likely to see the 

other primarily in instrumentalterms;that is,the other is not viewed as Tike me'but as a 

contrast in a dialectic ofcompetition and conquest. 

To the extentthat we escape this subject-object orientation and operate in a 

subject-subject mode,we are able to see the other as both alike and different and so as a 

potential partner in mutuality—a state oftwo-way recognition that is validating and 

empowering to both parties. In this condition ofmutual growth,the powers ofthetwo 

persons involved work together,forming asynergistdynamicfor enhancement,rather 

than engaging in a struggle for control. 

It is important,then,to avoid whatcould be called slave empathy,which occursin 

the context ofthe subject-object polarity. The slave extends empathytoward the master 

yet only in a superficial way,for the slaves are in denial regarding their own personhood 

and see the mastersthrough a delusory lens that magnifiesthem into something 

suprahuman. In short,the castle-worlds,the psyches,ofthe slave and master cannotbe 

compared in acontext ofsimilarity,only one ofradical difference,so the empathy is 

hampered,partial,and dysfunctional. 

In contrast,subject-subjectempathy occurs vvith the imderstanding thatthere are 

similarities and differences between the two agents. Furthermore and crucially,both are 
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considered subjects and the hyperextensions ofmaster and slave are avoided entirely. 

Only in this context,withoutthe dualistic masquerade,can deep understanding flow 

between the parties involved. Other obstacles will no doubtremain(e.g. neuroses, 

cultural barriers,and other self-deceptions),butrecognition ofthe other as a subject'like 

me'is a good step toward mutually beneficial growth. Full recognition comes with a 

dynamic tension between the HAPand the HDP. Notonly is the other'like me,'that 

other is also different in important waysand those differences should be respected. 
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Chapter Six 
Other Factors in Moral Care 

The concepts ofmotivational displacement,recognition,energy limitation,self-

care,caring mode ofconsciousness,and the I-ought,all introduced in Noddings'work, 

play a role in the new version ofcare thatI am in the process ofdeveloping. In this 

chapter a place is carved outfor these concepts in the contextoflong-range care, 

completing the project ofbreaking awayfrom the domestic limitations that have become 

so thoroughly associated with women's ways ofthinking. The Noddingsian concepts 

mustbe modified somewhat,mainly by squaring them with Tronto's prohibitions and 

admonitions,butin large partthey remain true to the original ideas. A general metaphor 

that governsthe following discussion is this:Noddings discovered certain tools and 

illustrated how they could be putto work a certain way;Itake those sametools and show 

how they can be employed in another salientfashion. The overarching goal is the escape 

iBrom the traps ofparalysis and dualism,which as we have seen can cripple an ethic of 

care. 

(A)Motivational displacement. The idea ofmotivational displacement,never 

fully explored by Noddings,concerns a"motivational shift"—"my motive energy flows 

toward the other and perhaps...toward his ends"(p.33) In the most generalform, 

motivational displacement occurs when one is moved to help another not merely outof 

duty but because one cares in a deeper sense,though Noddings writes thatthe experience 

is"morethan afeeling." In chapterthree,I determined that motivational displacement 
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has an affective and ateleological component,and furthermore presents a danger:thatthe 

caretaker's goals will assimilate into those ofthe cared-for,resulting in the loss ofself-

determination. 

Given this account,it is straightforward that someone could experience 

motivational displacementtoward a distant other,and in factthere are everyday examples 

to verify the case,such as persons who evince genuine and impelling concern forthe 

starving in Ugandathough they have never been to that country. The affective 

attachmentin such cases is indisputable,and the sharing ofgoals transparently manifests 

in the behavior ofthe caregiver,who strives to end the suffering ofthe far away victim. 

No doubtsome persons,such as those who donate moneyforthe purpose of 

attaimng atax break,concern themselves with distant plights for purely selfish motives. 

And certainly many ifnot mostcharity-oriented Americans do notinvolve themselvesin 

the tribulation offoreigners to the pointofhardship. Noddings'conceptof"caring 

about," which portrays a rather feeble mode ofhelping,is broadly applicable to the 

narcissistic citizenry ofthe West. Butunless one resorts to cynicism,the case is clear that 

people can'care'in the affective sense forthose far away such thatthe caregiver's well-

being becomes wrapped up with addressing the well-being ofthe sufferer. Thefactthat 

most benefactors only engage in "caring about" does notfinalize the conclusion that deep 

modes offusing one's purpose and passion with distant others are impossible(sadly, 

however,the majority ofthe U.S.population does noteven reach the "caring about" 

level). No argumentforthe impossibility ofsuch profound commitmentcan stand 
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againstthe common-sense perception that praiseworthy ifrare individuals do succeed in 

achieving such a state. 

This naturally leads to the problem ofenergy and sacrifice. Does motivational 

displacementtoward distant others insure that one cannot properly care forfamily and 

friends? I argue below,under the topic ofenergy limitations,thatthe answer is no. 

(B)Recognition. Noddings claims that moral care cannottake place unlessthe 

recipient acknowledges,appreciatively,the efforts ofthe care giver,thereby providing 

feedback that sustains at least a minimally reciprocal interaction. As discussed,she 

places this claim in acontextthatlimits true caring to proximate others with whom the 

moral agenthasformed a personal tie. The critique in chapter three redirects her 

conclusion,demonstrating thatrecognition hasa central place in private-sphere 

interactions butnota necessary one;autistic,senile,or otherwise unresponsive 

individuals deserve and benefitfrom moral care. In this section,I demonstrate thatthe 

role ofrecognition in the political sphere is even more mixed. 

For instance,having determined that moral care is appropriate,there are many 

waysa person mightcombatstarvation in Uganda,few ofwhich mightever resultin 

personal contact with the beleaguered,let alone recognition. Donations,conscientious 

consumption,education offellow citizens,the prodding ofgovernment officials,voting, 

demonstrations—none ofthese requires recognition to be effective or to insure thatthe 

empathically motivated response is truly heartfelt and appropriate. The healing ofthe 

Ugandan community can begin withoutthe caregiver,in this case a citizen in the West, 
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everforming a personal bond. Hence,recognition in the Noddingsian sense mightnever 

take place,despite the presence ofempathic,compassionate,effective moral behavior. 

Ofcourse,arrogance and patemalism are always a danger,one that can be 

combated by open commimication between the caregiver and the receiver. Ifrecognition 

is realistically attainable,then it should be sought out,among other things,as a means of 

monitoring the quality ofinteraction. Desirability,however,does notimply necessity. 

Additionally,sometimesfeedback from the care-receiver can be misleading and 

must be taken warily. Iam thinking ofthe situation in which the care-receiver outrightly 

rejects or denouncesthe moral person trying to administer care. In many circumstances, 

this sortofrepudiation,or anti-recognition,should be taken asa serious groundsfor 

cessation,no matter how kind or well-intentioned the treatment. But,again,there is no 

necessary connection:anti-recognition does not entail that care should automatically 

cease. Care may notbe wrongheaded even ifthe care-receiver outrightly rejects it. 

A domestic scenario thatcomesto mind is thatofan angry adolescent who needs 

constructive direction. Suppose the adolescent acknowledges the care-giver who is 

performing the painful yetjustifiable task ofdiscipline in afashion that would notcount 

as proper Noddingsian recognition;that is, with profanity and denunciation. Is there no 

moral caring here? 

In a political context,there sometimes occur circumstances so wretched that 

recognition may notbe possible(even ifthe means are available to communicate openly): 

warfare,genocide,or massacre conditions that create severe post-traumatic stress 
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syndrome,disease orfamine that produces skeletal humans unable to supporteven the 

mostlopsided form ofreciprocation. Imagine persons so tortured and ashamed(perhaps 

tortured by shame)thatthey vehemently resist any offered assistance. In such cases, 

recognition or its opposite,rejection,should not provide the standard whereby care is 

deemed moral. 

There are other'grey-zone'scenarios thatshow the inadequacy ofrecognition asa 

necessary criterion. No doubtemancipation was notlooked uponfavorably by all slaves 

in the 19'*'century. Some would have rejected freedom,given the option. The question, 

then,is. Could it be morally caring to freethem anyway despite their rejection? The 

answer,based on certain ftmdamental considerations ofrights,is a qualified yes(keep in 

mind also the consequential issues: leaving some persons in slavery,even under 

comfortable circumstances,would foster the institution as an ever-presentthreatto the 

health ofsociety). 

Another case:We are back atthe year 2000ce and over 100 million women, 

mostly in Africa and the Middle East,suffer from "female genital mutilation," which in a 

presentform is mutilative in the extreme,consisting ofclitorectomy and removalof 

vulval flesh. This process is finalized bythe sewing together ofthe vaginal opening so 

thatthe wound heals into afused state thatleaves only atiny hole for menstruation and 

urination. Commonlythis atrocity takes place in an unsanitary environment with 

unsterilized tools. Atthe time ofmarriage the husband cuts his new wife open,assured of 

her virginity. 
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Suppose thata strong anti-mutilation campaign representing the majority ofthe 

population managesto wrest controlofthe governmentfrom conservative forces and 

outlaw the unconscionable practice. Furthermore,the new regime requestsforeign 

assistance toward the end ofenforcing the new legislation. Assume(very hypothetically) 

thatUS political leaders follow a care ethic and in this context decide to listen to the 

testimonies ofthe women affected by the recentruling. Mosttestify thatthey wantthe 

law,butsome protest such interference with their millennia-spanning sacred tradition. 

Withoutthe ritual their daughters will notfind husbands. And they are tired ofthe 

"colonization ofculture" carried outby imperialistic Westernideology. Whatshould be 

done? 

However uncertain the answer,the criterion ofrecognition does notprovide a 

clear direction. Ifthe USintervenes,there will be gratitude yet also loathing. A decision 

to provide assistance might be wellthought outand much discussed on an empathic and 

open-minded level,and yetrecognition could be said to be partial at best. Doesthe fact 

that many womenin the traditional role not only fail to recognize yetrepudiate the 

western intervention negate the appropriateness ofan ethic ofcare in this circumstance? 

To answer in the affirmative seemsacowardly retreatfrom the dizzying maze ofworldly 

imbroglios into the cozy shell ofsuburbanite insulation. 

(C)EnergyLimitation Thesis. So far the discussion ofindirect moral empathy 

hasfocused on overcoming the barriers ofdistance. Noddings,however,argues that 

energy as well as distance considerations rule outthe possibility oflong-range caring. As 
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wesaw,she asserts that caring for the starving in Africa leads to neglectoffamily 

obligations,the point being that it is simply too burdensometo meettwo sets ofdemands, 

domestic and distant,given the absorbing nature ofmotivational displacementand its 

tendency to increase toward specific individuals as obligation increases. 

Noddings'argumenttacitly relies on the premise that caring for one's children, 

spouse,anfnends is very muchthe same energy-wise as caring for a distant other. AsI 

argued in chapter three,a morally caring relationship,underthe Noddingsian scheme, 

mustbe a personal relationship complete with emotional ties and the kinds ofobligations 

that entails. Ifthe starving children in Afnca,due to an extension ofcaring,become little 

Maricela's brothers and sisters(in terms ofrequiring the sort ofcare demanded by a 

personal relationship)then the mother ofMaricela is suddenly the mother often million 

very needy youths. The result is madnessand impossibility. The energyframework at 

the heartofthis picture is one ofa singular mapping in which each person cared for is 

individually picked outand allotted a certain amountofa very finite store ofthe 

caregiver's emotional energy. 

The discussion ofmoral empathy in Chapter Five,however,highlighted the 

possibility oftwo sorts ofawareness,which mightin turn supporttwo kinds ofenergy 

transference. The empathic skills used by a parentto imtangle parenting dilemmas differ 

from those used to reach outto the third world. In both direct and indirect moral 

empathy,attentiveness and responsiveness are present; yet,importantly,thetwo kinds of 

empathy diverge in the degree to which the cared-for can be received into consciousness. 
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In relation to the castle-world model,the grounds,exterior,and the interior are much 

more accessible in relation to family members. This close empathic contact is liable to 

foster individual emotional bondsofthe sort Noddings envisions in her writing. In the 

context ofthe home,there is a clear limiton the caregiver's time and opportunity to 

scrutinize the behavior ofchildren. The energy mapping is one-on-one. 

When empathizing with distant others,there might be a large degree ofvagueness. 

The contact is profound yet generalizable. In opening ourselves to the perspectives ofthe 

starving,for example,we rely onthe axiomatic assumptionthat people everywhere 

conform to the general castle-world condition. In contrast,the situation at home—where 

greater accessibility accompanies a greater need to make subtle moral decisions in an 

ever-evolving,personalized climate—individual characters and predilectionscomefully 

into play. 

Dueto the more general nature oflong-range empathic contact,it is not 

commensurable with the subtle sensitivity displayed by,say,parentstoward their 

children. Since motivational displacement—the transfer ofconcem onto another—can 

emerge outofempathic contact,one mightspeculate thatthe kind ofmotivational 

displacementthatoccurs across distance can be ofa differentflavorfrom the domestic 

kind;that is,generalizable to a group and based moreon universal attributes than unique 

profiles. Mylovefor my children cannot be'spread out'to makea million emaciated 

youths into the equivalentofoffspring(energy limitations certainly preventloving a 

million personslike I love and care-for my children). Butmy heartfeltconcem for 
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someone slaving in a Haitian sweatshop can be expanded to encompass many such 

workers. Many can be apprehended as one,thus altering the energy equation. 

It appears that wecan empathize broadly and motivationally displace broadly if 

we stay at a general level ofhuman similarity. Noddings is wrong,then,to insinuate that 

caring forthe distant starving in Africa will require energy from moral persons in the 

samefashion thattheir children require energy. Thetype ofempathy,the kind of 

motivational displacement,and the sorts ofbehavior and strategies initiated to meetone's 

obligations are differentin thetwo cases. 

In addition to theoretical considerations,there is the straightforward empirical 

observation that caring for distant others and for one'sfamily atthe sametime is nota 

radical deviation fromcommon practice and is perfectly in line with common sense. 

Many people profess deep concern for distant others while raising afamily,notonly 

attending competently to their progeny but also writing to officials,protesting,educating 

others,and boycotting in regard to worldly matters. Thetwo goals,raising afamily and 

caring for distant others,can coincide,asfor example in the practice ofbuying products 

that are'sweatshop free'and informing one's children as to whythis is important. The 

children are edified,virtuous habits inculcated,and perhapsthe moral agentjoins in a 

larger processthat can eventually reduce some partofglobal civilization's senseless 

misery. 

Merely 'caring about"I A Noddingsian mightremark that purchasing politically 

correct clothing is only an indication of"caring about," notfull-blown moral care. 
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Noddings sees giving money to charity as"too easy," assuaging the heavy conscience yet 

failing to involve the moral agent in a motivationally displacing,engrossing,recognition-

validated emotional bond that allows the cared-for to "fill thefirmament." She might 

treat acts such as buying sweatshop-ffee clothing as similarly feeble efforts. 

Leaving aside the issue ofwhether "caring about"should be so roundly 

denounced(it seems arrogantfor Noddingsto issue acondemnation when ordinary 

practices ofcharity are a matter oflife and death for many people),Ifocuson another 

concern:Is it truly inconceivable thata middle-class American mightcommitto helping 

the far away poorin an arduous and heartfelt way? Can'tsuch acommitmentcoexist 

with love forfamily such that both spheresofconcem,public and private,receive ample 

attention? Behaviors geared toward helping distant others are not inevitably superficial. 

It is not merely"too easy"to reconfigure buying habits,to challenge the myopiaof 

relatives,friends,and the larger social institutions in which one is embedded,to suffer 

from their stubbornness,apathy,and recrimination,to sacrifice comforts,to increase the 

risk,however slightly,to the safety ofone'sfamily for a cause(I am thinking here ofthe 

protection provided by anSUV as opposed to the more environmentally friendly yet 

relatively unarmored Chevrolet Geo,and ofaconsumer's choice to purchase the latter for 

ethical reasons). WhileI do notdeny that moral persons can be superficial,self-serving, 

and hypocritical,the factremains that politically aware moral caring can be very 

demanding and requires courage,self-initiative,and serious lifestyle management(Unger 

1996;Singer 1990). 
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Moreover,the position that mostbehaviors geared to"ward helping distant others 

will be"too easy" and thus notcountas moral care ignores the factthat helping distant 

others is often nota separate issuefrom family concerns. "The personal is political," a 

well-known feminist maxim,challenges the separation ofcommunity and the larger 

world. Unenlightened,poor,or dead tired homemakersreinforce political and economic 

agendas all the time by consuming the products ofcorporate capitalism,by permitting 

television and computer entertainmentto massage their children's minds,by driving 

sports utility vehicles instead ofGeos,by patronizing McDonalds,by purchasing toy 

gunsfor their children,and so forth. Actions that at first seem solely relevantto family-

oriented care turn outto concem care for distant others as well. 

Andthough individuals and conununities often fall into unthinking habitsthat 

support negative forces,it is also possible for the immediate community to combine its 

well-being with the commonwealoflarger collectives. It is possible forthe family 

dynamic to support moral growth,awareness,and rectitude. Ifthe personal is political, 

parents can teach their children habits with broad implicationsfor society and the world. 

Vegetarianism and recycling,for example,help the environment,and conscientious 

buying can be partofatrend to eliminate reliance on exploitiveformsoflabor such as 

those that occur in the agribusiness or the textile industry'. 

1 A source book I recently used for an applied ethics class contained a list oftrend setters,including many 
persons with children,who had altered their lifestyles to provide asalubrious personal environment while 
simultaneously and symbiotically promoting sustainable living practices geared toward a global shift into 
ecological consciousness(Noltet al. 1998). 
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Noddings plays into a public/private dualism,failing to see the connections 

betweenthetwo spheres. She buysthe bromide that activity in one sphere is separate 

from that in the other,and as a consequence to operate in both realms at once requires a 

double-dose ofenergy. I do not deny that moral agents can exhaustthemselves quickly if 

they do notfocus their energy on a sliver ofthe reliefopportunities surrounding the 

exigent problemsofour times. However,attenuation offocus is not going to force retreat 

into domestic ignorance. 

Americans,at least,are probably morally required to involve themselves in 

transnational political issues dueto their complicity in the degenerative aspects ofthe 

current global system. Forexample,Americans have direct consumer links to three 

serious problematic commercial complexes:(a)Wal-Marts,K-Marts,malls and others 

that sell sweatshop-produced clothing;(b)supermarketsand otherfood distributors that 

sell the chopped corpses offactory-farmed animals and the produce harvested by 

exploited workers;and(c)Home Depots and other home-improvementretailers that sell 

the wood ofold growth forests(though Home Depotrecently acquiesced to protest and 

now claims that it will cease the sale ofsuch wood by 2002). 

Taking the step ofboycotting such products is notgoing to dismptfamily life 

dangerously,and it mightin fact provide edification. Itcan be a morally caring behavior 

thatinvolves the Trontoan procedures ofresponsibility,competence,attentiveness,and 

responsiveness—and also Noddingsian motivational displacement,as the following table 

(Table 6-1)brings out. The example ofenlightened purchasing,in fact,provides a 
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counter-example to the claim that moral caring for distant others cannotco-exist with 

appropriate care at home. 

Caring Skills in an Applied Circumstance: 
Laborers Who MakeOur Clothes 

Responsibility Through various sources ofinformation, 
media,newspaper,film,and so forth,the 
moral person learns ofthe plight ofthe 
workers,and through a narrative process 
decidesthatshe is responsible and should 
take moral action. 

Attentiveness The moral person clears the mind in 
preparation for empathic contact. She 
recognizes the sweatshop workers as 
persons with intrinsic value who are 
constituted 'like her' in their basic 

thoughts,feeling,and needs. 

Responsiveness The moralpersonimaginesor vicariously 
experiences part of the fimstration, 
monotony,anger,and pain that permeate 
the sweatshop factories. 

MotivationalDisplacement The life goals ofthe moralperson shiftto 
include the well-being of the distant 
worker. Genuine concern is felt for such 

individuals. 

Competence Avoiding paternalism and parochialism, 
the moral person does not becorne so 
involved in her family's issues that she 
forgets about the sweatshop workers. If 
she has the power to influence the 
situation strongly (e.g. she's a political 
player or leader in a relevant group),she 
acts so asto empowerthe workers,notto 
reducethemtodependentnonautonomous 
pawns. 
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(D)Self-care: responsibility to self. Caring for selfis an extremely important part 

ofa workable feminist ethic. Historically women have been'programmed'to become 

helpmeets,with the stereotype ofthe feminine nurturer—passive,empathic,all 

giving—reflecting this sacrificial role. Ifa care ethic demandsthata caregiverfocus 

preponderantly on others,especially others who do notreciprocate,then the well-worn 

dysfunctionalimage ofthe sacrificial mother reaps positive reinforcement,and the 

approach in question ironically imdercuts whatfeminists mostwish to promote:the 

liberation ofwomenfrom oppressive roles. Needless to say,the influence on a woman's 

self-esteem tendstoward the negative when her raison d'etre,stated or unstated,revolves 

around supportfor anyone but herself. The tacit message is thatthe cared-fors are more 

importantthanthe caregiverjust as the boss is more importantthan his secretary,the 

master moreimportantthan the servants,and the householder more importantthan the 

maid. Traditionally,those who receive attention are considered more special than those 

who give it,and ifa caregiver is constantly giving attention and receiving none,noteven 

from herself,the message is aresoimding "I matter only secondarily,as a useful 

appurtenance." 

Noddings'theory,as we have seen,with its emphasison obligations thatlead to 

more and steeper responsibility,engendersatar-baby effectthat can quickly paralyze 

caregivers,trapping them in the maternal always-give-never-take status. Butthe care 

ethic can avoid the over emphasis on expanding obligation to others that negates proper 
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self-care. I exploretwo avenues worthy ofpursuit in this regard;the conceptofminimal 

dignity and self-empathy. 

Minimaldignity. Minimal dignity is a principle-based consideration that places a 

strong prohibition on the kind ofcare that paralyzes care-givers and drivesthem into self-

debasing patterns ofperpetual attention to others. The main idea is that persons should 

be treated with at least minimal dignity and thatincludes self-treatment. Since sacrificing 

oneselffor others(in non-extraordinary circumstances),or vitiating one's own potential 

to flourish, violates the principle ofminimal dignity,such behavior is proscribed. 

Obviously,the self-sacrificing feminine role ofpatriarchalfame does notqualify as an 

extraordinary circumstance. Sacrificing one's health by donating organsto save lives 

mightbe an extraordinary circumstance in which the principle ofminimal dignity is 

trumped,but drowning one's dreams and crucifying one's potential in order to play an 

honored though ultimately auxiliary,demeaning,and subordinate role,a role thatfeeds a 

general pathology ofdominance,is quite another matter. 

Carol Gilligan's recent research poignantly underlines acommon shift of 

orientation that girls undertake in the patriarchal system. Until adolescence,they are 

confident,vibrant,and assertive,butaround age twelve a socially motivated 

transformation occurs;their self-esteem plummets asthey adaptto the standard story that 

they are less competentthan and should be subordinate to males(1992). Gilligan evokes 

the symbol ofIphigenia,the daughter ofKing Agamemnon(who was willing to sacrifice 
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her to the gods as an oblation for success at war)to symbolize the sacrifice ofthe 

American girl acculturated to trade her confidence for the mantle ofselfless inferiority. 

Application ofthe minimal dignity principle would prevent such asenseless 

commerce. Although,as with many other principles that are considered basic and 

fundamentally fair,to bring our actions truly into line with the edict would require a 

radical reworking ofthe social script that wefind ourselves habitually playing out(often 

against ourown will it seems)^. 

Self-Empathy. According to Clinchy,the clinical literature suggeststhat self-

empathy,or"intrapsychic empathy,""is a skill arduously to be learned,requiring 

discipline and practice,usually underthe guidance ofsome sort oftutor(a therapist, 

perhaps,or aZen master)."(1996,229) The implication is thatself-empathy is atleast as 

difficult as seeing through the eyes ofanother,aconclusion that Clinchy supports. It is 

not hard to imagine doors inside ourown castle that are difficultto unlock,outoffear, 

outofshame,outofpsychic torment,or because they are palisaded by socially instilled 

values(e.g. it is hard for some men to feel and express certain emotions because this 

means challenging their socially approved masculinity). Moreover,voices in our minds, 

the Critic orthe Evaluator,create a haze ofnegativity that clouds insightinto self. 

2My presentation ofthe minimal dignity principle intentionally drawsfrom the style ofdeontic 
philosophers,for I wantto push the boundaries on the style oflanguage with which care is normally 
discussed. Talk ofduty and rights is traditionally associated with Kant,who in turn is commonly taughtto 
students as the champion ofrationality and as no friend to partial decision-making(based on love, 
preference,or other affective sources ofdirection). However,as I argued in Chapter Two,care can make 
space for universalizability in the form ofrights and principles,so why not presentthe principle ofminimal 
dignity as having the full importofa deontological rule,implying certain obligations,in this case to 
oneself? I don't see that such obligations necessitate Rationality or a moralframework that is inherently 
adverse to a care methodology. 
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Self-empathy should involve the attentiveness and responsiveness that are part of 

the other kinds ofempathic perception. The mind remains open and nonjudgemental,and 

theflow ofemotion/thought/image that arises under such receptive conditions is held in 

consciousnesssuch that it becomes Thou(i.e. it is treated with as much respect as the 

thoughts and feelings ofothers who are contacted through empathy). Clinchy relates 

Joanna Field's version ofthis experience,which involves introspective writing: 

Field found thatone way ofbringing herthoughts and feelings up in their 
wholeness was to letthem "writethemselves"into the friendly pagesof 
herjournal. Thejoumalturns the "I" into an "it," objectifying Ae 
knower's subjectivity,and in perusing thejournal the knower turns the "it" 
into a"thou,"in effect practicing connected knowing with herself.(1996, 
230) 

Atthe core ofself-empathy is a deep affective imderstanding and acceptance thatinforms 

a full recognition ofone'sown intrinsic worth. Notonly does this intrinsic worth or 

thou-ness place caregivers onthe same level ofimportance as others,it does so in light of 

their privileged access and influence in nurturing themselves. Caregivers,to speak 

tautologically,will be around themselves constantly,in effect yielding many more 

opportunities to empathize with themselves than with mostother people,even those close 

to them,whom they mightsee only afew hours each day. 

Second,caregivers have a unique vantage toward themselves in the sense of 

directly contacting not only their own consciousness but perhaps also certain levels of 

their unconsciousness(e.g.through meditation,visions,or dreams). While others can 

validate us effectively,and while mostofus probably need such validation from others 

for mental health,the powerofhonest self-affirmation should notbeimderestimated. 
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Caregivers,then,have a considerable responsibility to care forthemselves given their 

ability to perceive themselves honestly with an acceptance thatcan heal and soothe on 

many layers ofthe intrapsychic. 

Withoutthis self-acceptance,which can only be granted by the caregiver,the 

efforts ofothers can only go so far,the depth ofpersonal relationship is limited,and the 

mutually beneficialflow ofopen communication cannotoccurin full blossom. Clinchy, 

along the lines ofthe castle-world analogy but using the differentterminology of 

"templates" and "matches," underscores the importance ofself-knowledge(gained 

through self-empathy and the self-acceptance that is part ofit)not only for the moral 

person butfor the relationships that partially constitute the moral person's identity; 

It is reasonable to argue that withoutintimate knowledge ofone's selfone 
cannotenter into intimacy with another,thatone"who is essentially a 
stranger to himselfis unlikely to forge an affective connection to someone 
else." Without self-knowledge we cannotexploit genuine similarities 
between selfand other,using "templates"in the selfto guide usto 
"matches"in the other. Withoutself-knowledge we cannot preserve the 
otherness ofthe other;he,she,or it becomes a creature ofour projections. 
Buthow well mustweknow ourselves before we can know another,and 
mustself-knowledge alwayscome first?(1996,230) 

Self-empathy comesclose to being a prerequisite ofhealthy close relationships(though 

like Clinchy,Ifind it hard ifnotimpossible to specify how much self-knowledge is 

necessary to sustain an open intimate bond),and since overall well-being linksto the 

quality ofone's interactions with others,self-empathy takes on an even more vital role^ 

3 By making self-empathy a prerequisite ofhealthy relationships,I do notintend to imply thatwecan 
discover all we need to know aboutour psychic constitution withoutthe help ofothers. In a mature 
relationship,self-exploration and understanding are facilitated by an insightful dialogue between the 
participants. In this situation,self-empathy and empathy for the other feed offeach other in an 
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Although reaffirming one'sown self-worth does not provide'hard'protection againstthe 

martyrdom ofthe mystiqued housewife,as does the principle ofminimum dignity it is 

perhaps more effective than the principle for three reasons. 

(i)Anti-stereotype. First,self-empathy goes againstthe stereotype. The all-

giving mother ofpatriarchy is expected to maintain herselfto the extentthat it benefits 

the care-receivers,butthe self-empathic mother,by attentively turning inward and 

apprehending a Thou,avoids instrumentalizing herself. Herintrospective concern 

benefits others,butthat is not its purpose(nor perhapsdo others benefit as much by her 

self-empathy as ifshe totally committed to supporting them). Herinward-turning 

transcendsthe false dichotomy ofhelping-me vs. helping-them. 

Self-empathy goes againstthe stereotype inthe further way ofinitiating a non-

superficial exploration ofselfthat goes beyond the simple idea ofWestern individualism 

into a mental landscape that is complex and,at least initially,as fnghtening as it is 

fascinating. Ifollow Diana Meyers here in drawing upon the work ofKristeva. 

According to Meyers,Kristeva envisions the everyday social world as crippled by a 

communal neurosis,a neurosis treatable bythe use ofpsychoanalytic methodsthat 

involve embracing the "heterogeneity within ourselves."(1995,56). On this view,one 

turns inward to study the powerofthe unconsciousness,arealm ofmany voices and 

urges thatinevitably affect conscious functioning. Similar lines ofthoughton the 

environmentofmutual enhancement. To begin such relationships,though,it seemsone mustbe capable of 
engaging in self-empathy,and perhaps also at least minimally aware ofone'sown particular psychology. 
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"nonunitary" selfhave been developed by Scheman(1993),Bartky(1990),and Lugones 

(1990). 

My purpose here is notafull-blown exploration ofthe topic ofthe heterogeneous 

selfbutto illustrate how self-empathy,which requires opening to(necessarily indirect) 

commumcation with the unconscious,takes the moral person beyond the stereotype of 

Western selfhood,a selfhood understood as unitary and rational,possessing one voice 

and nota Hydra's tangle ofconflicting ones. For example,the script ofthe traditional 

middle-class white housewife(which hasfaded somewhatfrom its glory daysof"Leave 

it to Beaver," but which still casts tendrils into women'sexpected role— is responsible 

for housework,she is responsible for supervising the children,she buys groceries)does 

not make space for introspection thatrecognizes deep and powerful unconscious forces 

and figurations,forces that work in tandem with social conditioning to create mechanisms 

for the release oflibido and other unruly psychic energies in waysofwhich we are hardly 

aware in our ritualized routines. 

Given its weighty nature,self-empathy doesn'tfit well with stereotypes ofmale or 

female behavior. To engage in it honestly is to challenge one's social programming. The 

very nature ofthe process requires,like meditation(and perhaps that is why Clinchy 

suggests aZen master's tutelage), going beyond the level ofhabitand acculturation. It 

can summon tears and exultantjoy,immersions in history,or take on aspiritual 

dimensionthat wendsthrough mythological symbolisms or draws uponthe realization of 

the miraculous ineffable quality oflife. In short,such activity is far removed from the 
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self-denying daily role(which for many people,academics sometimesforget,is a practice 

in dawn-to-dusk dreariness punctuated by hyperfemininity or hypermasculinity,the 

receptiveness ofthe receptionist,the aggressiveness ofthe car sales/nan). It is geared 

toward revivifying the psyche rather than deadening it under layers ofrepression that hide 

sexist mechanisms. 

(ii) Equalizationplus. The second reason that self-empathy is effective in 

counteracting the tendency for caregivers to drift into martyrdom is that,as previously 

noted,it rendersthem as equals—justas worthy ofpositive attention as proximate or 

distant others in need—through self-recognition ofintrinsic value. And once intrinsic 

value is self-acknowledged,as is appropriate,caregivers should take accountoftheir 

unique and crucial vantage as regards their own validation,a vantage that magnifies their 

responsibility to themselves and in many cases mitigates how much can be properly 

demanded by others. Our responsibility to ourselves may well be greater than thatto 

other persons,then. In that sense,the self,from one'sown vantage,is notonly an equal 

ofothers but carries greater weightofobligation. 

(Hi) Compassion. Finally,self-empathy contributesto a virtuous character that 

starts with inwardly concentrated compassion. With compassion-for-selfatthe core of 

moral sensitivity,the likelihood thatthe moral person will engage in neglect or abuse 

againsttheir own being diminishes greatly. This issue is pursued further in the next 

section. 
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(E)The caring mode ofconsciousness. The process ofself-empathy is 

quintessentially caring. It involves a recognition ofselfas valuable and,furthermore,a 

validation ofone's hidden pains and fears,those inner voices we often try to ignore as 

stigmas ofweakness,inferiority,or shame. This inward-tuming valorization is notonly 

strengthened by the introspector's attitudinal frame,which involves apprehension ofa 

Thou,but also by the perseverance,patience,and suffering entailed by such ajourney. 

Because the difficulty ofgrappling with one's faults and hidden wounds occiurs in a 

contextofacceptance that is empowering,understanding,and sympathetic all atonce,the 

process informs a virtuous state ofcompassion that is integral to the caring mode of 

consciousness. 

Thefundamental tenets ofacceptance and openness arise,as was discussed in the 

section on empathic representation,from the perception ofthe selfas a straggler against 

mythologically describable forces,which include the manifold kinds ofinjustice and 

anxiety thattrouble humanity. Once the selfis seen as a hero(and as discussed I wish to 

reclaim this word from its use in macho motifs),it is by that association granted worth. It 

has strength and the skill to challenge mighty obstacles. It is beautiful and wondrous, 

capable ofsoaring yet,like Dedalus and Icarus,also in peril ofhorrendous descent. 

Importantly,none ofus asked for thisjourney that was thrust upon us as we emerged ex 

nihilo. We were bom without giving consentand subjected to myriad shaping forces 

withoutserious meansofresistance. Bythe age offive wehave suffered many 

encounters with injustice,limitation,and fearful objects. Byfourteen,we may have 
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passionately converted to whatever religious or other ideological cause our parents strove 

to instill. From there thejourney only continues to unfold dauntingly along the 

capricious course oflife. 

The caring person recognizes these conditions and feels compassion. It is a 

compassion that might start with selfbutthen also tumsoutward,motivated by a deep 

exploration ofthe inner castle-world that combines withthe insightthat others are Tike 

me'and yetalso'notlike me'in waysrelevantto moral analysis. Having delved into 

their own complexity,moral persons become aware ofothers as never before,gaining a 

more subtle grasp ofthe human condition,the potential for people to carry immense 

concealed burdens ofpain and self-accusation—the'demons'that hauntthe layers 

beneath the perfunctory smile become more vivid and poignant. Having faced the 

'demons,'the moral person enters a level ofmind that many others may be aware ofonly 

vaguely. Insome ways,then,the moral person might understand others better than they 

understand themselves(in castle-world terms: through self-knowledge and the resultant 

empathic representation,the moral person knowsthe castle-world ofsomeone else who is 

compartmentalized,denying,or repressed better than that very individual,whose 

awareness is blocked by those defense mechanisms). Nonetheless,it would be hazardous 

and arrogant,as wesaw when discussing the "identification" process used by Deep 

Ecologists,to assumethatsuch insights give the moral person empathic omniscience ora 

prerogative to single-handedly decide another's course ofaction. In dealing with 

'demons,'the specter ofpaternalistic expropriation raises another no less serious threat. 
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The caring mode ofconsciousness,then,can pervade many aspects oflife and 

extend compassion outward through the local environmentto strangers far away(such far 

away humans are no less Tike us'in the relevantsense than someone down the block). It 

can also foster a sensitivity that manifests in good listening skills and adroitness in 

discerning nonverbal cues. Such adroitness can perhaps foster an almost automatic, 

sophisticated form ofthe attentiveness/responsiveness sequence. Quick empathy,in fact, 

mightbe simply arefinementofthatsequencethrough practice and habitin order 

acknowledge others'perspectives efficiently -within the time-limitations ofcontemporary 

life. In any case,the caring mode ofconsciousness includes skills and attitudes,such as 

empathy and compassionate acceptance,that extend the practice ofmoral care to the 

greater"holism" oflife,to use Tronto'sterm. 

Agape andEmpathy. Noddingsis careful to distance herselffirom agape 

("unselfish love for all persons")and the religiousframework that envelopes it. She 

holds that religious institutions tend to breed conformity and dull moral sensitivity,too 

frequently embarking on dubious or even atrocious coursesofaction,such asthe 

Crusades. When she speaks ofcare for distant others,she sometimes associates it -with 

agape,and emphasizesthat her approach is not"agapeism," which according to her 

philosophy is impossibly draining and deleterious to personal relationships(1984). A 

Noddingsian argument,then,can be constructed along the following lines:The caring 

mode ofconsciousness,when it includes empathy for distant others,results in agapeism, 

and agapeism demandstoo much,ifnotthe impossible. Therefore,carefor distant others 
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is unfeasible. 

Certain votaries ofall-encompassing love,such as Martin Luther King Jr.,have 

succeeded in maintaining afamily life while dedicating greatamountsoftime to the 

rectification ofsweeping social problemsthrough nonviolent methods. King,for 

example,specifically appeals to agape injustifying his peacefulform ofcivil 

disobedience(1963). Ifexample serves as evidence,there is no contradiction inherentin 

the combination ofuniversal love and proper care toward family 

Nevertheless,a caring mode ofconsciousness thatreaches outto distant others 

need notembrace agape and perhaps should not. Though noble,such acomprehensive 

love is very demanding,butting againstthe truism that negative feelings are a part oflife 

and not necessarily unhealthy. For instance,it mightbe acceptable to hate Hitler in a way 

that precludes any significantfeeling oflove for him,and to eliminate that hatred and 

replace it with other affections could be dishonestand psychologically damaging 

Moreover,as Noddingsis aware,agape ascommonly understood is a kind of 

motivator thatimpelsthe moral person into ceaseless activity that mighttmdermine self-

empathy or personal projects,goals,and commitments. The guilt generated by afailure 

to love everyone,or by self-oriented action that diminishes thatlove,could be harmful if 

not devastating to those who strive to meetsuch high standards,standards exacerbated in 

their danger bythe vague yet powerful connotations ofthe word love. 

The caring mode ofconsciousness asI haveframed it asks that moral persons 

develop dispositions to acceptand imderstand,on a deep level,the human condition, 
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starting with their own mental world and expanding the insights thereby generated to 

others. There is no injunction that everyone mustbe loved,unlesslove is understood as 

only arecognition ofintrinsic worth;butit seems strange to reduce love to such an 

evaluation,one that seems more aligned with a purely rationalistic apprehension. 

Fmthermore,the caring mode ofconsciousness and the empathy it fosters are not 

meant,as in Christian and Buddhistconceptions ofcompassion and love,to support 

unselfishness. There aretwo important points here. First,care for distant others is not 

necessarily devoid ofselfish content. This is true both materially and psychologically. 

Helping distant others could provide me with useful goods or services and support 

economic growth. Itcould also serve my psychological needs(e.g.recognition from my 

community),hone my virtuous skills,and provide personal insight. The simple 

distinction between selfish and unselfish action stumbles when the complexity ofmotive 

in caring behavior is fully entertained. 

Second,the caring mode ofconsciousness includes self-empathy where the 

purpose ofself-empathy is the initiation ofa respectfiil dialogue with oneself,notthe 

harnessing ofpsychicforcesfor unselfish duty. Caring moral persons should validate 

their own individuality. Introverts should notfeel doomed to act extrovertedly because 

unselfish all-reaching love adjures such a course. Both the introvert and the extrovert 

have arole to play in easing the world's needless injustice,though they mightgo aboutit 

differently. The pointis that we each have ourown personality and that personality 

should notbe devalued or suppressed in the cause ofuniversal love;rather it should be 
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given expression and validated according to the dictates ofself-empathy. 

Empathyfor distant others clearly does not entail agape. Whenthe plight ofthe 

emaciated in Africa is revealed,the empathic agent doesindeed experience more than a 

simple recognition ofintrinsic worth. There is a strong passion componentin the reaction 

to the slow deterioration ofthe starving,which takes place in the contextofenoughfood 

to feed everyone on Earth a3000 calorie a day diet. Yet despite the passion and outrage 

thatcombines with the empathic perception,there is not necessarily agape. The moral 

person isfocused on the starving in Africa,not everyone. There mighteven be hatred for 

the leadership in the famine-afflicted countries,perhaps rightly so. 

Hence,agape and empathy are nottwins nor mutually entailing. In fact,such 

mutual entailment would be disastrous for the care ethic. A zealous missionary driven by 

agape can do more harm than good,replacing indigenous cultural wisdom with Western 

implants that are notobviously superior and in any case could constitute a kinH ofmental 

rape orinvasion,slaying the old identity and thrusting another into the vacuum. The 

"white man's burden" would have been ofa different kind entirely had empathy been 

properly employed and not overridden by greed,realpolitik,and a patronizing sense of 

religious superiority. It is probably unfair to closely associate agape with the historical 

Christian fanaticism that has been responsible for so much callousness and cruelty,but 

the magnitude ofthe injustices wrought call outfor caution and perhaps even distrust. 

(F) TheI-Oughtandnarrative decision-making. Noddingsintroduced a 

rudimentaryform ofnarrative decision-making by placing the determination ofobligation 
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("I ought")within the contextofa caring mode ofconsciousness that served asthe 

crucible in which acomplexity ofcontextualized factors interacted to determine a moral 

course. The details ofhow this complex interaction carried through to a resolution were 

left imstudied,though the process appears to be dialogic in nature. Tronto also appeals to 

dialogic or narrative decision-making in her care criterion ofresponsibility,but again the 

mechamsms by which the intricacies ofsituation are to be sorted and transformed remain 

mysterious. 

Though it is beyond the purview ofmy project to develop afull-blown narrative 

decision-making scheme,afew salient points can be mentioned that chip away atthe 

vagueness ofthe narrative process. A great deal ofvagueness will remain,however, 

requiring muchfuture study. Fortunately,projects toward this end arejust beginning to 

take complex book-length forms(Nelson,forthcoming). 

Epieikeia. Drawing onthejurisprudence ofthe ancient Greeks,Martha 

Nussbaum mforms usthatthere is a viable alternative to the impartialjudge who 

promotesthe perfect balancing actofrational eye-for-an-eye neutrality,and that is the 

judge who showsapreference for mercy or compassion. The caring modeof 

consciousness,as thefoundation for a narrative analysis,fits well with the disposition of 

the compassionatejudge,the one who is open-minded and thoughtful yet also inclined 

toward leniency. Nussbaum sees this orientation in the Greek conceptofepieikeia: 

There is a puzzle in the evidence for ancient Greekthoughtaboutlegal and 
moral reasoning. Two conceptsthat do not appearto be at allthe same are 
treated as so closely linked asto be aspects ofthe same concept,and 
introduced together by one and the same moral term. The moralterm is 
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epieikeia. The concepts are... the ability tojudge in such a way asto 
respond with sensitivity to all the particulars ofa person and situation,and 
the "inclination ofthe mind"toward leniency in punishing—equity and 
mercy. From the beginning,the idea offlexible particularizedjudgement 
is likened with leniency. Epieikeia,which originally designated the 
former,is therefore said to be accompanied by the latter; it is something 
mild and gentle,something contrasted to the rigid or harsh. (1993,86) 

The point here is simply to suggesta plausible framework in which a narrative analysis 

can take place,aframework provided by acaring mode ofconsciousness,which,as we 

have seen,involves afar-reaching compassion. This sortofcompassion is compatible 

with a properjudicious attitude,ifNussbaum'sanalysis is correct. Since one of 

Nussbaum's central points,roughly,is thatleniency and sensitive attention to particulars 

are linked because people are interconnected and therefore notfully culpable as 

individual agents,her stance is something care ethicists are likely to accept,given their 

own emphasisonthe relational self. Nussbaum's"equity and mercy"or epieikeia, then, 

fits well with the compassion ofthe caring mode ofconsciousness,which recognizes the 

similarity between all persons and our interdependency and resultant vulnerability. I 

tentatively positthat epieikeia resides atthe heartofa narrative decision-making 

procedme in the contextofcare,and that it fits nicely in the framework provided by the 

caring mode ofconsciousness. 

Stagesand kinds ofnarrativeprocedure. Various stages or kinds ofnarrative 

analysis can be identified,and proper moral deliberation mightrequire engaging in all of 

them(with epieikeia in the background). There is first ofall the'inner dialogue'thatone 

can generate through self-care,discussed above. Second,there are the various stories that 
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can be individually identified and examined for their own merit. These could be either 

personaltestimonies ofother people,or the paradigmatic stories that underpin daily life 

(e.g.the trope ofthe aggressive competitive white male),or one's personal stories. Third 

there is the possibility for community dialogue,publicforums,and otherforms of 

interaction in order to exchange and mingle multiple narrative perspectives. 

There are at leasttwo dimensions,then,to the narrative approach: dialogue vs. 

analysis ofa particular story,and introspective vs.community process. This suggests at 

leastfour possible kinds ofnarrative interaction,all ofwhich mightbe relevantto 

decision-making: 

Introspective Community 
Dialogue Dialogue 
Introspective Community 
Examination of Examination of 

Particular Stories Particular Stories 

Introspective dialogue mayseem strange at first until werememberLugones' 

"multiplicitous self," orthe writings ofJung,or our own experiences ofbeing ambivalent 

ortom,two'voices' within us locked in struggle. The dialogic process ofresolution 

mightnotbe so much a matter ofdetermining which voice is right and which is wrong 

butoffinding a way to release tension and mollify both parties. The same holds true in 

publicforums where various persons are speaking their pointofview. 

The examination ofparticular stories,onthe other hand,may be more ofa 

philosophical orjudicious procedure. Whatare the sources ofthese stories? Dothey 

foster hatred or oppressive tendencies? Are they the products ofimmemorial patriarchal 
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tradition? Are they in the interest ofthe person that holdsthem? Whatare the 

consequences ofimplementing their messages? 

Vagueness,a virtue? It is notmyintention to plunge into these issues in depth. 

Obviously more needs to be said in terms ofexamining the intricate processes 

siuTounding the power ofthe story to do moral work. The vagueness here is the 

vaguenessthat plagues the main Western strands ofvirtue theory,the Humean and the 

Aristotelian. The inability to provide a step-by-step methodology does notinvalidate the 

value ofsuch approaches northat ofthe care ethic. As discussed,the hopefor a 

deductive step-by-step decision-making process may bea lost cause floundering on a 

false picture thatpresents reality asa carveable structure perfectly reducible to logical 

units. 

Whatdoes need further exaimnation,I think,in regard to narrative approaches,is 

the way in which humansreact psychologically to painful questions ofrightand wrong. 

Whatare the psychological processes and mechanisms by which stories are maintained, 

challenged,altered,and merged. We mightbe able to generate ataxonomy or lexicon of 

constraction tools for narrative. 

The virtue ethics provide structure in their general parameters,which can serve as 

impressive guidelinesto proper conduct. The care ethic,for example,embraces 

principles and prohibits psychological mechanismsthatfuel oppressive cultural practices, 

such as denial. It maintains afoundation ofcompassion and self-honesty. It challenges 

parochialism and patemalism. Without being too invasive—^thatis, without prescribing a 
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strict course ofaction in every context and thereby trapping the moral person in the kind 

ofethical determinism that marssomeforms ofdeontological theory—the ethic ofcare 

provides comprehensive guidance in a slippery world that refuses to be pirmed to simple 

solutions. 

Conclusion. 

Thefollowing table sketches the changes that occurred in transitioning from theN to the 

NT version ofcare. The general strategy has been to implementthe three crucial points 

that arise as a resultofTronto's philosophy—(a)that care should involve principles,(b) 

thatempathy can extend to distant others,and(c)that care should extend beyond the 

private realm and thereby shatter the public/private dualism—and in this manner 

overcome the three core problems plaguing Noddings'theory: paralysis,dualism,and 

intuitionism. 

Noddingsian vs.NT Care 

Noddingsian Version(N) Noddings-Tronto Version 
(NT) 

Principles No universal principles or Strong universal 
rights. "General mles" principles, with an 
admissible as weak emphasis on those that 
guidelines. combat oppression of all 

kinds: gender, class, race, 
political, and economic. 
Example:UN Declaration 
ofHuman Rights. As per 
Tronto's provisions, 
parochialism and 
patemalism would be 
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MoralEmpathy 

EnergyandProximity 

ChainsofCaring 

Recognition 

Caring Mode 
Consciousness 

Limitedtothosein proximity 
with whom we can form 

personal relationships. 
Hence, the only relevant 
empathy is direct moral 
empathy("engrossment") 
Energyand proximity factors 
limit care to those persons 
with whom we can form 

personal relationships. 
Energy mappingsare one-to-
one,with eachnew cared-for 
taking a significant amount 
ofthe caregiver's supply of 
energy. 

Cannotformroutes to distant 

otherswhowepresently care 
for, but instead only prepare 
us to care (in case proximity 
is achieved). 

Without acknowledgement 
or appreciation from the 
cared-for, there can be no 
moral caring. 

of Frames a mode of moral 
decision-making that is 
contextualizedand narrative. 
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specificallytargetedbythe 
canon of principle as 
unacceptable. 
Includesindirectaswellas 

direct moralempathy. We 
can be attentive and 

responsive to both 
proximate and distant 
others. 

Energy limitations do not 
prevent caring for groups; 
energy can be'spread out' 
to encompass many at the 
general level of human 
similarity. Likewise, 
proximity is not necessary 
toform an effective caring 
bond(thoughthe natureof 
the bond will differ from 

that developed in personal 
situations ofcare). 
Can link us to distant 

others for whom we care; 
furthermore, the causal 
connections (economic, 
political,etc.)mightbethe 
basis for a strong 
obligation. 
Recognitionisausefuland 
desirable though not 
necessary component of 
moral care. In political 
situations of care that 
focus on an ideologically 
heterogeneous culture 
recognition becomes 
problematic. 
Includes the Noddingsian 
elements, and also 
becomesageneralmodeof 
perceiving that involves 
compassion (though does 



Motivational Displacement 

Self-Care 

I-Oughtand Narrative 

Only discussed and 
employed in the context of 
personal relationships. 

Necessary as a means of 
insuring the ability to care 
for others. 

Limitedtotheprivatesphere. 
Narrativeprocedurehonestly 
considersthe moral person's 
self-history and takes into 
account the dynamics of 
relationship in the current 
context. 

not entail agapeism). 
Extended to apply to 
distant others such that 

goals can merge and 
affective bonding occuron 
amorallysignificantlevel. 
Importantin its ownright. 
Required by the principle 
of minimal dignity and 
facilitated by the difficult 
process ofself-empathy. 
Narrative and I-Ought are 
subsumed intotheconcept 
of Trontoan 

responsibility, which 
places the moral person in 
political as well as private 
contexts of relationship 
and care. 

relationship dueto proximity limitations(i.e., an inability to communicate dueto lack of 
physical,psychological ortechnological means) 

The means by which the NT project overcomesthese obstacles have already been 

discussed and so do notrequire in-depth attention here. The general strategy,however, 

can be quickly summarized with two points. First,the presence ofprinciples in theNT 

version is a protection against all three ofthe problems associated with the earlier 

Noddingsian theory. Forexample,the principle ofminimal dignity,discussed in relation 

to the topic ofself-care, morally prevents caregiversfrom neglecting themselves by 

heaping all their energy and attention on others. In this fashion,the dualistic role ofthe 

all-giving housewife and the tendency to become morally paralyzed by overwhelming 

obligations to family members are both counteracted. 
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Second,by taking the key conceptual elements ofNoddingsian care and 

demonstrating how they can be applied to distant others,albeit in modified form,I 

effectively demonstrate that a sophisticated kind ofmoral care is indeed applicable in 

contexts relevantto political,economic,and other globally oriented decisions. In so 

doing,the simple dualistic picture—care at home,reason at work—is undermined. The 

new picture is care at home and at work,and furthermore the boundaries blur because 

"the personal is political." The housewife or househusband who buys products atthe 

mall or supermarketis contributing to global conditions affecting all ofus. Individuals 

who buy responsibly and simultaneously educate their children about proper consumption 

engage in care for both proximate and distant others. 

Relationships with distantothers. In the remainder ofthis chapter I concern 

myselfwith a sweeping objection to a political ethic ofcare,the sortrepresented by the 

NT version. In refuting this objection,Iinvoke elementsfrom many ofthe previous 

chapters. The objection is this: at the heart ofcare philosophy is the insight going back to 

Carol Gilligan that we orient ourselves toward maintaining relationships and partially 

define ourselves by those relationships that we maintain; but,concerning people we have 

never met,the starving in Africa,and so forth,in what sense is there any solid 

relationship? Do we really have relationships with far away persons we have never met, 

seen,heard,or contacted in any way? And ifwe cannothave relationships with such 

distant others,which seems quite intuitive,then how can we possibly care forthem in any 

sense,given thatthe maintenance ofrelationship is essential to care activities? 
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This argumentrelies on apresupposition thatI have already effectively 

contested—namely,thatthere must be personal contactfor a caring relationship to exist. 

In this fashion,I have challenged the conventional notion ofrelationship associated with 

caring and indicted it asjustthe sortofquestion-begging that preservesthe traditional 

bias. A perusal ofstandard dictionary sources,ofcourse,does notsupportasimple'face-

to-face'role for "relationship." Instead,we see a panoply ofuses thatreinforce both 

personal and non-personal implementations. Alongside the definitions that indicate 

romantic,connubial,or consanguineous affiliation are broader ones:"a state involving 

mutual dealings between people or parties or countries";"a state ofconnectedness 

between people(especially an emotional connection)";"a particular type ofconnection 

existing between people related to or having dealings with one another"(American 

Heritage Dictionary 3^'' Ed.). 

The key wordsin these definitions thatfeed the broader sense ofrelationship are 

"dealings" and "connectedness." I have endeavored to show thatthe reworked notion of 

chains ofcaring can comprise such broadly construed dealings and connections between 

those ofus here in the affluent westand those in the exploited class who sufferthe 

proletarian regimen. Afull-blooded Marxian analysis along the lines ofcausal ties 

between the bourgeoisie and the imderclass could no doubtexpose the more minute 

elementsofthe relationship;and within this intricate web ofbuying,spending, 

manufacturing,and capital transfer,there is no reason that we cannot care forthe distant 

sweatshop laborer. 
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Indeed,whether we care or not,we will be in arelationship with those distant 

others who makethe things we buy,and that relationship,in accordance with the thesis of 

the connected ofself, will affect the nature ofour own identity. Callousness and 

sensitivity both mold the mind. 

We can motivationally displace and engage in moral empathy toward such 

proletariatized laborers,and our concemed behavior can impactthem,either directly(e.g. 

through donations)orthrough more complicated routes(e.g. educating others,lobbying, 

supporting activist groups). Moreover,we are complicitin the system that holdsthem 

hostage to spirit-numbing travail. In short,by arguing thatwecan morally carefor 

distant others,the parallel case has been madethatthere is a relationship between moral 

persons and distant others that goes beyond the sortofpure causal mechanism that does 

notconcern our emotionalreactions,our ability to reach out,or our ability to feel 

sympathy orevensome understanding for suffering human beings 

Ifthis analysis is apt,then we have to take seriously aradically new notion of 

moral relationship,one that has notimpressed itselfonthe Western consciousness. In 

this newform ofmoral relationship,our interactions with distant others are notto be 

ignored onthe excuse thatthey are incapable ofemotional depth or significant ethical 

content. Wecan feel for distant others,and wecan relate to their suffering. We might 

notknow who we are interacting with when we buy asweatshop-produced product,but 

we are interacting with someone(actually the manysomeonesinvolved in the production 

process). In the case oftextiles,the person who did the sewing is mostlikely atwenty-
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something woman or ateenage girl. Do these yovmg souls have dreams? We don'tknow 

for sure,but weknow whatit is liketo have dreams,and we canimderstand how dreams 

mightruptureimder such circumstances. 

Mutuality. One might objectthatthere is no mutuality factor in such a situation. 

Caring is supposed to concern the maintenance ofmutually beneficial relationships. 

Where is the mutuality in the interaction between the sweatshop laborer and the activist 

Westerner? Surely this is aone-wayflow ofconcern at best,with the buyer worrying 

aboutthe worker but not vice versa. And in lightofthis unilateral motion,there certainly 

cannot be acondition where both parties benefit and the relationship evolves. The 

characteristics ofnurturance and potentialfor growth so importantto caring relationships 

are lacking in this long-range connection. 

I have already argued thatrecognition is not necessary in situations ofproximate 

or long-range care,and ifrecognition is notrequired then mutuality,which would seem to 

include in its conceptual nature a kind ofrecognition,is not either. However,leaving this 

pointto the side,Ithink thatthere is an important kind ofmutuality in the economic 

dance ofthe rich and the distant poor who effectively servethem. Atpresent,this is a 

relationship ofdomination and exploitation. But it could be,in some radically altered 

system ofcommerce,a relationship ofmutual benefit,buyers,retailers, manufacturers 

and laborers interacting in nonoppressive and even salubrious marketconditions 

(Crittenden 2000). 
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The mutual benefitthat applies in this global sense involves political as well as 

financial links and,importantly,emphasizes notso much the interplay between specific 

persons butthat between large groups. The reply,then,to the objection thatthere is no 

possibility ofmutuality between Westemers and sweatshop laborers(or other distant 

others affected by our actions)is that groups can care for each other and individuals 

participate in the actions ofthe relevant groups. The possibility ofone-on-one caring 

might notexist between rich and distant poor(though some charities do allow a kind of 

"adoption" where a certain child is sponsored in adeveloping country)but group-on-

group caring is a different matter. 

Long-range care requires not only that we reconsider whatcounts as a moral 

relationship butthat we reconsider our own identity. Our relationships with distant others 

manifestin the give and take ofthe powerful and the weak within the backdrop ofan 

historical systematic domination that spans halfa millennium. When wefeel for the 

sweatshop worker,we are feeling atthe generallevel ofhuman sympathy that applies to a 

large number ofexploited workers. And we ourselves,as partofthe herd ofpurchasers 

wading into the retail and food outlets ofmultinational corporations,take part in a 

collective role,thatofthe affluent. 

Such areworking ofidentity to include group dynamics is perfectly concordant 

withfemimstand care ethicist ideas ofself. And this more expansive identity does not 

undercut moral agency butonthe contrary tunes our sense ofresponsibility to planet-

wide conditions. Where before the moral person might have felt disconnected from 
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distant others,now there are linkages attwo levels,the individual and the collective. 

Both levels contribute to the moral connection between the exploited and the exploiters. 

The group level demonstrates the direct physical coimection,and the individual level 

demonstrates the emotional and empathic connections that are possible. The moral 

person partakes in both levels and so is ftilly immersed in the intermingling ofcultures, 

fates,and fortunes. 

Perhapssomeday the affluent group and the third-world group will engage in 

mutual recognition ofthe sortthat Jessica Benjamin describes:atwo-way 

acknowledgementofbasic human worth in which inheresafundamentalrespect and 

dignity. Unfortunately,judged by their actions and ignorance,the membersofthe 

affluent group currently treatthose in the laborer group only as ciphers,objects hardly 

noticed thatfeed into their common comfort,asthey see it,much asthe air they breathe. 

How those in the laborer group feel aboutthose in the westis more a matter of 

speculation on my part. Perhaps they see us as cruel masters,hence completing the circle 

that defines atme relationship ofmaster to slave,dominator to dominated,active to 

passive,manipulator to object. 

Conclusion. 

Coming to the end ofa project ofthis type and magnitude,Iam led to reflect on 

what sort ofimportance it could have beyond personal edification. One standard 

criticism ofethics scholars is that their ideas don'ttranslate well into change. It is one 

thing to erect an erudite system in the abstract and quite anotherto bring thatsystem into 
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efficacious usage within a community. Applying this consideration to my work,one 

mightsubmitthat even ifI have succeeded in liberating care from the feminine 

stereotype—that is,succeeded in arguing thata care ethic can operate outside a patriarchal 

male/female gender scheme—there is little hope ofactually 'selling'this ideato the public. 

Such concerns are troubling,even more so given afurther consideration: whatI 

have accomplished is a sketch,one that needs much more detail and one which no doubt 

has its flaws. WhatIam faced with then is atwo-pronged problem:the project is 

incomplete and imperfect,and second,even ifthe system ofideas presented is a good 

one,there is little chance ofimpressing its usage into the generalcommunity. For an 

idealist who embraces social activism,such as myself,the above argumentation is 

humbling. 

Yet it is obviously wrong to condemn a project solely onthe groundsthat it does 

notinduce global transformation. In terms ofa care worldview,eventhe mostpowerful 

among us mustacceptour place within vast ritualistic and bureaucratic collectives of 

persons. Although it can be disheartening to admitthatone does not have atremendous 

amountofcontrol in termsofbroad change,it can be heartening,on the other hand,to 

discover one's partin a social movement. By asocial movementI mean alarge number 

ofpeople,organized around galvanizing ideas,who attemptto shiftthe mindsetofthe 

greater society and thereby its behavior,worldview,and psychology. 

A kind ofscholarly movement,thriving onthe momentum ofthe activism ofthe 

1970's,sprung up aroimd Gilligan's work and continuesto this day in various academic 
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disciplines. Partofthe ferment is generated by the thoughtin the background that we can 

end warfare,poverty and oppression,and wecan do so by dismantling the political and 

economic mechanismsthat embrace aggression,harsh treatmentfor the poor,and a 

singularly male leadership. This idea has been in the background ofmy project,though 

so complicated are the issues atthe theoretical level thatI have hardly been able to broach 

it, norfor that matter would it have been effective to pursue it in my context. 

Nevertheless,the idea is there,and it is characteristic ofthe kinds ofthoughts that 

lend impetus to feminist movements. My work alone is not going to spark radical 

change,butit is one little piece ofkindling that addsto the fire. Taking this frame of 

mind,Ifind contentmentand connection,for ifthe selfis "partially constituted" by 

relationships,then my supportforthe sortofmovementI admire is cause for celebration. 
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